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Executive Summary
In June 2015, the Eastern Tallgrass Prairie
and Big Rivers Landscape Conservation
Cooperative (LCC) of the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service (USFWS) granted $80,000
to the City of St. Louis (City) to promote
urban monarch conservation by expanding
activities associated with Milkweeds for
Monarchs: The St. Louis Butterfly Project
(M4M). Generally speaking, the USFWS
grant was to: (1) enhance urban education
and outreach efforts, and (2) conduct
research on urban monarch habitat. The
City’s Office of the Mayor used a portion
of the funds to contract a part time individual to act as a Monarch Community Liaison, and used
the majority of the grant funds to partner with several local entities with expertise to lead the
research and education tasks associated with the USFWS grant work. As will be described more
fully below, the City’s grant partners on this urban monarch grant were the Missouri Botanical
Garden (MBG), the Saint Louis Zoo (Zoo) and the University of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL).
The grant period ran from June 2015 to August 2016, and allowed the City to optimize and take
advantage of numerous other monarch conservation efforts. This final report summarizes work
and findings conducted during the grant performance period, and also references many of the
leveraged efforts to advance urban monarch conservation in 2015 and 2016.
OVERALL GRANT CONCLUSIONS:
The grant effort surpassed anticipated outcomes and exceeded expectations of partner entities.
Key outputs include: Fifty new urban school monarch gardens, a successful educatorneighborhood specialist workshop, creation of a Monarch Gardens for Schools educator guide,
protocols established for research at 30 monarch gardens and 7 urban prairie patches, and highlyvisible exhibits at two popular conservation institutions. Key outcomes include: Improvement
in familiarity and comfort level of educators/neighborhood specialists, insights relating to social
impact of monarch gardens and habitat in public spaces, increased monarch learning at K-12
schools, and greater understanding among City staff regarding elements needed to ensure and
sustain successful monarch habitat areas.
Key takeaways include: (1) Citizens and community groups in the City of St. Louis have
embraced urban monarch conservation efforts, and are poised to participate in meaningful ways;
(2) Most people appreciate or value monarch garden/habitat areas, especially if kempt; (3)
Signage and education are needed to optimize impact; (3) Future stewardship and maintenance
needs are best addressed at the outset of garden/habitat establishment; (4) Adequate capacity and
staff resources are needed to ensure coordination among departmental efforts, and to both
communicate opportunities and troubleshoot issues; and (5) When working with multiple
partners, departments and citywide efforts, there would ideally be a dedicated staff person having
experience in grant and project management acting as grant administrator/project coordinator.
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Student helps create school monarch garden

EDUCATION & OUTREACH: The City and
its partners utilized both general communication
strategies and specific education and outreach
efforts targeted to mayors, schools, and
neighborhood affiliates. Over the course of the
grant, the City and its partners succeeded in
raising awareness of monarchs, generating greater
interest in M4M, and engaging both City staff and
members of the community, including
representatives of more than 50 schools and 28
City of St. Louis Neighborhood Improvement
Specialists (alternatively referred to as NSOs),
who serve as liaisons between the Mayor’s Office
and all 79 City neighborhoods.

Schools - To engage teachers, students, and school communities, the grant Education team
worked closely with City schools, including Head Start preschools, St. Louis Public School
elementary and high schools, private and parochial schools. The City and its MBG/Zoo partners
held a successful July 2015 M4M Workshop for Educators and NSOs. The MBG/Zoo team led
the installation of “starter” monarch gardens at all 50 M4M schools in the City. Mid-year and
end-of-year school surveys were administered to educators in order to gather feedback. Among
others, these survey results were used to inform the content of a new 60-page document called
Monarch Gardens for Schools: A Resource Guide for PreK-12 Urban School Communities.


School Monarch Garden Habitat Grown: More than 500 native plants, representing 30
types of milkweed and other pollinator-friendly species, were planted at 50 schools in the
City of St. Louis.



Increased Teacher Comfort Levels: Between the first and second educator survey, there
was a 17% increase among M4M teachers reporting that they felt “very comfortable”
taking students/community members outside to study nature.

Educators from Missouri Botanical Garden and Sophia M. Sachs Butterfly House at monarch workshop
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Community – When Mayor
Mayor Slay and Catherine Werner at City Hall monarch garden
Francis Slay launched Milkweeds
for Monarchs: The St. Louis
Butterfly Project in April of 2014,
he set a goal of creating 250 new
monarch gardens in the City. In
order to both map and track
progress towards this goal, the
City created an online registration
system. Once information is
submitted demonstrating the stated
criteria are met, the monarch
garden becomes registered. Upon
registration, a monarch icon is
generated and depicted on a map
of the City.
Every resident,
school, and organization that
creates a M4M monarch garden in the City is encouraged to register the garden on this website.
As of December 2016, there were more than 350 registered monarch gardens in the City.
Both the MBG and Zoo created engaging monarch-themed displays in high-profile areas that
attract thousands of visitors from the general public.

Saint Louis Zoo M4M Exhibit



Thousands of Visitors See Monarch Displays: In 2015-2016, The MBG monarch areas
engaged more than 75,000 visitors. The Zoo monarch displays enjoyed 22,000-25,000
visitors between February and December of 2016.
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To build capacity with its NSOs and expand M4M reach to a more diverse group of the
community, the City, led by the Monarch Community Liaison, partnered with local organizations
to share monarch information at various venues, events and outlets. A particular emphasis was
encouraging NSOs to work with community organizations to submit Neighbors Naturescaping
grant applications for projects that specifically include creation of a large monarch garden in a
public space.


Increase in Monarch Garden Grant Applications: Following M4M special outreach
efforts to NSOs, the quantity of Neighbors Naturescaping applications submitted
increased 33% between 2014 and 2015. In 2016, there was an overall decrease in
Neighbors Naturescaping projects; however, wards that had not participated since 2014
were newly engaged. During the USFWS grant period, 27 of the 28 wards created native
gardens in public spaces through the Neighbors Naturescaping grant program.

The Mayor, the City’s Sustainability Director, Monarch Assistant, and Monarch Community
Liaison used a variety of events and approaches to raise awareness about urban monarch
conservation at the local, regional, and national levels. From presenting at the U.S. Conference
of Mayors to holding a Monarch Garden In A Box one-stop-shopping plant sale to creating STL
Monarch Mix native seed packets to give to people in the community, the City leveraged its
USFWS grant funds and other resources to maximize impact and promote urban monarch
conservation in a variety of ways.


Monarch Tools Shared: Approximately 150 flash drives of information were distributed
by the City to other mayors and local government representatives. The flash drives were
purchased with private funds and contain resources developed by the City relating to
urban monarch conservation.



M4M Exposure Through National
Outlets: AARP, American Planning
Association, Biophilic Cities Project,
National Wildlife Federation, and
U.S. Conference of Mayors are
examples of national organizations
that featured the City’s M4M
program.



Monarch Seeds Distributed: Funds
from the Two Rivers National
Wildlife Refuge were provided to the
City, which used them to create 9,000
native seed packets of monarch
garden species. The City distributed
approximately 3,000 seed packets to
people at various community events,
meetings and activities in 2016.

Monarch Community Liaison helps children make
seed bombs at the St. Louis Earth Day Festival
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RESEARCH &
EVALUATION:
The City worked with a team of
local experts to evaluate the
success of existing monarch and
pollinator habitat installations
with respect to biological and
socioeconomic outcomes. The
Research components of the
grant were led by the Missouri
Botanical Garden (MBG), Saint
Louis Zoo (Zoo) and University Pollinator research strips at Zoo Expansion site
of Missouri-St. Louis (UMSL). The Research team evaluated social impact (UMSL), floristic
diversity (MBG), and pollinator abundance (Zoo) at 30 new M4M monarch gardens and seven
existing urban prairie patches of varying size and age, located around the City. Research
findings and recommendations will be used to inform future strategies and priorities associated
with creating monarch gardens, prairie patches, and other pollinator habitat in the City. The
findings will also be available to assist conservation agencies and organizations to optimize
urban projects for both ecological and socioeconomic benefits, such as the establishment of a St.
Louis Riverfront Butterfly Byway. The City plans to share all of its findings with the Urban
Monarch Landscape Conservation Design project that is currently underway in the Midwest,
with separate support by the USFWS.
Findings & Recommendations Relating to Pollinator and Vegetation Research:












The
early
floristic
diversity 100%
7
assessment revealed some monarch
80%
6
habitat areas that appeared to be
thriving;
60%
5
30 of the 36 sites sampled contained
40%
4
milkweeds (Asclepias spp.);
20%
3
Sampling identified several M4M
monarch
gardens
where
the
0%
2
milkweed and a number of the nectar
1
plants had died;
0
Improve post-planting maintenance
at most sites;
The proportion of M4M gardens per month where different
Improve engagement and training
numbers of bee types were observed, illustrating greater
of local stakeholders to ensure site
diversity through the growing season.
longevity;
Utilize more uniform signage across sites;
Enhance Forest Park prairie plantings with seed or plug additions to improve milkweed
diversity and abundance;
Ensure more consistent public access & visibility for firehouse and police station gardens
The June 2016 pollinator survey found no monarch activity on milkweeds;
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Findings & Recommendations Relating to Social Impact Research:
Resources for urban greening, beautification and environmental restoration are most
productively invested in sites with an expected duration of decades. However, it is clear that the
citizens of St. Louis City appreciate these monarch garden sites, regardless of their location and
duration. Consequently, there is also reason to invest in efforts to safeguard the long-term
viability of community gardens in less stable neighborhoods, so their residents have access to the
aesthetic, recreational and educational opportunities that such sites afford.
















Urban monarch butterfly habitat
installations do not appear to
diminish public safety conditions;
People are more likely to visit
medium and large monarch areas
than small ones;
Garden areas with thriving plantings
have higher visitor numbers;
Neighborhoods with higher median
incomes have more successful
installations:
more
prosperous
plantings, higher levels of visitors,
more
frequent
visitors.
Neighborhoods with low median incomes were more likely to have sites that are small
and have low numbers of visitors;
Placing trash cans at garden areas reduces the presence of litter;
Visitors are more likely to think the monarch butterfly habitats are beautiful if they
resemble gardens: if they have mulch, borders, benches or art;
Many more people know that the installations provide habitat for wildlife than recognize
their other ecological services;
Milkweeds for Monarchs garden signs improve knowledge about monarch butterflies’
need for milkweed;
Milkweed, itself, was not as significant to most residents’ enjoyment as blooming plants
more generally;
Many more people liked to look at and visit the gardens than work in them, and finding
adequate volunteers to help with day-to-day stewardship was problematic at most places;
People tend to be enthusiastic about the initial planting, but ongoing maintenance tends to
end up being the responsibility of only a few;
The two best maintained sites included a prairie that is maintained by paid staff, and a
school garden that is tied with a horticulture program;
The transmission of environmental knowledge at the installations depended on specific
programming, such as educational materials at schools or staff-led educational tours;
The monarch gardens located in areas with relatively stable populations, few vacant lots,
and few derelict buildings had better outcomes than those in neighborhoods undergoing
major demographic shifts and/or development.
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I.

Urban Monarch Education and Outreach

A.

Targeting Schools and Community Liaisons

1. School Monarch Gardens: The grant team
had a goal of providing enhanced opportunities for
youth to connect with nature while learning about
monarch conservation. The primary strategies
included building capacity with educators and
partnering with them to establish 35 new school
monarch gardens in the City of St. Louis. The
USFWS grant leveraged another local grant,
allowing for the creation of 15 additional school
monarch gardens. Over the period of two school
years during 2015-16, members of the grant team
led the creation of 50 new school monarch
gardens. Most of the gardens were created with
the involvement of students, and some of the
gardens also involved families and other
Ames School garden installation
community members. Of the 50 new gardens, 16
were early childhood schools (including Head Start centers), 21 were elementary schools, eight
were middle/high schools, one was the public school district headquarters campus, two were
afterschool Boys & Girls Clubs, one was a church campus, and one was a community garden
near a school. Throughout this process, more than 100 teachers and 1,500 students or
community members were directly engaged via monarch gardening.
Of the 50 school monarch gardens installed over the course of the grant period, 29 were installed
in 2015, while 21 were installed in 2016. In total, more than 500 native plants representing
30 species, including milkweed and other pollinator-friendly plants, were planted in these
school monarch gardens during 2015-2016.

MBG/Zoo at St. Louis Public School HQ

Throughout the 2015-2016 and 2016-2017 school
years, the MBG/Zoo education team engaged
participating schools in a variety of ways. Through
teacher workshops and family science nights,
instructors worked with the early childhood
educators as part of ongoing efforts to encourage
student interest and awareness of urban nature, as
well as increase teacher/family comfort and
confidence in effective outdoor investigations and
learning. The MBG/Zoo worked with the
elementary, middle, and high schools as “partner
schools,” at times sending instructors to the schools,
hosting school visits to the MBG and Zoo,
integrating monarch gardening into afterschool
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programs or clubs, or simply offering guidance, tips, and
support via one-on-one consultations.
In March 2016, the MBG/Zoo team sent emails to the
project school contacts with timely tips and guidance for
watching new growth emerging in their gardens, as well
as ways to generate anticipation and excitement with their
students. In this email, the contacts were also asked to
complete a brief survey that would indicate their needs
(plants or other resources), gauge their use of the educator
journal activities/prompts they had been provided, and
measure any change in their self-assessed comfort of
using the outdoors and nature as a learning environment.
The City team conducted site visits to each project school
in April and May 2016 to assess the physical state of the
M4M gardens and to identify needs for replacement plants
and further resources. As a follow-up to these site visits, the MBG/Zoo/City held a series of
“Plant Pick-Up Days” at the Garden in May 2016, inviting school contacts to collect additional
plants customized to the needs of their particular garden. In total, the 20 project schools that
attended were supplied with more than 100 new plants to supplement their existing gardens. The
project team also used this as an opportunity to gather end-of-school-year data for comparing
against baseline data secured earlier in the project. In Fall 2016, the project team conducted
another series of site visits to assess needs of the school gardens and those caring for them, after
which “plant delivery days” occurred, with project members personally delivering either
additional or replacement plants and materials that would address each garden’s unique needs.
Shaw Visual & Performing
Arts Elementary School

School Program Key Findings & Recommendations:
• In identifying and recruiting schools, the project team relied heavily on previous
contacts and relationships, which were often individual teachers. The fall 2016 school
visits showed that staff changes and miscommunication between school staff were
common problems that often led to neglected gardens.
Actively engaging
administrators, as well as multiple teachers and PTO members at each school
from the beginning would have helped mitigate many issues.
• Many educators indicated a desire for further peer-to-peer teacher networking and
sharing opportunities. Additional events or opportunities to bring educators together
throughout the project term would have enabled sharing, sustained momentum, and
increased participant awareness of the collective impact of the project, and would have
enhanced the learning opportunities for educators and their students.
• This grant project was integrated into the workload of existing staff working on
multiple projects and priorities. Future project teams would benefit from front-loading
their planning and prep with these realities in mind, and realistically defining roles and
responsibilities within the context of other duties.
• The complimentary skills found within the education team allowed everyone to work
together cohesively and build on a long-lasting culture of collaboration, cooperation,
and community. This established partnership between MBG and Zoo Education
teams, with a high degree of trust, was vital to the success of this project.
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2.

Monarch Workshop for Educators and NSOs - July 23, 2015

Shortly after the grant period
commenced, the grant team held
a full day monarch workshop to
build knowledge and foster
relationships between educators
and neighborhood improvement
specialists. The July 2015
workshop had 78 attendees,
including 40 educators, 23
neighborhood
improvement
Monarch outreach by City staff specialists (often referred to as
Milkweed for workshop
NSOs), and 15 grant team staff.
The Missouri Botanical Garden Bulletin publication (Fall 2015, Vol. 103, No. 4) featured the
workshop, and was sent to 43,000 households. The St. Louis Zoo also highlighted the monarch
workshop in their member magazine, stlZoo, which has a circulation of 50,000 households.
Keynote Presentations: The July 2015 monarch workshop began with keynote presentations
from Catherine Werner, Sustainability Director for the City of St. Louis, and Ed Spevak, Curator
of Invertebrates for the St. Louis Zoo. These presentations provided an overview of Milkweeds
for Monarchs: The St. Louis Butterfly Project, as well as basic monarch and pollinator biology.
Small Group Stations: The workshop attendees
broke into small groups and rotated between
specialty stations, which were led by subjectmatter experts. Station content included monarch
caterpillar identification, pollinator awareness,
milkweed identification, common urban plants,
citizen science, and monarch gardening.
To ensure the attendees learned the basic elements
of establishing a
monarch garden,
one of the small
Small group station at workshop
group rotations
featured hands on instruction, including an opportunity for
attendees to assist with the installation of a new monarch garden
on site. Plants used in creating the garden and for the attendees
to take home with them were donated by Greenscape Gardens,
Shaw Nature Reserve, and the Missouri Prairie Foundation.This
garden is located at the southeast campus of MBG’s Monsanto
Center, home to its world-renowned herbarium and plant
Planting the M4M garden
science library. More than 50 native plants were planted,
including four species of milkweed. This new garden was registered on the City’s sustainability
website with its online monarch garden map (see Attachment A in the Appendix).
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Community Asset Mapping & Action Planning:
In the afternoon portion of the workshop, the group
was segmented into nine neighborhood clusters for
place-based mapping. The purpose of this exercise
was to help educators build relationships with their
neighborhood improvement specialists on City staff,
and to jointly identify opportunities for monarch
conservation. Brightside St. Louis has a small grant
beautification opportunity to create native gardens
in public spaces, called Neighbors Naturescaping. A
specific objective of the workshop was to lay the
foundation to support Neighbors Naturescaping
applications for monarch garden projects. (See
Creating a community asset map
Section 5 on page 15-16 for further details).
Existing community garden areas were mapped, and new opportunities were identified.
Attendees presented their preliminary ideas with the group, and left the workshop with the
outline of a plan for new monarch gardens in their neighborhoods.
Workshop Evaluations and Feedback: At the conclusion of the workshop, the attendees were
given the opportunity to share verbal feedback and complete a workshop evaluation. Both the
verbal and written feedback received was overwhelmingly positive. Educators who attended the
workshop were provided a journal with monarch activities and information to share in their
classrooms. Reactions to the journal content helped inform the Educator Guide developed as a
grant deliverable. Attendees were also given milkweed plants as participation gifts.

Workshop Feedback:

93% of attendees rated their experience at the workshop as good or excellent.
After the workshop, 89.5% of attendees felt somewhat or very comfortable taking students
or community members outside to study animals or nature.
“This program was so helpful. I am starting an after school program on sustainability and
planting a milkweed garden at my school. This gave me the curriculum and many, many ideas
on what I need to do in the upcoming school year.” –Teacher
“Everything was awesome—I was engaged throughout the duration of the workshop and the
presenters were very informative.” –NSO
“I’m super excited. I am ready to take my love of butterflies outside of my class into the whole
school!!” –Teacher
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3.
Educator Knowledge Appreciation Perception Surveys: After the workshop, the
Zoo/Garden team conducted educator surveys to measure knowledge-appreciation-perception.
One was delivered in March 2016 and a second was given in late May 2016.
Mid-year survey (March 2016) - 12 of the 26 school contacts responded to the survey
 50% of the respondents indicated they were using/referencing the M4M Journal either
once a month, or once or twice during the semester.
 66% reported being “very comfortable” taking students/community members outside to
study pollinators and nature. 33% reported “somewhat comfortable.” No respondents
indicated “not too comfortable” or “not at all comfortable”. 1
End-of-year survey (May 2016) – 21 of the 26 school contacts responded to the survey
 67% reported being “very comfortable” taking students/community members outside to
study animals/nature. 24% reported being “somewhat comfortable,” while 10% reported
being “not too comfortable.” No respondents indicated being “not at all comfortable.”
 91% of the respondents reported that their experience was “good” or “excellent.”
Comments Received From M4M Educators:
“I was able to get the children involved with environmentalism.”
“The students enjoyed the garden very much. They took great pride in it and talked about
the importance of it with other grade level classes in the school.”
“When reading reports online and in the newspaper that the number of monarchs that
reached the winter sanctuary in Mexico had increased, we were proud to be a small part of
the effort to provide milkweeds for these magnificent monarchs. We felt our efforts were
helping to make a difference for the betterment of the monarchs.”
4.
Educator Guide: Feedback received via the pre-, mid- and yearend assessments, along with additional garden installations and ongoing
correspondence with existing school garden contacts, helped inform and
shape the content for the project deliverable, entitled “Monarch Gardens
for Schools: A Resource Guide for PreK-12 Urban School Communities.”
Designed as a one-stop shop resource guide for urban schools either
interested in creating monarch gardens on campus, or expanding existing
gardens, the guide features easy-to-understand, basic background
information on monarchs and monarch gardening, real-world case studies
and lessons, local contacts for plants, seeds, and other supplies, a curated
list of curriculum resources relevant across the PreK-12 grade trajectory, and tips for involving
families and communities in the monarch gardening adventure. This guide will be posted online,
it will be available for download from the websites of grant partners, and the City will distribute
a physical copy to the 250 +/- schools located in the City of St. Louis in early 2017.
1

Of the July 2015 workshop attendees, 10% of 56 respondents reported being either “neutral” or “not too
comfortable” to this same question.
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5.

Capacity Building for Neighborhood Improvement Specialists

With the intention of building capacity
among City departmental staff, the grantfunded Monarch Community Liaison
(Liaison) coordinated with all of the City’s
Neighborhood Improvement Specialists
(also called NSOs), who act as
representatives of the Mayor’s Office to
neighborhoods throughout the City. As a
guest of the NSOs, the Monarch
Community Liaison participated in more
Monarch Community Liaison
than 50 neighborhood association meetings,
giving a community presentation
offering presentations on monarchs and
providing information about the Neighbors Naturescaping (NN) beautification program
administered by City partner, Brightside St. Louis.
The Mayor’s Office obtained funding from the Missouri Department of Conservation so that the
City could ensure that Brightside was able to award a triple sized (~30 square ft.) monarch
garden in each of the 28 City wards. To encourage participation in the NN program, in the
spring of 2016, the Liaison created maps identifying existing M4M gardens, school connections,
and community stakeholders within each of the City’s 28 wards. These maps helped the NSOs
identify where they could have the biggest impact within their wards, potentially creating more
access to greenspace, improving aesthetics, and creating larger pollinator habitat in public
spaces. Through presentations at NSO meetings and individual ride-alongs, the Liaison assisted
with identifying potential NN locations, as well as with the grant application process.
Missouri Botanical Garden Exhibit

After the Mayor’s Office conducted special
outreach to NSOs, the number of submitted NN
applications increased 33% between 2014 and
2015. Of the 40 grants submitted in 2015, 34
were for new M4M gardens, which were installed
across 21 of the City’s 28 wards. The 2016 NN
kick-off was held at Brightside in May 2016, with
approximately 70 attendees, including 21 NSOs.
In 2016, 32 NN grant applications were funded
across 21 wards, 18 of which were new or
NSOs at July 2015 Workshop
expanded M4M gardens. This included three
wards that had not participated in NN since 2014,
meaning that over the course of the USFWS grant period, NSO participation increased from 3 to
27. Because participation declined among both neighborhood groups and NSOs in 2016, the
City M4M team created and distributed a survey (see Attachment C in the Appendix) to 25
NSOs2 to see where problems arose. Twenty three of the 25 NSOs responded to the survey.
2

Three new NSOs were hired in fall of 2016, after the NN grant period, so they were not sent the survey.
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The
most
commonly
reported obstacle that NSOs
faced was that they were
unable to find a community
group that was willing to
create and/or maintain a new
garden. The reasoning for
this was different depending
on the ward. In certain
wards,
creating
native
NSOs at 2016 NN Kick-Off
gardens was not seen as a
priority, as there are many other pressing issues at hand, such as high crime and poverty rates.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, some wards already have lots of gardens and active
volunteer groups had insufficient capacity to take on new gardening projects in 2016.
Several NSOs were moved to different wards in the summer of 2016, and some of these NSOs
stated they did not have adequate time to build relationships within their new wards or identify a
group to participate in NN. Other NSOs had conflicts, such as medical leave or time-consuming
obligations during the summer, precluding their participation in the 2016 NN. Overall,
availability of capacity and time to build relationships were key factors in influencing NSO
and community organization ability to take advantage of NN monarch garden resources.
Although the NN participation rate declined in 2016 despite targeted outreach, the Liaison
ascertained valuable information about which efforts were most effective. Also, of the NSOs
who attended the monarch workshop in 2015, 89% reported that they were provided with the
necessary information to discuss monarch and pollinator conservation with residents of
their wards in 2016. Furthermore, 95.5% of NSOs reported that monarch conservation is
“very important” to them. Many NSOs also stated that they want to continue to be involved in
NN in the future, and that they look forward to continuing their work on these efforts. Brightside
St. Louis will continue outreach efforts to NSOs to continue USFWS grant momentum.
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B.

Outreach and Community Engagement

1.

Milkweeds for Monarchs Exhibits

Missouri Botanical Garden (MBG)
Throughout 2015 and 2016, MBG
featured monarch conservation in the
MBG Sophia M. Sachs Children’s
Garden, Brookings
Exploration
Center, and newly opened PlantLab
classroom. An official M4M
demonstration garden was installed in
the children’s area, and the familyfriendly Brookings Center displayed
dedicated signage, books, models,
puzzles, maps, and live monarchs.
The display featured chrysalis
emergences and outdoor releases,
enabling visitors an up-close
experience with the monarch life Missouri Botanical Garden Exhibit
cycle. Outside in the Children’s
Garden, visitors were invited to find real caterpillars in relevant seasons, don a pair of colorful
monarch wings, and “migrate” through the garden. In the PlantLab, classes and drop-in
experiences were held for school groups, scouts, teachers, other adult learners and volunteers,
enabling them to see chrysalis development, learn about the importance of milkweed, and take
home STL Monarch Mix seed packets. Throughout 2015 and 2016, these spaces collectively
engaged more than 75,000 visitors.

Children’s drawings featured at
the MBG Milkweeds for Monarchs
exhibit
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Saint Louis Zoo
At the Saint Louis Zoo, monarch conservation was highlighted through large window displays in
the Zoo The Living World facility. The Living World has attendance of approximately 1.5 million
visitors a year, with approximately 1.4 million from early February through December 2016,
since the M4M display was installed. The display is located just outside the Zoo’s education
division in the lower level of the building, where it is estimated that approximately 50-75 visitors
stop to review the interpretive messages per day, or about 22,000-25,000 visitors since its
installation. Adjacent to the display are educational materials about monarch gardens, which are
available for visitors to take home. During National Pollinator Week 2016, the Zoo expanded
the M4M display to a second window, which features the life cycle of the monarch butterfly.

Zoo Exhibit

Zoo Exhibit

Monarch Lifecycle at Zoo Exhibit
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2.

Mayor’s Office Efforts: Outreach to Mayors, Other Cities, and General Public
In September 2015, Mayor Slay was joined by
the National Wildlife Federation (NWF)
president to launch the NWF Mayors’ Monarch
Pledge. The Mayor’s Office was involved in
developing the pledge criteria and was featured
both on the cover and within the NWF’s
Monarch Conservation In America’s Cities
solutions guide. The City’s urban monarch
conservation efforts enjoyed considerable media
exposure during the launch of the national NWF
pledge program.

The Office of
Sustainability
found several
opportunities to showcase M4M in print, social, and electronic
media during the grant period. The City’s urban monarch
conservation efforts have been featured in various local media
and national publications, such as the American Planning
Association Urban Section Journal (December 2015), the
National Wildlife Federation magazine (April 2016), and
AARP magazine (Summer 2016). The Milkweeds for
Monarchs effort was also included as a featurette in a book by
Tim Beatley, called the Handbook of Biophilic City Planning
& Design.
National Launch of Mayor’s Monarch Pledge
Launch

St. Louis Earth Day Festival
Slay at USCOM

The M4M team has also engaged City residents
and visitors at a variety of large community
events, such as the St. Louis Earth Day Festival,
with thousands of attendees. The Sustainability
Director regularly uses social media to tweet
about the City’s monarch conservation efforts;
those tweets received more than 50,000
impressions between June 2015 and December
2016.
Brightside St. Louis, which has taken on several
monarch conservation efforts for the City of St.
Louis, started a “Monarch Mondays” social
media campaign in August 2016, achieving more
than 18,000 impressions and engagements on
three different platforms.
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In January 2016, Mayor Slay presented to
other mayors on the importance of urban
monarch conservation at the U.S. Conference
of Mayors meeting. The City’s Sustainability
Director joined the Mayor to liaise with
mayors from across the country. During the
grant period, the Mayor’s Office took as
many opportunities as possible to share ideas,
materials and templates with anyone who
requested information. The Mayor’s Office
specifically targeted other local government
officials in an effort to help them start their
Mayor Slay at US Conference of Mayors meeting
own urban monarch conservation program.
As one example of these attempts to provide
outreach and assistance, the Sustainability Director used donated funds to create flash drives of
M4M resources that the City had developed, and distributed approximately 150 of the flash
drives in 2016 to individuals expressing interest in urban monarch programs across the country.
During the grant period, the City’s Sustainability
Director delivered four nationally broadcasted
webinars and numerous presentations on urban
monarch conservation. Among these were keynote
addresses on urban monarch conservation at the
USFWS Landscape Conservation Cooperative
network convening, and the USFWS Landscape
Conservation Design Urban Monarch Conservation
Workshop. She also moderated a monarch and parks
panel at the National Recreation and Parks
Association conference, and delivered an urban
monarch conservation module at the tri-national
Flash drives featuring M4M materials
Workshop on Educational and Awareness Programs
to Promote Monarch Butterfly Conservation along its Migratory Route. Together with the
City’s Monarch Assistant and Monarch Community Liaison, the Mayor’s Office delivered
nearly two dozen presentations, directly reaching approximately 2500 people. A table
itemizing many of these presentations can be found in Attachment G in the Appendix.
Catherine Werner at
Commission for
Environmental
Cooperation trinational workshop
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Monarch Garden Seed Packets
With additional financial assistance
from the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
Two Rivers National Wildlife
Refuge, the City designed and
produced 9,000 monarch garden seed
packets in the fall of 2015. The
packages contain native seeds
appropriate for the ecoregion,
representing the nine varieties of
milkweed and nectar plants included
in the STL Monarch Mix, and
promoted through the M4M program.
The Mayor’s Office and its partners
distributed approximately 3,000 seed packets at events, community activities and to NSOs during
2017. The City plans to distribute the remaining 6,000 seed packets to schools in 2017.
Monarch Garden in a Box Plant Sale
In May 2016, the City offered a convenient
one-stop
shopping
opportunity
for
individuals to purchase all of the
recommended STL Monarch Mix plants at a
central location in the City of St. Louis. At
that event, 76 people purchased Monarch
Garden kits and registered their gardens
online, helping the City demonstrate it had
achieved the goal of creating 250 new
monarch gardens in the City.
Monarch Garden in a Box Plant Sale

St. Louis Riverfront Butterfly Byway
The
Mayor’s
Office
was
successful in leveraging its
support from USFWS and other
partners to attract additional
resources to create a St. Louis
Riverfront Butterfly Byway along
the Mississippi River. This
landscape-scale
effort
will
eventually result in 30 acres of
Bellerive Park Launch of Butterfly Byway at GRO1000 Event
new or enhanced monarch habitat,
located in a riverfront swath that
will be akin to a pollinator pathway. In Fall 2015, the City was awarded a National Fish &
Wildlife Foundation (NFWF) Grant for this purpose. Approximately one third of the NFWF
funds are from the USFWS, and the other two thirds from Monsanto.
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Photo credit: C. Werner

Mayor Slay was honored with a GRO1000 Gardens &
Greenspaces Award at the January 2016 U.S. Conference
of Mayors annual meeting. The GRO1000 award is the
equivalent of $40,000 in cash and in-kind resources over
three years. The GRO1000 resources enabled the City to
hold a community engagement event to publicly launch the
St. Louis Riverfront Butterfly Byway at its southern
terminus. On May 4, 2016, the City hosted a community
media event, where Mayor Slay accepted the GRO1000
award from representatives of the U.S. Conference of
Mayors, ScottsMiracle-Gro and other partners. Students
from two elementary schools and one high school
USFWS and students helped plant
participated in the creation of the first monarch habitat of
the Bellerive Park garden
the St. Louis Riverfront Butterfly Byway at Bellerive Park.
The students were joined by members of the community and several local partners to create a
1,500-square foot monarch garden in a City park that overlooks the Mississippi River.
In the spring and summer of 2016, the Great
Rivers Greenways District (GRG) conducted
three large monarch habitat plantings along the
Mississippi Riverfront, including at the Mary
Meachum Freedom Crossing Visitor Center.
Some of the GRG pollinator plantings are
considered match for the NFWF grant, and
others are an indication that the City’s partners
are starting to take leadership roles in creating
additional urban monarch habitat.
Mary Meachum Freedom Crossing event

3.

Associated M4M Outreach

Monarch garden at the MBG
Children’s Garden area

Project partners made additional efforts to increase broad
public awareness with the story of the monarch butterfly, the
threats to its survival, and call-to-action to create monarch
habitat throughout the City. As mentioned, both the
Missouri Botanical Garden and the Saint Louis Zoo
dedicated public exhibits and program space in their
respective institutions to engage the public in creative,
interactive ways with this story. Collectively, more than
125,000 visitors to these institutions were invited to learn
more about monarchs and experience up-close encounters
with live monarch caterpillars, monarch chrysalises, and
monarch butterflies. Many people left with resources, ideas
or inspiration for creating a monarch garden at home.
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Conducted by the Missouri Botanical Garden
In addition to using public spaces, such as the
Children’s Garden and the Brookings Exploration
Center, the MBG has featured Milkweeds for Monarchs
during special events, such as the April 2016 “Meet Me
Outdoors in St. Louis” weekend festival (attended by
9,500 people), and in public classes for adults and
families with topics such as “Native Plant School:
Monarch Gardening” in June 2016 and “Garden Buds:
Marvelous Monarchs” in July 2016. In Fall 2016, MBG
offered additional courses for both adult learners and
family audiences, including chrysalis photography
classes, citizen science monarch tagging classes, and
native plant landscaping classes, which incorporated
milkweed species and other pollinator-friendly species.

Chrysalis emergence experience
at the MBG Brookings Center

M4M has also been featured in “BiodiverseCitySTL: The Game” test sessions in Fall 2015 and
Spring 2016, online as a “featured project/partner” on the BiodiverseCity St. Louis website for
the entire grant term, and in broadly disseminated print publications that collectively reach more
than 44,000 member households, including the Fall 2015 edition of MBG Bulletin magazine
(page 7) and the 2015 MBG Annual Report (page 7).
Conducted by the Saint Louis Zoo
M4M has been featured in educational
programming, in publications, on social
media, and during presentations and
speaking engagements. During National
Pollinator Week in 2015 and 2016, Zoo gift
shops displayed M4M messaging and had
milkweed plants available for sale. Through
the Zoo Parents Program, a “Monarchs for
Moms” Mother’s Day adoption was offered
to the public in 2015. There were nearly 200
monarch butterfly adoptions purchased.
Saint Louis Zoo monarch adoption kit

In educational programming, the Zoo
Preschool participated in the Journey North citizen science project and exchanged symbolic
monarchs with a school near the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere reserve in Mexico. Over the past
year, the Zoo has given away nearly 1,000 milkweed seed packets to families attending Early
Childhood classes and as birthday party favors to guests at the Zoo. The Zoo provided additional
programing at one of the M4M partner schools, St. Cecilia. After attending the July 2015 M4M
Workshop, a St. Cecilia teacher was inspired to develop a butterfly-themed after school program
for 1st through 3rd graders. The program was offered weekly, with support from a team of Zoo
instructors and docent volunteers. Students identified, tracked, and mapped butterfly and bird
migrations each week, which for many students was a new experience.
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The Fall 2015 edition of stlzoo magazine featured an article entitled “Milkweeds for Monarchs,”
and was distributed to over 50,000 Saint Louis Zoo member households. The Zoo also featured
M4M in a June 2016 Facebook post, which reached nearly 7,000 followers. The project is
currently highlighted on several pages on the Zoo’s website, and nearly 4,000 M4M pamphlets
were distributed at display cases, during speaking engagements, and at events over the past year.
M4M was also highlighted in an article in CONNECT, the membership magazine for the
Association of Zoos and Aquariums in the Fall of 2015, reaching approximately 30,000 zoo and
aquarium professionals.
Conducted by the City of St. Louis (Mayor’s Office and Brightside St. Louis)
With supplemental funds provided by the Two Rivers National Wildlife Refuge and the Missouri
Department of Conservation, the City was able to create several large interpretive panels and
sign posts. The graphics department at the St. Louis Airport produced additional panels, and the
City’s Parks, Recreation, & Forestry Department installed the interpretive panels at 14 locations
across the City (see Attachment A in the Appendix for locations on the map). As one of the
findings from the social impact survey reflects that visitor appreciation and understanding
increases with educational signage, these interpretive panels play a valuable role in the
City’s urban monarch conservation efforts.

Standard Milkweeds for Monarchs interpretive panel for use at highly visible monarch habitat
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II.

Urban Monarch Research & Evaluation
The City of St. Louis contains at least
seven urban prairie areas that were
created, restored, and/or enhanced
within the past decade (including Forest
Park Steinberg, Forest Park Deer Creek,
Forest Park Kennedy Forest, Saint Louis
Zoo, Calvary Cemetery, Bellefontaine
Cemetery and Thurman Gateway).
These patches of habitat presented an
opportunity to evaluate how floristic
diversity of urban prairie areas
influences pollinator habitat, as well as
their
success
in
providing
socioeconomic
benefits
to
their
surrounding communities. The research
partners on the grant team included the
Missouri Botanical Garden (MBG), the
Saint Louis Zoo (Zoo) and the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
(UMSL). During the grant period, the
research partners monitored the 7 urban
prairie patches (flower icons on map at
left) and 30 monarch gardens (monarch
icons on map at left) of varying sizes
across the City of St. Louis. The urban
prairie patches and monarch gardens
were evaluated for the following:





A) Floristic/vegetation composition,
including plant species presence and/or
absence as well as rank abundance
(MBG);
B) Pollinator attraction, such as which
species of nectar plants best attract and
support pollinators (Zoo);




C) Community acceptance, appreciation
and benefits from monarch habitat areas,
including the installations’ effect on knowledge about natural systems and pollinators (ecoliteracy), use and behavior in the spaces, and perception of the installations’ impact. The social
evaluations included brief eco-literacy/socioeconomic surveys at all 37 installations (during
Phase I) and more thorough ethnographic observation, interviews, and focus groups at five
installations selected from the 37 prairies and M4M gardens (during Phase II) (UMSL).
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A.

Vegetation Research

MBG researchers completed all floristic sampling
for the grant period in 2016. The presence and
abundance of all plant species was documented at
each site, and data entry was completed in the fall
of 2016. The preparation for the fieldwork
commenced in 2015, and continued through the
spring of 2016. This preparation included
coordinating with the City and researchers
conducting the social and pollinator aspects of the
project, in order to ensure the sampling protocols
were compatible among all parties.

MBG Researcher Matthew Albrecht
documenting vegetation at Sherman Park

The MBG researchers conducted floristic sampling once in early summer and once in late
summer. Due to considerable differences in spatial scale and floristic diversity, separate
vegetation sampling protocols were developed for use at the monarch gardens and or use at the
larger urban prairie habitats (See Attachment E in the Appendix).
Description of baseline conditions:
The studied monarch gardens were highly variable in
terms of their scale, maintenance condition, and floristic
qualities. In particular, there was tremendous variation in
the diversity and abundance of different classes of species:
planted native species, planted exotic ornamental species,
weedy native species, and weedy exotic species. There
was also tremendous variation in site maintenance, with
some meticulously maintained and others severely
neglected. Given that this was the first quantitative
description of vegetation in monarch gardens and urban
prairie patches in the City, this data will serve as the
baseline for future monarch habitat monitoring and
evaluation.
MBG research assistant Jared
Huxley documents vegetation at
South Hampton NA M4M Garden

Findings, quantification of impacts, and outcomes:
In total, 35 sites were sampled following the smaller-scale
monarch garden sampling approach, and two sites were
sampled using 100m transects for larger prairie plantings. A total of 309 plant taxa were
observed across all 37 sites, with 251 taxa observed in the 35 monarch gardens, and 81 observed
in the two largest prairie plantings (See Table 1).
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Approximately 1/3 of all species observed were exotic, though some of these taxa were
intentionally planted exotic cultivars. Native planted species accounted for the largest category,
though the proportional representation of these different plant groups varied greatly among sites
(See Attachment E, Table 1). A combined total of 122 planted native species were observed
across all evaluated monarch garden sites, with the twenty most frequently encountered species
depicted in Attachment E, Table 4. Unsurprisingly, all nine of the species included in the STL
Monarch Mix of recommended plants were among the most frequently encountered species.

MBG Researcher Matthew Albrecht
documenting vegetation at the overgrown
Central Reform Congregation site

Among the 35 monarch gardens or smaller prairie
patches, 31 (87%) contained milkweed species, with
richness and abundance ranging from one individual of
a single species to five species with 280 total plants.
Marsh milkweed (Asclepias incarnata) and whorled
milkweed (Asclepias verticillata) were documented at
the greatest number of sites and were the only
milkweed species observed to be self-seeding.
Milkweed was not observed in the large prairie
plantings. Milkweeds may be present, but did not
occur in transects, and are thus not common in these
large prairie habitats.

In addition to planted native species, 33 native volunteer species, some of which have value for
pollinators, were observed across the 35 monarch gardens. Among native volunteers,
Cynanchum leave (honeyvine), a member of the milkweed family and a larval host plant for
Monarchs, was observed in over one-quarter of M4M gardens.
Recommendations:
There was tremendous variation in the extent to which sites have been maintained after
plantings, and there is a clear need for greater post-planting maintenance. Otherwise, there is a
significant risk that a number of these sites will be a complete loss due to competition from
invasive species and public perception as an eyesore, which could lead to their elimination.
Public accessibility was also a concern for several of the plantings. In particular, two of the
firehouse plantings were located inside fenced enclosures with low public visibility. The
firehouses and police station monarch gardens were generally among the smallest and least wellmaintained ones of the plantings. The collective observations from the firehouse and police
monarch gardens suggest that there is a need for greater stakeholder participation. On the
positive end of the spectrum, several sites are highly diverse, are comprised of pollinator-friendly
plants, appear aesthetically attractive, are publicly accessible, and suggest well-maintained
gardens that exemplify what can be achieved with urban monarch conservation efforts.
Summary of key recommendations:
• Improve post-planting maintenance at most sites;
• Improve engagement and training of local stakeholders to ensure site longevity;
• Create more uniform signage across sites;
• Enhance Forest Park prairie plantings with seed or plug additions to improve
milkweed diversity and abundance;
• Ensure more consistent public access and visibility for firehouses and police stations
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B.

Pollinator Research

The Saint Louis Zoo, through its WildCare
Institute Center for Native Pollinator
Conservation, surveyed the designated
monarch gardens and urban prairie patches to
measure their effectiveness in supporting
pollinators, especially monarch butterflies and
bees. The goals of this portion of the project
were to document use of M4M areas by native
bees and honey bees foraging for pollen and
nectar, and monarch butterflies for egg laying
(oviposition), caterpillar growth and survival,
as well as for adult nectar sources.

Zoo researchers observing pollinator
activity at Fairground Park

Of the 37 sites identified for sampling, it was thought
that the urban prairie locations could serve as a possible
baseline for pollinator diversity that may be present
within the smaller gardens. A protocol was developed
for sampling bees and monarch butterflies in the
gardens (See Attachment C in the Appendix). The
Pollinator Sampling Protocol was designed to allow for
future community members and/or students to continue
the surveys past the funding period without a large
outlay of personnel or lab time and costs. The protocol
relies on observations of bees and monarchs without
handling specimens in a citizen scientist approach, and
is based upon similar protocols developed by the
Xerces Society for Invertebrate Conservation.
Bees, both native and honey bees, were sampled
because they are the most important and ubiquitous
pollinator in this region. Monarchs were sampled because of the initial intent of the project: to
increase monarch habitat. Following site selections, it was determined to delay pollinator
sampling until 2016 for two reasons: (1) some of the gardens were new in 2015 and required
time for the plants to become established, and (2) with the fall approaching and the monarch
migration already underway, there was limited chance for pollinator and butterfly observations.
Zoo researchers in Forest Park prairie

In May 2016, a research intern was identified and hired to conduct the Pollinator Sampling. The
intern had previous research experience working with milkweed and monarchs. In June 2016,
Edward Spevak, Ph.D., of the Saint Louis Zoo, traveled with the intern to identify and sample all
of the initial sites, as well as to verify the sampling protocols and ensure the intern was properly
trained. This first survey found no monarch activity on milkweeds and discovered some sites in
which the milkweed and a number of the nectar plants had died and not been replaced.
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Pollinator surveys were conducted throughout the summer and into early fall of 2016, from June
through the end of October. The surveys were conducted approximately every three weeks,
depending on weather, for a total of six sample periods. Thirty-one monarch gardens and five
urban prairie patches were sampled.
Twenty-four of the 31 300
monarch gardens had some
level of bee/pollinator activity 250
during the study. Bee
numbers within the M4M 200
gardens increased throughout
the study period, with a dip in 150
activity in September (See
Figure 1). The lack of bee 100
numbers early in the study
50
period was also found in other
unrelated studies in the City of
0
St. Louis (Gerardo Camilo
June
July
August
Sept
October November
pers. comm.; Edward Spevak
pers. obs.). The reason for this
Figure 1. Number of bees observed among 31 M4M gardens during
is currently unknown. When monthly sampling periods.
bees were present, the variety
of types ranged from 1 to 7 of the observable varieties based upon the sampling methodology.
There was no observable relationship between the number of floral resources in bloom
(Range 1 to 3000+) and bee/pollinator activity, nor number of nectar plant species (range 1
to 11) and bee/pollinator activity.
Further analyses will examine these
issues, as well as the number and
variety of milkweed species, and
pollinator
activity.
Additional
analyses will examine the relationship
between monarch garden location
(i.e., north, central, and south St.
Louis City) and pollinator activity, as
compared with demographic and
social parameters within the City.
Six gardens had evidence of monarch
reproduction, either caterpillars were
Male monarch butterfly on marsh milkweed
observed (N=4) or there were signs of
previous caterpillar herbivory (N=2). The most apparent monarch activity in the M4M
gardens was the use by adult butterflies during the fall migration. The total number of
monarchs observed using the M4M gardens increased in late summer and early fall during their
migration to Mexico, with an abrupt decline in November (See Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Observed number of monarchs in the M4M gardens during
the sampling period, indicate their use during the fall migration.

Of the 31 M4M gardens surveyed, three had no milkweed at any time during the study. One
garden had only milkweed planted and no additional nectar plants. One garden had all M4M
plantings removed and replaced with boxwoods in mid-summer 2016. One additional garden had
most of the plants removed in September. Two gardens that had no milkweed at the beginning of
the study were later planted with milkweed. Generally speaking, many of the gardens appeared
in need of upkeep and maintenance.
First instar monarch caterpillar on
marsh milkweed

Leaf-cutter bee on butterfly milkweed

Summary of key recommendations:
• Improve post-planting maintenance at most sites;
• Improve engagement and training of local stakeholders to ensure site longevity,
including outreach education programs on pollinators and gardening with native
plants, monarch life history and monarch and pollinator habitat requirements;
• Outreach and education should emphasize that monarch gardens are not just a
community improvement effort, but a conservation effort for a species that appears to
be disappearing. Using different stories for different audiences and communities may
improve garden management and maintenance;
• There is a need for more uniform signage across sites to indicate the presence of an
M4M garden, along with an evaluation of garden planting for optimizing visibility,
community aesthetics, and educational impact.
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C.

Socioeconomic/Eco-Literacy Research

Phase I: Quantitative Research: Researchers from the University of Missouri-St. Louis
(UMSL) conducted quantitative social research after receiving a list of sites in August 2015.
Their goal was to identify general patterns of social use and ecological knowledge. They began
by consulting the teams researching
pollinator and floristic diversity, the
education team, and the City team during a
series of meetings from June - August 2015.
They examined published studies about the
social aspects of urban green spaces, in
particular the 2015 social assessment of
Jamaica Bay (New York City Department
of Parks and Recreation).
They then
designed a site observation form and a
rapid-fire survey interview form and
conducted a pilot study at three sites on
September 5, 2015. They used the pilot
Visitor at Forest Park Steinberg prairie restoration
study to refine the forms and protocol (see
Attachment G in the Appendix).
From September-December 2015, UMSL conducted structured site observations and rapid-fire
survey interviews at the 37 monarch garden/prairie installations. The site observations included
photographing the sites, looking for signs of human activity, counting visitors in the interior and
perimeter of the sites, and tracking environmental education signs and social facilities (seating,
trash cans, etc.). The rapid-fire survey interviews included questions about frequency of visit,
distance traveled to the site, and environmental knowledge, including the relationship between
milkweed and monarch butterflies and the ecological functions of the sites. These rapid fire
surveys lasted only five minutes to maximize survey participation. While administering surveys,
the researchers noted the apparent sex, race and age of survey participants. (Note that the data on
sex, race, and age is based entirely on the researcher’s observations, and does not denote the sex,
race or age identity professed by the survey participant.)
The research team investigated whether the monarch butterfly habitat installations enhanced
urban residents’ experience of nature
by observing the plantings at the sites,
offering survey participants the
opportunity to identify aesthetic beauty
as a site benefit and investigating the
characteristics of sites that participants
identified as “beautiful.” Survey
participants could also identify
providing urban green space and
preserving our natural heritage as site
benefits. They also tracked how far
people reported traveling to the sites
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and their methods of travel. The social impact study included characteristics of the sites
(location, size, and demographics of the surrounding neighborhood), characteristics of the survey
participants, and how the public uses and
perceives the monarch habitat installations.
Research protocols for site observations, results
from Phase I rapid-fire interviews, the site
observation form and rapid-fire survey
interview form, and additional photographs can
be found in Attachment F in the Appendix.
Findings from Phase I, Quantitative Research:

Urban monarch butterfly habitat
Visitor at Bevo Skatepark Garden
installations did not appear to diminish
public safety. There was no indication
of gun or drug use or sexual activity at the sites.

People were more likely to visit medium and large monarch areas than small ones.

Gardens at cemeteries and fire stations were not frequently visited.

Garden areas with thriving plantings had higher visitor numbers.

Neighborhoods with higher median incomes had more successful installations: more
prosperous plantings, higher levels of visitors, more frequent visitors. Neighborhoods
with low median incomes are more likely to have sites that are small and have low
numbers of visitors.

Trash cans reduce litter.

Visitors were more likely to think the monarch butterfly habitats are beautiful if they
resemble gardens: if they had mulch, borders, benches or art.

Urban green space was most valued in neighborhoods with a mid-level median income.

Levels of knowledge about monarch butterflies and native plants were very low.

Many more people knew that the installations provide habitat for wildlife than recognized
their other ecological services, such as ground water retention, soil retention or carbon
sequestration.

Milkweeds for Monarchs garden signs improved knowledge about monarch butterflies’
need for milkweed.
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Phase II: Qualitative Research: For the
second phase of the social impact research,
the research team used qualitative methods
to obtain a deeper understanding of five
M4M sites, and their role in the
neighborhoods in which they are located.
This qualitative research was designed to
illuminate levels of community acceptance,
appreciation, and benefits derived from the
sites. The UMSL researchers used
ethnographic methods to understand how
members of local communities felt and
thought about the installations, as well as
Thurman Gateway Prairie
how they used them, and how residents of
areas with monarch butterfly habitat installations were influenced by the presence of these
plantings. The majority of the ethnographic research was conducted between June and November
2016, with research at one site beginning in July 2015. The UMSL researchers selected the five
sites because they had thriving vegetation, although not necessarily milkweed, and showed
obvious signs of stewardship, such as staking, weeding, and/or community signage. They chose
sites that included the three areas of St. Louis represented in the quantitative work (north, central,
and south City).
The UMSL team made repeated visits to observe and engage site visitors in short conversations,
participated in activities such as planting, weeding, and watering, and conducted extended
interviews – ranging from 60 to 90 minutes – with people who stewarded the sites, lived near the
sites, or were otherwise concerned with the installations. While they initially planned to host
focus groups for collective discussion, they found it impossible to schedule such sessions. Only
at one location were they able to organize an extended conversation that included more than one
participant (in this instance, three plus the primary investigator). The researchers also went on
site tours and neighborhood tours with area residents, which gave a better picture of the site’s
history, stewardship efforts, how neighbors responded to the sites, and how the sites fit into the
larger community and landscape. During
Cote Brilliante Elementary School/Community Garden
the neighborhood tours, residents who
lived near and/or worked in the sites also
guided the researchers through portions of
their neighborhoods and talked about the
area’s history, gardening and greening
initiatives, development, and neighborly
relations. This phase also included
attending some Neighborhood Association
meetings, cycling and/or walking through
the neighborhoods, and searching local
newspapers and news websites for articles
about the installations and relevant
reporting on the neighborhoods.
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Findings from Phase II, Qualitative Research:
As the sociological survey indicated, many people who live near these community gardens
appreciated them.
 Milkweed, itself, was not as significant to most residents’ enjoyment as blooming and/or
ornamental plants more generally.
 Many more people liked to look at and visit the gardens than work in them, and finding
adequate volunteers to help with day-to-day stewardship was problematic at most places.
 All the community-based sites (excluding Steinberg Prairie) had people who were
enthusiastic about the initial planting, but ongoing maintenance tended to end up being
the responsibility of only a few.
 The two best maintained sites included a prairie that is maintained by paid staff, and a
school garden that is tied with a horticulture program.
The UMSL research team met people who had knowledge about the environment at most of the
sites, but the findings suggested that their knowledge predated or was gained outside of the
installations. People who were concerned about bees or butterflies, or who thought that native
plants were better than non-natives, brought these views to the gardens, rather than developing
them from being in or working at the sites. The transmission of environmental knowledge at
the installations depended on specific programming, such as educational materials at
schools or staff-led educational tours at the Forest Park prairies.
The ethnography spotlighted an important pattern at which the sociological study hinted: the
monarch butterfly gardens located in areas with relatively stable populations, few vacant lots,
and few derelict buildings had better outcomes than those in neighborhoods undergoing major
demographic shifts and/or development. In addition to the broader social forces that
ultimately determined the viability and longevity of community gardens, the ethnographic
research suggests that such sites work best when they mean something more than just
“nature” to communities. One garden that exemplified this also serves as a memorial for a
young man’s untimely death, an opportunity for underprivileged youth to work productively and
learn job skills with a mentor, and is a pleasant place where anyone, regardless of income, can
take a seat and enjoy a moment of relaxation. These many functions of this garden have ensured
its survival for the past thirteen years.

Gibson Community Garden

Key Findings from
Social Impact Research:
APPENDIX
Resources for urban greening, beautification and
environmental restoration are most productively
invested in sites whose lifespans can be expected to
last for list
decades.
However,
it is clear that
Maybe
the various
Attachments
herethe
as
citizens of St. Louis City appreciate these monarch
its own of
mini
contents? they
sites, regardless
whattable
kind of
of neighborhood
live in, so there is reason to invest in efforts to
safeguard the long-term viability of community
gardens in less stable neighborhoods, so their
residents have access to the aesthetic, recreational,
and educational opportunities that such sites afford.
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ATTACHMENT A:
Maps

35

36

Milkweeds for Monarchs Gardens Registered on the City of St. Louis Website
December 2016
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ATTACHMENT B:
Budgets

38

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Project Cooperative Agreement F15AC00290
M4M
Education
Proposed

M4M
Education
Actual

M4M
Research
Proposed

M4M
Research
Actual

Budget
Proposed
Total

Budget
Actual
Total

a. Personnel

$8,122.20

$16,622.20

$2,425.00

$4,522.00

$10,547.20

$21,144.20

b. Fringe
Benefits

$1,881.91

$3,851.36

$561.87

$1,048.00

$2,443.78

$4,899.36

c. Travel

$500.00

$39.45

$100.00

$123.70

$600.00

$163.15

e. Supplies

$10,000.00

$7,240.17

$10,000.00

$7,240.17

f. Contractual

$20,500.00

$20,500.00

$33,076.00

$21,408.74

$53,576.00

$41,908.74

Total Direct
Charges

$41,004.11

$48,253.18

$36,162.87

$27,102.44

$77,166.98

$75,355.62

Indirect

$2,460.49

$3,330.38

$372.52

$683.24

$2,830.92

$4,013.63

Totals

$43,464.61

$51,583.57

$36,535.39

$27,785.68

$80,000.00

$79,369.25

d. Equipment
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ATTACHMENT C:
Research Protocols, Surveys, and Data Templates

40

Floristic Diversity Protocols
Although the Saint Louis Zoo Expansion Site (Prairie Patch #04) and the Thurman Gateway
(Prairie Patch #07) have been designated as prairie patches rather than monarch gardens, their
scale and spatial configuration is more similar to a large monarch garden, whereas all of the
other prairie habitat patches are larger scale prairie plantings or, in the case of the Calvary
Cemetery Site (Prairie Patch #05), an actual remnant prairie. These larger prairie habitat
patches will be sampled using 100m belt transects, which the smaller scale of the Zoo
Expansion Site and Thurman Gateway could not possibly accommodate. For instance, the
Thurman Gateway site consists essentially of four large Milkweed for Monarch gardens
located at each corner of an intersection, and thus floristic diversity at that site can best be
captured using the same protocol as the Milkweed for Monarch gardens.

Milkweeds for Monarchs Garden Sampling Protocol
MBG scientist will conduct a floristic inventory of each Milkweed for Monarch garden in early
and late summer. All plant species present within the boundaries of the M4M garden will be
documented, including native and non-native species and cultivars, regardless of whether they
were planted at the site or volunteered. It will also be noted whether species are reproductively
mature (flowering or fruiting) or immature (vegetative) at the time of sampling. The abundance
(# of individuals) for all species is recorded. Rank abundance is also documented for the 5
most common species at each site. A 5m buffer around each Milkweed for Monarch garden
will also be qualitatively documented (e.g., pavement, lawn, bare ground, ornamental garden,
etc.). A field data sheet has been developed, with an example included in Figure 1.

Urban Prairie Habitat Sampling Protocol
MBG scientist will coordinate with the Zoo scientist responsible for pollinator surveys to
establish a 100m transect at each of the 5 large urban prairie habitats. At 5m intervals along
this transect, all species present will be documented in 1m x 2m plots (n=20). The 2m2 plots
will be centered on the transect to encompass an area of 1m2 on both the right and left side of
the transect. The first plot will be located at 0-1m along the transect, with the 20th plot located
at 95-96m along the transect. Pollinator surveys will be conducted in the same plot locations.
The start and end of each transect will be marked with neon orange plot whiskers, which can be
located with accurate GPS coordinates while not readily visible to the public. The
presence/absence data recorded for all species in each plot can be used to calculate the
frequency of plot occupancy for each species, thus providing a metric of species abundance in
each urban prairie habitat. A field data sheet has been developed, with an example included in
Attachment C: Figure 2.

Transect Diagram
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Floristic Diversity Data Templates
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Pollinator Sampling Protocol
The Saint Louis Zoo will conduct pollinator sampling every 3 weeks, beginning in June and
ending in September. Additional sampling may take place in October, weather permitting.
Bees
Gardens: Scan samples or “snapshots” will be taken of each garden and the number and type
of bees will be recorded along with the type of flowers upon which they are foraging. The
total number of individuals of the plant species upon which bees are foraging will also be
recorded. The types of bees to be recorded include; honey bees, bumble bees, large carpenter
bees, hairy leg bees, large/ medium dark bees, green sweat bees, striped sweat bees, small
dark bees, metallic hairy belly bees, striped hairy belly bees, and cuckoo bees. These bee
categories were chosen both to ease sampling as well as to be comparable to other Citizen
Science Pollinator Monitoring programs developed by the Xerces Society. Bumble bees will
also be identified to species, if possible, to aid a nation-wide survey of bumble bee
populations. Other pollinators, including flies, butterflies, hummingbirds, and wasps will be
recorded and described in the notes. A field data sheet has been developed.
Urban Prairie Habitats: These larger prairie habitat patches will be sampled using 100m
belt transects. At five meter intervals, bees will be sampled in one square meter quadrants on
each side of the transect. The number and type of bees will be recorded along with the type of
flowers upon which they are foraging. The total number of individuals of the plant species
upon which bees are foraging will also be recorded. The types of bees to be recorded include;
honey bees, bumble bees, large carpenter bees, hairy leg bees, large/medium dark bees, green
sweat bees, striped sweat bees, small dark bees, metallic hairy belly bees, striped hairy belly
bees, and cuckoo bees. These bee categories were chosen both to ease sampling as well as to
be comparable to other Citizen Science Pollinator Monitoring programs developed by the
Xerces Society. Bumble bees will also be identified to species, if possible, to aid a nationwide survey of bumble bee populations. Other pollinators, including flies, butterflies,
hummingbirds, and wasps will be recorded and described in the notes.
Monarchs
Gardens: Scan samples or “snapshots” will be taken of each garden, noting the number and
possible sex of all monarch butterflies, as well as if any females are ovipositing/egg laying.
The species of milkweed on which they are laying will also be recorded. Each milkweed will
be examined by hand to look for eggs, caterpillars (noting instar), signs of caterpillars i.e.,
frass and/or herbivory, and chrysalides. The number of each will also be recorded.
Urban Prairie Habitats: These larger prairie habitat patches will be sampled using 100m
belt transects established and coordinated with MBG scientists. Scan samples or “snapshots”
will be taken of each garden, noting the number and possible sex of all monarch butterflies,
as well as if any females are ovipositing/egg laying. The species of milkweed on which they
are laying will also be recorded. Each milkweed will be examined by hand to look for eggs,
caterpillars (noting instar), signs of caterpillars i.e., frass and/or herbivory, and chrysalides.
The number of each will also be recorded.
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Pollinator Data Templates
M4M Pollinator Monitoring Data Sheet

Date:

/

/ 2016

Observer: ________

Instructions: Scan garden (approximately 30-60 seconds/square meter) and identify the number
and type of all bee present. Record flowers on which the bees are foraging and the number of
plants of that species in bloom. Identify bees to group and identify bumble bees to species if
possible. Record the presence of any monarchs in or near the garden (whether sitting or flying).
Examine milkweeds for eggs, caterpillars, signs of caterpillars (leaf damage or frass), and
chrysalises.
Site Name: ______________

Observation: Start Time: ___:___

End Time: ___:___

Weather: Temp: 50s / 60s / 70s / 80s / 90s / 100+
Wind: Still / Light Breeze / Windy / Gusty
Sky: Clear / Partly Cloudy / Mostly Cloudy / Overcast
Floral Resource (Common
Name and/or Scientific Name)
# of Individuals in Bloom
Honey Bees
Bumble Bees* (Note species)
Lg. Carpenter Bees
Hairy Leg Bees
Large Dark Bees
Green Sweat Bees
Striped Sweat Bee
Small Dark Bees
Metallic Hairy Belly Bees
Cuckoo Bees
Other – Describe in Notes
Monarch Observation
Milkweed
Species

# of plants

Egg

Larva (Est. Chrysalis Adult (Sex Adult
Instar)
if Possible) Laying
(Y/N)

Signs of
Monarch
presence

Observational Notes:
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Survey templates (Monarch workshop, NSO survey, KAP educator surveys)
1. July 2015 Educator/Neighborhood Improvement Specialist Workshop
At the end of the Educator/Neighborhood Improvement Specialist workshop, attendees had the
opportunity to provide feedback on their experience, comfort levels regarding monarch
gardening, and pose any concerns they still had.
Q.1 Again, which of the following best describes your position as part of this project?
❑
Teacher at a school garden site
❑
Administrator at a school garden site
❑
Neighborhood Information Specialist
❑
Other___________________________

Q.2
❑
❑
❑

Overall, how
Excellent
Good
Neutral

would

you

rate

your experience
❑ Fair
❑ Poor

at

the

workshop

today?

Q.3 After the workshop today, what is your current level of comfort in taking
students/community members outside to study animals/nature?
❑
Very comfortable
❑ Not too comfortable
❑
Somewhat comfortable
❑ Not at all comfortable
❑
Neutral
❑ N/A

Q.4 Please describe your expectations for participating in this program with your
students/community members?
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Q.5 What resources do you feel you still need to accomplish these expectations?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________

Q.6 Please thoroughly address any other concerns or suggestions you have regarding
participation in this program.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Q.7 If we were to convene this same group again in Summer 2016, which of these windows of
time would work best for you? Using 1, 2, 3, please rank your first three preferences:
June 1-17
June 20-July 1
July 5-15
July 18-29
August 1-12

________
________
________
________
________

Thank you for your participation today!
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2. Neighborhood Improvement Specialist Follow-Up Survey
1. Please indicate whether you or a neighborhood group in your ward participated in the
following events or efforts in 2016:
❑ Neighbors Naturescaping
❑ St. Louis Urban Gardening Symposium (SLUGS)
❑ Assisted with a Milkweeds for Monarchs garden installation in your ward
2. If you did help a community group submit a Neighbors Naturescaping application this year,
did Brightside St. Louis and the Milkweeds for Monarchs team provide you with the resources,
information and materials you needed?
❑ Yes
❑ No
❑ N/A - I did not participate in Neighbors Naturescaping this year
Please elaborate: _________________________
3. If you did not help a community group submit a Neighbors Naturescaping application this
year, what was/were the reason(s)? Please select all that apply.
❑ I did not have enough time
❑ I was unable to find a community group that was willing to create a garden
❑ I was unable to find a community group that was willing to maintain a garden
❑ The necessary information was not provided to me
❑ I do not see the value in this program
❑ Other (please explain below)
❑ N/A - I participated in Neighbors Naturescaping this year
Please elaborate: _________________________
4. What could the Milkweeds for Monarchs team have done differently to make it easier to
participate in Neighbors Naturescaping?
5. If you attended the July 2015 Monarch Workshop for educators/NIS staff, did it provide you
with the necessary information to discuss monarch and pollinator conservation with residents of
your ward in 2016?
❑ Yes
❑ No
❑ N/A - I did not attend the 2015 workshop
6. How would you describe your level of understanding of monarch conservation?
1 - very knowledgeable
2 - somewhat knowledgeable
3 - I need more information
7. Please complete the following statement: I believe monarch conservation is...
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1 - very important

2 - somewhat important

3 - a little important 4 - not important

Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements:
8. The 2016 Neighbors Naturescaping kick-off event provided me with the information I needed
to encourage neighborhood groups in my ward to participate in the program.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
9. There were plenty of opportunities to receive assistance with the 2016 Neighbors
Naturescaping application when needed.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
10. Planting native gardens in public spaces provides benefits to my ward.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
11. Access to quality green spaces in my ward is important to me.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
12. Access to quality green spaces in my ward is important to the residents of my ward.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
5 - Unsure
13. Neighbors Naturescaping and the Milkweeds for Monarchs program has helped me make
connections with community groups or schools in my ward.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
14. Milkweeds for Monarchs was an effective tool to assist in increasing community engagement
& participation in my ward.
1 - Strongly Disagree
2 - Somewhat Disagree
3 - Somewhat Agree
4 - Strongly Agree
15. I am planning to participate in Neighbors Naturescaping next year.
1 - Yes 2 - No
3 - I don’t know
4 - it depends on …

Any additional feedback?
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3. KAP Educator Survey
1. Which of the following best describes your position as part of this project?
❑Teacher at school garden site
❑Administrator at school garden site
❑Neighborhood Improvement Specialist
2. What is your current level of comfort in taking students (or community members) outside to
study animals/nature?
❑Very comfortable
❑Somewhat comfortable
❑Neutral
❑Not too comfortable
❑Not at all comfortable
❑Don’t know
3. Please describe your experiences or efforts to utilize the monarch garden as a resource for
student (or community member) learning, if any. __________________________________
4. Overall, how would you rate your experience at the workshop today? Overall, how would
you rate the experiences of participating in this project over the 2015-2016 school year for
yourself and your students?
❑Excellent
❑Good
❑Neutral
❑Fair
❑Poor
5. How fulfilled were your expectations of participating in this program with your students (or
community members)?
❑Very fulfilled
❑Somewhat fulfilled
❑Neutral
Please thoroughly explain why you answered in this way. ______________________________
6. What additional resources do you feel you STILL NEED to accomplish these expectations, if
any? Please type "NONE", if none. ________________________________________________
7. OVERALL, what additional resources would have been helpful over the past school year, in
regards to your monarch garden and associated lessons? Please select all that apply.
❑More lesson plan ideas
❑More training in gardening
❑More plants/seeds
❑More gardening tools
❑More mulch
❑More access to staff to answer questions
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ATTACHMENT D:
Monarch Outreach Details of the Office of the Mayor
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Monarch Outreach Details: June 2015-December 2016*
DATE

PERSONAL PRESENTATION / EVENT

APPROX. # PEOPLE

July 2015

Educator –Neighborhood Specialist Workshop

75

July 2015

USFWS webinar

1555 registered

Sept 2015

MWF Mayors’ Monarch Pledge event (F. Slay)

15

Nov 2015

USFWS LCD Workshop

30

Dec 2015

NWF webinar

160

Jan 2016

US Conference of Mayors Committee (F. Slay)

50

Jan 2016

Washington University (class lecture)

5

Feb 2016

Jefferson College (E. Ward)

80

Mar 2016

Washington University (class lecture)

5

Apr 2016

SLACO Sustainable Neighborhood Academy

20

Apr 2016

Missouri Botanical Garden (D. Guenther)

35

May 2016

Brightside Neighbors Naturescaping

70

May 2016

GRO1000 event (F. Slay)

75

June 2016

Bowood Farms

10

July 2016

USFWS LCC Conference

75

Aug 2016

USDN Webinar

30

Sept 2016

Washington University (class lecture)

10

Oct 2016

NRPA Conference

75

Oct 2016

Webster Sustainability Conference

40

Oct 2016

SLACO Sustainable Neighborhood Academy

5

Oct 2016

SLACO Conference

15

Oct 2016

CEC Tri-national Monarch Education

50

Nov 2016

USFWS LCD Workshop

58
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Dec 2016

Biophilic Cities webinar (posted for access)

250 +/- expected
Estimated Total: 2500

SOCIAL MEDIA: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
Sustainability Director, Office of the Mayor
(June 2015-December 2016)

50,000+ impressions &
engagements

Monarch Assistant, while at Brightside St. Louis
(August 2016-December 2016)

18,000+ impressions &
engagements
Estimated Total: 68,000

EXHIBITS:
Missouri Botanical Garden

>75,000 visitors

Saint Louis Zoo

22,000-25,000 visitors
Estimated Total: 100,000-125,000

*Unless otherwise indicated, the above numbers indicate presentations delivered by Catherine Werner,
Sustainability Director in the Office of the Mayor. The social media numbers only include the
Sustainability Director (not Mayor Slay) and Brightside St. Louis, when Elizabeth Ward relocated there
and began sharing “Monarch Monday” posts.
These numbers do not include the 30,000 +/- times people were sent monarch information in
Sustainability eNews from the Mayor’s Office during the grant period. Neither do they include casual
monarch-related appearances at numerous neighborhood and other meetings by the Monarch Community
Liaison, Monarch Assistant, and Sustainability Director. These additional outreach efforts at
neighborhood meetings are estimated to have reached approximately an additional 500 people.
Similarly, the numbers do not reflect additional community outreach achieved through tabling events,
ranging from the very large St. Louis Earth Day Festival (60,000 festival attendees) to mid-sized
community events to several small neighborhood events. It is unknown how many of the people attending
these community events spent time at the City’s monarch displays collecting information, asking
questions, or engaging in educational activities.
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ATTACHMENT E:
Complete Vegetation Studies
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Monarch Gardens and Urban Prairie Research Vegetation Sampling

Drs. Quinn Long and Matthew Albrecht
Center for Conservation and Sustainable Development | Missouri Botanical Garden
Summary of work completed (June-November 2016):
Data entry and curation from the early summer floristic sampling period was completed in
July. Sites were revisited in September for the late summer floristic sampling period, followed by
entry and curation of the late summer floristic sampling data in October. Summary statistics and
tables for the final report were prepared in October and November. This final report was
prepared in mid-November.




Status of Deliverables:
Develop measurement and sampling protocols for each type of measure:
o Completed – see section A of the Details below.
Conduct floristic sampling, once in early summer and once in late summer/early fall:
o Completed – Both the early and late summer floristic sampling has been completed.
Coordinate with pollinator surveys so that vegetation sampling data is properly coupled
with pollinator data:
o Frequent communication with the researchers completing the pollinator surveys
assured that the vegetation and pollinator aspects of the study were conducted in a
compatible fashion. In addition, the vegetation and pollinator research teams visited
each of the Urban Prairies to assess site-specific sampling strategies and establish
suitable locations for sampling transects.
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Documentation of research methodology:
The Missouri Botanical garden conducted floristic sampling, once in early summer (June) and
once in late summer/early fall (September).
Due to considerable differences in spatial scale and floristic diversity, separate vegetation
sampling protocols were developed for Milkweed for Monarch (M4M) gardens and the larger
urban prairie habitats. See Table 1 for a list of all sites and summary floristic data for each site.
Although the Saint Louis Zoo Expansion Site (Prairie Patch #04) and the Thurman Gateway
(Prairie Patch #07) were designated as prairie patches rather than monarch gardens, their scale
and spatial configuration is more similar to a large monarch garden, whereas the Forest Park
prairie habitat patches are larger scale prairie plantings. These larger prairie habitat patches were
sampled using 100m belt transects, which the smaller scale of the Zoo Expansion Site and
Thurman Gateway could not possibly accommodate.
Milkweed for Monarch garden sampling protocol
MBG scientists conducted a floristic inventory of each Milkweed for Monarch (M4M) garden
in early and late summer. All plant species present within the boundaries of the M4M garden
were documented, including native and non-native species and cultivars, regardless of whether
they were planted at the site or volunteered. The abundance (number of individuals) for all
species was recorded. Rank abundance was also documented for the five most common species
at each site. A 5 m buffer around each M4M garden was qualitatively documented (e.g.
pavement, lawn, bare ground, ornamental garden, etc.). A field data sheet was developed, with
an example included below (Figure 1).
Urban prairie habitat sampling protocol
MBG scientist coordinated with the Zoo scientist responsible for pollinator surveys to
establish a 100 m transect at the large urban prairie habitats. At 5 m intervals along this transect,
all species present were documented in 1 x 2 m plots (n = 20). The 2 m2 plots were centered on
the transect to encompass an area of 1 m2 on both the right and left side of the transect. The first
plot was located at 0-1 m along each transect, with the 20th plot located at 95-96 m along each
transect. Pollinator surveys were conducted in the same plot locations. The presence/absence
data recorded for all species in each plot was used to calculate the frequency of plot occupancy
for each species, thus providing a metric of species abundance in each urban prairie habitat. A
field data sheet was developed, with an example of a completed data form included below
(Figure2).
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Table 1. Monarch Garden and Prairie Habitat Patch locations within the city of Saint Louis, and summary floristic data for each site.
Garden Metadata
Species Richness
Species Abundance
Garden Type
Organization / Site Name
Native Planted Milkweed Native Volunteer Exotic Planted Exotic Weed Native Planted
Milkweed
Native Volunteer Exotic Planted
M4M Garden #01 Saint Louis University
7
1
3
1
2
57
5
37
1
M4M Garden #02 Sunflower Project
21
4
3
2
13
76
17
41
24
M4M Garden #03 Community Garden
18
0
7
17
7
269
0
104
115
M4M Garden #04 Soulard Restoration Group
5
1
2
7
3
13
2
11
39
M4M Garden #05 City Hall
11
4
2
3
0
63
24
9
7
M4M Garden #06 Forest Park
8
3
0
0
0
65
16
0
0
M4M Garden #07 Friends of Clifton Park
18
2
7
8
3
124
7
140
36
M4M Garden #08 Mission: St. Louis
20
1
1
2
1
82
3
1
25
M4M Garden #09 Dogtown Pollinator Hill
24
1
6
2
5
128
3
143
16
M4M Garden #10 Central Reform Congregation
11
2
5
1
5
27
6
56
2
M4M Garden #11 Ames School Community Garden
7
1
5
5
12
17
3
114
9
M4M Garden #12 Sherman Park
7
2
2
2
9
23
11
35
31
M4M Garden #13 Fire Station #54
8
3
1
0
1
8
3
3
0
M4M Garden #14 Fire Station #5
9
4
2
0
3
11
6
4
0
M4M Garden #15 North Patrol Police Station 6
5
1
1
1
2
5
1
10
50
M4M Garden #16 Fire Station #9
5
1
2
0
1
7
2
27
0
M4M Garden #17 Fairground Park
8
3
2
0
8
31
18
17
0
M4M Garden #18 Hybrid Urban Bioscapes
13
0
6
6
13
97
0
117
68
M4M Garden #19 Cote Brilliante Elementary
9
2
4
1
9
37
2
8
2
M4M Garden #20 Fairground Revitalization
17
1
0
2
8
51
2
0
101
M4M Garden #21 River Des Peres Park
9
3
6
0
8
32
17
53
0
M4M Garden #22 Sublette Park
7
2
1
0
3
37
19
1
0
M4M Garden #23 Fire Station #4
4
4
0
0
2
4
4
0
0
M4M Garden #24 Southampton Neighborhood Assoc.
15
3
1
0
3
143
31
20
0
M4M Garden #25 Bevo Gardens
12
2
3
4
3
59
15
7
42
M4M Garden #26 Benton Park
16
3
3
4
2
513
106
52
29
M4M Garden #27 St. Gabriel Community Garden
7
1
1
0
0
21
3
20
0
M4M Garden #28 Mallinckrodt Academy
25
3
2
8
3
122
32
101
77
M4M Garden #29 Marine Villa Neighborhood Assoc.
9
1
1
3
4
130
16
20
11
M4M Garden #30 Nottingham Community High
3
2
3
0
4
6
5
23
0
M4M Garden #31 Bellefontaine Butterfly Garden
26
4
5
3
5
222
27
18
102
M4M Garden #32 Bellrive Park Butterfly Byway
20
4
3
1
4
581
133
104
2
Urban Prairie #04 St. Louis Zoo Expansion
25
5
3
0
9
1196
280
40
0
Urban Prairie #05 Cavalry Cemetery
23
0
7
3
7
348
0
170
110
Urban Prairie #07 Thurman Gateway
36
0
3
2
11
523
0
30
101
Urban Prairie #02 Forest Park Deer Creek
25
0
17
0
15
100%
0%
100%
0
Urban Prairie #03 Forest Park Kennedy Forest
14
0
12
0
16
90%
0%
95%
0
*Species abundance refers to the total number of individual plants for sites sampled with the M4M garden methodology, whereas species abundance refers to plot frequencies along a 100m transect for the large Urban Prairie sites.

Figure 1. Data form template for sampling M4M gardens.

Exotic Weed
100
212
175
8
0
0
71
1
81
144
79
180
1
7
12
1
51
715
35
48
146
71
22
41
41
40
0
103
51
78
141
55
75
149
707
70%
100%

Milkweed for Monarch garden datasheet
Site Name:
Date 1:__________ Observers 1:___________

Date 2:__________ Observers 2:___________

*Record all species present, and document whether the species is reproductively mature or vegetative. If any reproductively mature individuals are present, record the species only as "R" for reproductively mature. Rank
abundance is only assigned for the 5 most abundant species at each site.
Buffer Description:
Site Notes:

Species
Asclepias incarnata
Asclepias syriaca
Asclepias tuberosa
Asclepias verticillata
Echinacea purpurea
Monarda bradburiana
Rudbeckia missouriensis
Solidago drummondii
Symphyotrichum novae-angliae

1.R/V 1.Count 1.Rank 1.Note

1.R/V 2.Count 2.Rank 2.Note

Figure 2. Example of completed data form for sampling the Urban Prairie Patches.

Description of baseline conditions:
M4M gardens are highly variable in terms of their scale, maintenance, condition, and floristic
qualities. In particular, there is tremendous variation in the diversity and abundance of different
classes of species: planted native species, planted exotic ornamental species, volunteer native
species, and weedy exotic species. There is also tremendous variation in site maintenance, with
some meticulously maintained and others neglected beyond the point of recognition as a garden.
Given that this is the first quantitative description of vegetation in M4M gardens and Urban
Prairie Habitats, this data will serve as the baseline for future monitoring and evaluation efforts.
Findings, quantification of impacts and outcomes:
In total, 35 sites were sampled following the smaller-scale M4M garden sampling approach,
and two sites (Forest Park Deer Creek and Forest Park Kennedy Prairie) were sampled using the
100 m transects for larger prairie plantings. Table 1 above provides summary data on species
richness and abundance for the following categories of plant species: Native Planted, Milkweed
(a subset of the Native Planted category), Native Volunteer, Exotic Planted, and Exotic Weed.
All volunteer exotic species were attributed to the Exotic Weed category. Although the severity
of invasive qualities varies greatly among the species in this category, all of these species could
to a greater (e.g. Lonicera maackii, Sorghum halepense) or lesser (e.g. Lactuca serriola, Daucus
carota) extent be classified as invasive or undesirable. For M4M gardens, abundance refers to
the total number of individual plants observed at each site, whereas for prairie plantings
abundance is the percentage of the 20 plots per site in which species belonging to each category
were observed.
A total of 309 plant taxa were observed across all 37 sites, with 251 taxa observed in the
35 M4M gardens and 81 observed in the two prairie plantings (Table 2). Approximately 1/3 of
all species observed were exotic, though some of these taxa included exotic cultivars such as
daylilies (Hemerocallis spp.) and butterfly bush (Buddleja davidii). Native planted species did
account for the largest category, though the proportional representation of these different plant
groups varied greatly among sites (see Table 1).
Table 2. Number of Taxa observed in different categories for each site type.
Site Type
All Taxa Native Exotic Planted Native Planted Milkweed Native Volunteer Exotic Planted Exotic Weed
M4M garden
Prairie Planting
Combined

251
81
309

155
55
196

96
26
113

165
30
183

122
30
140

8
0
8

33
25
56

43
0
43

53
26
70

Among the 35 M4M gardens, 31 (87%) contained milkweed species, with milkweed
richness and abundance ranging from one individual of a single species (North Patrol Station 6
prior to elimination) to 5 species with 280 total plants (Zoo Expansion). Milkweed was not
observed in the large prairie plantings. Asclepias incarnata and Asclepias verticillata were
documented at the greatest number of sites and were the only milkweed species observed to be
self-seeding (Table 3).
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Table 3. The total number of sites at which each milkweed species observed in the study occured (n=34 sites), the total
number of plants observed across all sites, and the number of sites in which seedlings were observed.
Taxon
Site Frequency
Total Plants
Seedling Frequency
Asclepias incarnata*
Asclepias verticillata*
Asclepias speciosa
Asclepias sullivantii
Asclepias syriaca*
Asclepias subverticillata
Asclepias tuberosa*
Asclepias viridis

27 (77%)
18 (51%)
10 (29%)
10 (29%)
5 (14%)
2 (6%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)

343
51
97
65
107
136
10
10

5
10
0
0
0
0
0
0

* denotes species included in the official Saint Louis monarch mix

A combined total of 122 planted native species were observed across all M4M gardens
sites, with the twenty most frequently encountered species depicted below in Table 4.
Unsurprisingly, all 9 of the species included in the Saint Louis Monarch Pollinator Mix were
among the most frequently encountered species.
Table 4. The twenty most common native planted species , in descending order of site
frequency (n=35 sites). Total plants denotes the total number of plants observed across all
sites. Seedling frequency denotes the number of sites in which seedlings were observed.
Taxon
Site Frequency
Total Plants
Seedling Frequency
Echinacea purpurea*
Asclepias incarnata*
Symphyotrichum novae-angliae*
Asclepias verticillata*
Monarda bradburiana*
Rudbeckia fulgida
Solidago drummondii*
Liatris pycnostachya
Monarda fistulosa
Asclepias syriaca*
Asclepias tuberosa*
Coreopsis lanceolata
Ratibida pinnata
Rudbeckia missouriensis*
Solidago speciosa
Callirhoe involucrata
Pycnanthemum tenuifolium
Schizachyrium scoparium
Heliopsis helianthoides
Penstemon digitalis

32 (91%)
27 (77%)
27 (77%)
18 (51%)
15 (43%)
15 (43%)
15 (43%)
13 (37%)
11 (31%)
10 (29%)
10 (29%)
9 (26%)
9 (26%)
9 (26%)
9 (26%)
8 (23%)
8 (23%)
8 (23%)
7 (20%)
7 (20%)

337
343
277
136
122
126
94
130
124
65
97
127
109
102
41
73
80
145
80
100

4
5
8
10
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* denotes species included in the official Saint Louis monarch mix
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In addition to the 122 planted native species, an additional 33 native volunteer species
were observed across all 35 M4M gardens. Some of the species may be of value to pollinators,
though all of these species are relatively common urban weeds for which the likelihood of
intentional planting ranges from low to implausible. Among these native volunteers, Cynanchum
leave (a vine in the milkweed family) does serve as a larval food plant for Monarchs.
Table 5. The ten most common native volunteer species, in descending order of site
frequency (n=35 sites). Total plants denotes the number of plants observed across all sites.
Taxon
Site Frequency
Total Plants
Oxalis stricta
Conyza canadensis
Cynanchum laeve
Solidago canadensis
Catalpa speciosa
Phytolacca americana
Ambrosia artemisiifolia
Viola sororia
Campsis radicans
Solanum carolinense

12 (34%)
10 (29%)
9 (26%)
7 (20%)
6 (17%)
6 (17%)
5 (14%)
5 (14%)
4 (11%)
4 (11%)

267
193
115
40
60
21
35
116
23
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Although many M4M gardens did feature cultivars (n=43) of exotic species intermingled
with native species, with few exceptions (e.g. Euonymus alatus, Lythrum salicaria) these exotic
horticultural species are not invasive. Several of the exotic ornamental cultivars (e.g.
Buddleja davidii, Salvia nemorosa, Nepeta cataria, Perovskia atriplicifolia) are well known to
be attractive to pollinators and were doubtlessly planted for that explicit purpose.
A total of 53 exotic weed species were encountered across all M4M gardens. These are herein
referred to as weeds, simply meaning a plant that is not desired where it is growing, because it
would be exaggerative to refer to all 53 of these species as invasive. Among these 53 species,
some (e.g. Anagallis arvensis, Commelina communis) are benign naturalized species, whereas
others (e.g. Euonymus fortunei, Lonicera maackii, Pyrus calleryana) are some of the most
severely invasive species of the Saint Louis region. Two state-listed noxious weed species
(Convolvulus arvensis, Sorghum halapense) were among the most frequently encountered exotic
weeds in the survey of M4M gardens (Table 6).
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Table 6. The twenty most common exotic weed species, in descending order of site frequency
(n=34 sites). Total plants denotes the total number of plants observed across all sites.
Taxon
Site Frequency
Total Plants
Digitaria sanguinalis
Plantago lanceolata
Taraxacum officinale
Convolvulus arvensis*
Sorghum halepens*
Lactuca serriola
Torilis arvensis
Cyperus esculentus
Lonicera maackii
Ulmus pumila

16 (47%)
12 (34%)
10 (29%)
11 (31%)
9 (26%)
8 (23%)
8 (23%)
7 (20%)
6 (17%)
6 (17%)

605
192
62
471
272
156
246
180
14
24

* denotes species on Missouri state noxious weed list.

During the early summer sampling period, pollinator and vegetation researchers
determined that two of the urban prairie plantings could not be sampled due to frequent mowing.
As anticipated, mowing of these sites continued throughout the growing season, and they could
not be sampled during the late-summer sampling period. Per the request of the City of Saint
Louis, the Bellerive Park Butterfly byway site, which was not among the sites designated for
early summer sampling, was inventoried during the late-summer sampling period. Noteworthy
developments observed during the late-summer sampling period include the following:
 M4M #15 (North Patrol Police Station District 6): This site was entirely removed after
the early-summer sampling period and replaced with a boxwood hedge, which is of no
use for pollinators. See the accompanying images for before and after photodocumentation.
 M4M #23 (Fire station #4): This site only consisted of two plants by the end of the
summer. This site was very small to begin with, but was further reduced in size and is at
risk of being eliminated altogether without further augmentation and stakeholder
investment.
 M4M #3 (Forest Park Southeast): This was one of the largest and most accessible,
diverse, and attractive sites visited, but unfortunately is slated to be destroyed by
development (Maris Gillette, pers. comm.).
 Urban Prairie #7 (Thurman Gateway): The north half of this site has been mowed and is
no longer being maintained as pollinator habitat. The south half is rapidly being
overwhelmed by invasive species.

Recommendations stemming from vegetation sampling:
There is tremendous variation in the extent to which sites have been maintained after
planting, as illustrated and described in the accompanying images and captions. There is clearly a
need for greater post-planting maintenance. Otherwise, a number of these sites will be a
complete loss due to competition from invasive species and public perception as an eyesore,
which could lead to their elimination. Public accessibility is also a concern for several of the
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plantings. In particular, two of the Firehouse plantings (M4M # 16 – Fire Station #9 and M4M #
23 – Fire Station #54) were located inside fenced enclosures with low public visibility. It is
worth noting that Fire and Police Station M4M gardens were generally among the smallest and
least well-maintained of the plantings. During the first visit to M4M #23 (Fire station #4), MBG
researchers had initial difficultly finding the garden due to its small size and poor maintenance,
leading them to ask several of the fireman about the location of the site. None of the firemen
were aware that there was a milkweed, monarch, pollinator, or any other sort of garden on site.
The collective observations from Fire and Police M4M gardens suggests that there is a need for
greater stakeholder participation in the M4M gardens, as epitomized by the elimination of M4M
#15 (North Patrol Police Station District 6).
Several of the large plantings were very poorly maintained, particularly M4M #18
(Hybrid Urban Bio Scapes). On initial inspection, this site appears to be nothing more than an
overgrown abandoned lot with a sign about Monarchs in front of it. Only upon close inspection
by a trained botanist is it apparent that a great diversity and abundance of native plants were
planted at this site, which represented a tremendous investment in purchasing and transplanting
plant material. Unfortunately, it is not apparent than any effort has been made to maintain this
large site. The native plants at this site are rapidly being outcompeted by invasive species. The
site is at risk of being converted to turf grass or other uses if it is perceived as an eye sore, and
the remaining native plants are at risk of being eliminated from invasive species competition.
Either way, the large effort to establish this site could be futile without significant maintenance
in the very near future.
On the positive end of the spectrum, several sites such as M4M #5 (City Hall), M4M #8
(Mission STL Transgender Memorial Garden), M4M #13 (Southampton Neighborhood
Association), M4M #26 (Benton Park), M4M # 28, (Mallinckrodt Academy), and M4M #29
(Marine Villa Neighborhood Association), are highly diverse, aesthetically attractive, publicly
accessible, and well maintained gardens that exemplify what can be achieved in these gardens.
It is also worth noting that milkweed species were not documented in either of the large prairie
planting sites in Forest Park (Deer Creek Prairie or Kennedy Prairie/Savanna). Milkweeds may
be present, but did not occur in transects and are certainly not common in these large prairie
habitats. These sites could benefit from augmentation with milkweed species, from plugs and/or
seed.
Summary of key recommendations:
 Improve post-planting maintenance at most sites
 Improve engagement and training of local stakeholders to ensure site longevity
 A need for more uniform signage across sites (see Sociological findings for more
detail)
 Seed or plug addition in Forest Park prairie plantings to improve milkweed
diversity and abundance
 More consistent public access and visibility for Fire and Police gardens
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Vegetative Study Supplemental Photos
All photos courtesy of Quinn Long, Missouri Botanical Garden

MBG Researcher Matthew Albrecht documenting
vegetation at the overgrown Central Reform Congregation
site, which may be at risk of failure if continued lack of
maintenance leads to public perception as an eyesore.

Sherman Park: Although this site includes many exotic
weeds, is overgrown, and may be perceived by the public as
an unkempt eyesore, there has been a proliferation of selfseeding by Marsh Milkweed (Asc. incarnata). The
milkweed is providing nectar resources to monarchs and a
food source for monarch larvae.

North Patrol Station District 6: During early summer
sampling. Although the site was relatively small and
moderately overgrown, it did include several native species
including milkweed.

North Patrol Station District 6: During late summer
sampling, after the site was transformed to a boxwood
hedge.
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MBG Researcher Matthew Albrecht documenting
vegetation at Fire Station #54 from outside the chain link
fence. The site can only be accessed from within the chain
link and is situated around the rear side of the station,
making it inaccessible to the public.

Fairground Park: Two monarch larvae (one large and one
small in the background) feeding upon marsh milkweed
(Asc. incarnata).
Although this site is moderately
overgrown and would benefit from additional maintenance,
several native species, including an abundance of marsh
milkweed, provide pollinator services and a larval food
source for monarchs.

MBG Researcher Matthew Albrecht documenting
vegetation at the Marine Villa Neighborhood Association
garden. The adjacent mulch pile and recently removed
weeds provide evidence of ongoing maintenance at this
exemplary site, where many bees and monarch larvae were
observed.

By the end of the summer, the Fire Station #4 garden
consisted of only two plants – a robust marsh milkweed
(Asc. incarnata) and a barely discernable slender
mountain mint (Pycnanthemum tenuifolium). This site
requires augmentation and improved maintenance.
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The recently installed Bellerive Park Butterfly Byway planting. The site is diverse and
attractive. However, plants were spaced far too close to accommodate their mature size,
meaning that the site will need to be thinned in the future. The close spacing gives the
appearance of rapid maturation, but is an inefficient use of plant materials.

Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School: Although this site is overgrown by
a number of weedy species such as nutsedge, a proliferation of marsh milkweed (Asc.
incarnata) provides pollinator services and larval food sources for monarchs. During the early
summer visit, MBG researchers spoke with the individual maintaining the site. Due to the
incredibly wet conditions of the summer of 2015, several of the planted species did not
survive. However, marsh milkweed thrived and self-seeded prolifically. MBG researchers
advised that anyone weeding should learn to recognize milkweed seedlings to avoid their
accidental removal. Without further intervention, this small garden will become a large
monoculture of marsh milkweed.
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ATTACHMENT F:
Complete Pollinator Studies
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Monarch Gardens and Urban Prairie Research Pollinator Sampling
Dr Edward M. Spevak
Saint Louis Zoo/Saint Louis Zoo’s WildCare Institute Center for Native Pollinator Conservation
Summary of work completed (June-November 2016)
Pollinator surveys were conducted from June through October with data entry and
analyses occurring in November and December
Status of Deliverables:
 Develop measurement and sampling protocols for each type of measure:
o Completed
 Conduct pollinator sampling, at least once per month, every three weeks, from June
through October:
o Completed – All pollinator sampling has been completed.
 Coordinate with vegetation sampling so that pollinator survey data is properly
coupled with pollinator data:
o Frequent communication with the researchers completing the vegetation sampling
assured that the vegetation and pollinator aspects of the study were conducted in a
compatible fashion. In addition, the vegetation and pollinator research teams
visited each of the Urban Prairie to assess site-specific sampling strategies and
establish suitable locations for sampling transects.
Documentation of research methodology
Due to considerable differences in spatial scale and floristic diversity, separate pollinator
survey protocols were developed for Milkweeds for Monarchs (M4M) gardens and the larger
urban prairie habitats. Expansion Site (Prairie Patch #04) and the Thurman Gateway (Prairie
Patch #07) were designated as prairie patches rather than monarch gardens, as their scale and
spatial configuration is more similar to a large monarch garden, whereas the Forest Park prairie
habitat patches are larger scale prairie plantings. These larger prairie habitat patches were
sampled using 100m belt transects, which the smaller scale of the Zoo Expansion Site and
Thurman Gateway could not possibly accommodate.
Urban prairie habitat sampling protocol
Zoo scientist coordinated with MBG scientists responsible for vegetation sampling to
establish a 100 m transect at the large urban prairie habitats. At 5 m intervals along this transect,
all bee species present were documented in 1 x 2 m plots (n = 20). The 2 m2 plots were centered
on the transect to encompass an area of 1 m2 on both the right and left side of the transect. The
first plot was located at 0-1 m along each transect, with the 20th plot located at 95-96 m along
each transect. Additionally milkweeds were examined for monarch butterfly reproductive
activity.
Pollinator surveys were conducted throughout the summer and into early fall, from June
through the end of October 2016 approximately every three weeks for a total of 6 sample
periods. Sampling was weather dependent. The M4M research Intern clocked 86.75 hours of
observation time and traveled 681 miles to sample each designated M4M study site throughout
the city of Saint Louis. Thirty five Milkweeds for Monarch gardens and two urban “prairie”
habitats were sampled (see vegetation sampling). Sites were distributed throughout the city,
north, central, and south, to represent various community types.
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A total of 1153 bees were observed across all 37 sites. Thirty four of the 35 M4M
gardens had some level of bee/pollinator activity during the study. Bee numbers within the M4M
gardens increased throughout the study period with a dip in activity in September (Figure 1). The
lack of bee numbers early in the study period was also found in other unrelated studies within
Saint Louis (Gerardo Camilo pers. comm.; Edward Spevak pers. obs.). The reason for this is
currently not known. When bees were present, the variety of types ranged from one to seven of
the observable varieties based upon the sampling methodology (see sampling check sheet) (Table
1, Figure 2). No garden had more than seven types of bees present at any one time, though all
types were observed at least once during the study period. There was no observable relationship
between the number of floral resources in bloom (Range 1 to 3000+) and bee/pollinator activity
nor number of nectar plant species (range 1 to 11) and bee/pollinator activity. However, there
was an observed increase in bee diversity as measured by number of bee types throughout the
growing season (Table 1, Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Total number of bees observed among 35 Milkweeds for Monarchs (M4M) gardens
during monthly sampling periods.
Table1. Number of M4M gardens observed with bees present and the number of bee types
present per month.
Number of
Bee Types
Observed
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

June

July

August

September

October

November

15 (45%)
10 (30%)
2 (6%)
2 (6%)
3 (9%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

8 (23%)
5 (14%)
9 (26%)
8 (23%)
2 (6%)
3 (9%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

6 (17%)
8 (23%)
9 (26%)
3 (9%)
3 (9%)
4 (11%)
0 (0%)
2 (6%)

15 (42%)
10 (28%)
6 (17%)
4 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)

11 (31%)
6 (17%)
10 (29%)
6 (17%)
2 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

16 (44%)
10 (28%)
6 (17%)
2 (6%)
2 (6%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
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Figure 2. The proportion of M4M gardens per month where different numbers of bee types were
observed, illustrating greater diversity through the growing season.

Table 2. Total number of bees by type observed on all M4M gardens by month
Bee Types
Honey Bees
Bumble
Bees
Large
Carpenter
Bees
Hairy Leg
Bees
Large Dark
Bees
Green
Sweat Bees
Striped
Sweat Bees
Small Dark
Bees
Metallic
Hairy Belly
Bees
Striped
Hairy Belly
Bees
Cuckoo
Bees

June
69
22

July
83
128

August
62
35

September
12
8

October
278
49

November
134
31

1

21

28

28

26

5

3

16

9

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

6

1

2

3

11

4

24

1

0

0

11

16

26

11

1

4

0

0

15

0

0

9

14

3

23

13

6

0

0

0

0

1

0

0
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Six gardens had evidence of monarch reproduction, either caterpillars observed (N=4) or
signs of previous caterpillar herbivory (N=2). The most apparent monarch activity in the M4M
gardens was there use by monarchs during the Fall migration. Total number of monarchs
observed using the M4M gardens increased in late Summer and early Fall during their migration
to Mexico showing an abrupt decline in November (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Observed number of monarchs in the Milkweed for Monarch (M4M) gardens during
the sampling period, indicate their use during the fall migration.

Of the 35 M4M gardens surveyed, three had no milkweed at any time during the study.
One garden had only milkweed planted and no additional nectar plants. One garden had all M4M
plantings removed and replaced with boxwoods in mid-summer. One additional garden had most
of the plants removed in September. Two gardens that had no milkweed at the beginning of the
study were later planted with milkweed. Many of the gardens in general appeared in need of
upkeep and maintenance that would affect pollinator abundance.
Though there was little sign in 2016 of the use of the M4M gardens for monarch
reproduction, this could be due to the quality of the gardens as noted in the vegetation sampling;
the number of milkweeds and nectar plants in the gardens that would serve as a visual cue for
monarch and pollinator visitation, the quality of habitat surrounding M4M gardens, or the annual
vagaries of monarch and pollinator populations as had been noted by other researchers,
demonstrated that the M4M gardens had a visible use by monarchs during the Fall migration.
This is an often overlooked purpose of gardens for monarchs when the emphasis has been placed
on milkweeds for reproduction. Each of these time periods is important.
Summary of key recommendations to improve pollinator diversity:
 Improve post-planting maintenance at most sites;
 Improve engagement and training of local stakeholders to ensure site longevity,
including outreach education programs on pollinators and gardening with native
plants, monarch life history and monarch and pollinator habitat requirements;
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Outreach and education should also emphasize or inform participants that the
M4M gardens are not just a community improvement effort but a conservation
effort for a species that appears to be disappearing. Different stories for different
individuals and communities may improve garden management and maintenance;
There is a need for more uniform signage across sites to indicate the presence of an
M4M garden along with an evaluation of garden planting for visibility, community
aesthetics and education.
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ATTACHMENT G:
Complete Social Impact Studies
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Social Impact Study Clarifications
Maris Gillette (MG), University of Missouri-St. Louis and Kristin Shaw (KS), USFWS
1. KS: For the rapid fire surveys is it standard within social science to observe the respondent's
apparent sex, race, and age. Can you make conclusions about these observations if people don't
self-identify? Please cite literature to address this question. Additionally why are the age
brackets, 18-65 and 65+, the only two categories chosen? Are there standard age breaks for this
kind of study? Do you have guidelines on how observers assigned respondent age, sex and race?
MG: We used observational data for age, sex, and race for several reasons: we wanted the survey
to be short, we wanted to maximize participation, we wanted to complete the IRB in a short time
frame, and we wanted to mirror the protocols used in related studies, such as the Jamaica Bay
social assessment (2015). This is not an unusual methodology in the social sciences. Whether or
not you want self-ascribed or other-ascribed data depends on your research question.
2. KS: Please state if your surveys had to receive IRB approval through the university in your
methods section.
MG: Yes, we submitted all our survey tools with our IRB application (for an exemption).
3. KS: Please reference and explain in the narrative all of the charts, tables, etc. within in the
text body by their name (i.e. Chart C20) so that readers know which table to reference.
Additionally make sure all charts are labelled, for instance the y-axis in Chart D19 is not labeled.
MG: D19 shows frequency. The y axis is number of people.
4. KS: In terms of "medium" income for the sites, how was this characterized relative to income
distribution across St Louis? Are there standard breaks for different income classes? This would
help complete the picture and for instance, for chart A5, illustrate if site distribution is
representative of how neighborhoods in the entire city are categorized. I would ask this same
question for racial demographic and age.
MG: Please see p. 4 for information about median incomes in the City of St Louis. Please see
p.6 for how we classified the median incomes of the sites where we worked.
5. KS: Charts C11 and C12 are missing from the pdf, for some reason.
MG: See p. 21.
6. KS: Right before Chart C21 you have the sentence, "These findings are highly provisional."
Does this apply to the entire study or only information about visitation? What are the
implications for applying this information to further actions in this area?
MG: We regard our data on differences between adults and senior adults to be provisional. The
data we collected suggests differences between adults and seniors, but we would want to have a
bigger pool of 65+ before we felt the results were robust.
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7. KS: For "Thriving, Dying and Barren" sites, did you as the researcher describe the sites as
this, or was this something survey respondents asked? It isn't clear from the description section
D.
MG: See p. 28. The social science observers, none of whom were botanists, generated this
description. We recommend readers use the botanical field data to assess the condition of the
plantings.
8. KS: You use the term "better-off neighborhoods" in section D when describing where thriving
plantings are located, and it was the first time this term was used. Can you provide a definition if
this is a technical term?
MG: We use this to refer to the neighborhoods with higher median incomes.
9. KS: For the site that has no survey respondents saying that the aesthetic beauty was a benefit,
was there a clear reason for a difference at this site (e.g., it was site barren, thriving, or dying)?
MG: This site (Fire Station #4) had dying and barren plantings. It was a small site and because
of its location, easily overlooked. When we visited in 2015 it had one milkweed plant and four
plant labels with no plants beside them.
10. KS: The comment, "They need to clean it up and we could use a police officer here. Too
many drunks" after Chart D6 is contradictory to your conclusion that these areas are safe. Can
you mention this in your conclusions?
MG: Our observational data indicate that the milkweed habitat sites are not more dangerous than
their surrounding neighborhoods, and we did not find evidence of drug use, sexual activity, or
gun activity. Note, however, that some of these neighborhoods have higher crime rates than
others.
11. KS: How do you define "natural heritage"? I would define this in the text above Chart D12.
MG: We did not define this term.
viewpoint.

Respondents chose their answers based on their own

12. KS: For comparison, do we know what percentage of people in other study areas would
know what monarchs need to survive? I'm curious to know if 24% is actually low in
comparison.
MG: These are the only areas we measured. We have not found similar social research on
monarch butterfly habitat from other locations. This figure will be useful for later work in other
places.
13. KS: For Chart E5, are all of the ecological services represented in this chart? Additionally
did you ask people to provide their own examples of ecological services?
MG: The respondents chose from the list shown in E5. Respondents could add other benefits at
the end of the interview, when we asked every participant if they had any additional comments.
14. KS: For Chart E9, were any of the percentages statistically different? Additionally you
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never mention what is in the category of "larger environmental science."
monarch information?

Is it more than

MG: Although we have a small data set, it appears that the “Milkweed for Monarchs” signs
increase knowledge. We often saw respondents look at these signs before answering that
question. We do have a list of all environment-related signage and we photographed all these
signs. They ranged from “restoration in progress” to “certified wildlife habitat” to “butterfly
garden, do not mow or spray.”
15. KS: In section H (takeaways/recommendations) I have a few questions:
a. KS: Why doesn't North STL have highly visited sites?
MG: While we could not answer this question from our quantitative research, our
ethnographic work does provide some answers. The M4M installations are vulnerable to
the larger social forces affecting the city. North St Louis has a lower population density
and higher levels of vacancy, which affects visitorship.
b. KS: Do trash cans impact people's view of the garden?
MG: We did not ask this, but it is a good question for future research.
c. KS: For your education recommendation, I would suggest including all plants that
provide nectar sources for monarchs and pollinators (not just milkweed). How should the
city communicate that, especially given that according to your research, signs aren't
increasing resident's educational knowledge?
MG: I think that cities and organizations who want to install monarch butterfly habitat
need to decide their priorities for citizen education. We know from other museum studies
research that the public spends very little time reading signs. So I recommend
communicating less information rather than more.
d. KS: How can cities improve stewardship of the gardens so they are maintained? This
is transferable to any city and maintenance is a huge problem for most programs like this.
MG: We think our ethnographic data provides some answers to this question (see Phase 2
report).
e. KS: Why should the city install more medium and large sites, particularly in lower
income neighborhoods based on your research?
MG: From a social perspective, the medium and large sites are more successful because
they get more visitors. For example, of the six sites with 30+ visitors, four were large
and two were medium (none were small). In addition, only one small site (Forest
Park Jewel Box) had thriving plantings.
f. KS: In addition to trash containers, should the city also install single stream recycling
to help with ecoliteracy and litter reduction?
MG: I personally am in favor of that. For future studies it might be valuable to track
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litter by recyclability. We did not do that this time.
16. KS: For observations how did you decide on time length at each site?
MG: When doing site observations, we wanted to ensure we had adequate time to look
thoroughly, and we also wanted to ensure some parity between sites based on their size. When
we went out to count numbers of visitors in phase 2, we stayed the same length of time at each
site.
17. KS: Did you have a written intro that you gave your observers? This would be helpful to see
how you communicated with people that took the survey. Please provide a copy of the survey
form or the interviewer instructions /script for both phase 1 and phase 2.
MG: We did not provide a written introduction. We also did not use a standard set of questions
for the ethnographic interviews.
18. KS: In general in the text can you reference what you can find in which Appendix. For
example can you mention that examples of the signs can be found in Appendix H?
MG: This is for the City of St Louis’ Office of Sustainability.
19. KS: For appendix D can you label the photos so we know what we are looking at?
MG: Same as above.
20. KS: I was really confused by part two of the document coming after the appendix for phase
1. Can you include an introduction at that beginning of your phase 1 that mentions that this has
two phases and the second phase if reported after the first?
MG: Same as above. Please note that we identified the distinct phases in our grant application.
21. KS: In phase 2 were the 5 installations; you did a deep dive into from the list of 37 gardens
in phase 1, correct? It isn’t entirely clear.
MG: Yes, correct. The five installations were from the original list of 37.
22. KS: Do you have questions from the extended interviews that you can include in an
appendix?
MG: We did not use a script. We began with an open-ended question to “tell us about...” and
then asked questions depending on what our interviewee said.
23. KS: Within the text of phase two there is a lot of description of the site location, but if you
aren't from STL you would not be able to picture these locations. Can you include maps for
reference?
MG: The Office of Sustainability said that they would provide this.
24. KS: Is there a reference for the "McRee Town became known for drugs, crime, and gang
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activity" statement, such as a news article or other report?
MG: Yes. See for example Shelley Smithson, “The Greening of McRee Town,” Riverfront
Times 8 October 2003. See also the essay by Gillette and Hurley.
25. KS: When referring to race, you use multiple terms, i.e. African American and Black. Is
there one socially-acceptable term for the STL area that can be used consistently through the
study?
MG: Both these terms are in use in St Louis. Our interviewees used both terms, so it would be
best to keep both.
26. KS: For recommendations in phase two, can you be more specific? What exactly should be
done to guarantee viability? How do cities identify and prioritize areas where they should spend
resources? How do they garner more community support?
MG: I think our most significant finding for Phase 2 is the vulnerability of the M4M sites to
larger social processes. Even in places where there is strong community support for the gardens,
larger social forces can cause problems and lead to their demise. The Gibson Community
Garden is an excellent example: even though this was a successful site by many measures, it was
vulnerable to the alderman’s efforts to foster development in the neighborhood. In addition, the
racial politics that affect every social interaction in St Louis also affected gardening in this
neighborhood.
It is possible if the various branches of government communicated better with one
another we might have better outcomes. For example, if the Forest Park Southeast alderman
knew more about the resources devoted to the Gibson Community Garden (human, botanical,
financial), perhaps he would have looked for a land trust to purchase the lot (such as Gateway
Greening in St Louis), rather than opting for another developer. If the School Superintendent
knew about the resources invested in Cote Brilliante, perhaps he might have reconsidered his
recommendation for school closure.
In relation to race, St Louis is a highly segregated city. Here too I see the need for more
action on the part of government, first to break down residential segregation and second to
improve public education about race in US society.
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Social Impact Study of Monarch Butterfly Habitat Installations in St. Louis
Phase I: September 2015-May 2016
Maris Gillette and Nicholas Lemen, UMSL
Research Overview
With the support of the Eastern Tallgrass Prairie & Big Rivers Landscape Conservation
Cooperative, the City of St Louis partnered with a group of nonprofit research and conservation
organizations to evaluate the biological success and social impact of 37 monarch butterfly habitat
installations in St Louis. The City of St Louis classified these sites as part of its Milkweed for
Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project, which began in 2014.3 The city government intended
Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project “to foster the connection between people
and urban natural resources where they live, work, learn and play.” Goals included increasing
habitat for monarch butterflies, providing urban residents better access to nature, enhancing
neighborhood aesthetics, and building community. 4 The mayor of St Louis also planned to
“double the current eco-literacy rate” in his 2013 Sustainability Action Agenda; city employees
in the Office of Sustainability understood the Milkweed for Monarchs project as a key initiative
to increase residents’ eco-literacy.5
The Office of Sustainability selected a range of installations that were planted by city
departments and community organizations. Thirteen sites were planted by community
organizations participating in the Neighbors Naturscaping project offered by the nonprofit
organization Brightside St Louis.6 A combination of private groups, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, and the City of St Louis Community Development Administration
funded Neighbors Naturscaping.7 Ten monarch butterfly habitat installations were created by
private groups, including private cemeteries, a private university, community organizations, and
an independent civic organization (the St Louis Zoo). The city government planted fourteen
sites, at locations managed by the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Forestry, the St Louis
Public School District, the St Louis Fire Department, and the St Louis Police Department.
Gillette and Lemen conducted the quantitative social research described in this report
after receiving a list of sites on August 25, 2015. Our goal was to identify general patterns of
social use and ecological knowledge. We began by consulting the biologists conducting the
research on the plants and pollinators (Matthew Albrecht, Quinn Long, and Ed Spevak), the
conservation educators doing educational outreach related to the habitats (Louise Bradshaw and
Sheila Voss), and the City of St Louis Sustainability Director (Catherine Werner) during a series
of meetings from June through August 2015. We examined published studies about the social
“Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis website, 2011-2016,
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/monarchs/. Some of these sites predated the Milkweed for Monarchs
initiative.
4
“Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis Office of Sustainability
overview document, https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/mayor/initiatives/sustainability/documents/upload/M4M-2015Overview.pdf, 2015.
5
“Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis website, 2011-2016,
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/monarchs/; Catherine Werner, email communication, 17 March 2016.
6
Brightside St Louis was founded in 1982 by elected officials in the City of St Louis. See Brightside St
Louis website, “Our Story,” www.brightsidestl.org, 2016.
7
Brightside St Louis website, “Neighbors Naturscaping,” www.brightsidestl.org, 2016.
3
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aspects of urban green spaces, in particular the 2015 social assessment of Jamaica Bay (New
York City Department of Parks and Recreation).8 We then designed a site observation form and
a rapid-fire survey interview form, which we submitted for feedback from the other researchers
involved with assessing the monarch butterfly habitat installations, and conducted a pilot study at
three sites on September 5, 2015. We used the pilot study to refine the forms and protocol.
From September through December 2015, we conducted structured site observations and
rapid fire survey interviews at the 37 installations. Research protocols for site observations and
rapid fire survey interviews, the site observation form and rapid fire survey interview form, and
samples of both forms and photographs are in the appendices. The site observations included
photographing the sites, looking for signs of human activity, counting visitors in the interior and
perimeter of the sites, and tracking environmental education signs and social facilities (seating,
trash cans, etc.). The rapid fire survey interviews included questions about frequency of visit,
distance traveled to the site, and environmental knowledge, including which plants monarch
butterflies need to survive and the ecological functions of the sites. We created a five-minute
survey to maximize participation. While administering surveys we noted the apparent sex, race,
and age of survey participants, with age designated as either 18 to 65 years of age, or older than
65 years of age. Note that our data on sex, race, and age is based entirely on the researcher’s
observations, and does not denote the sex, race or age identity professed by the survey
participant.
A. Characteristics of the Sites: Location, Size, and Median Income
The City of St Louis classified the sites as located in the north, central, and south areas of
the city and as small, medium, or large. Twelve sites were north, 14 central, and 11 in the south
areas of the city. Nine sites were small, 11 medium, and 17 were large. Of the large
installations, six were identified as recreated prairies and one was a rehabilitated prairie remnant.

Erika Svenssen et al, 2015, “Reading the Landscape: A Social Assessment of Parks and their Natural
Areas in Jamaica Bay Communities,” white paper prepared by the US Forest Service, Natural Areas
Conservancy, and New York City Department of Parks and Recreation.
8
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Chart A1. Site distribution by region

Chart A2. Site distribution by size
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More small sites were in the north area, medium sites in the south, and the large sites
were disproportionately central. Three of the 17 large sites were located in Forest Park, a 1,371
acre public park in the western part of the city.9 The following chart shows the distribution of
sites by area and size. North sites are red, central sites are blue, and south sites are green.
Chart A3. Distribution of sites by location and size.
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We used census tract data to determine the median income of the neighborhood
“About Forest Park,” Forest Park Forever website, n.d., http://www.forestparkforever.org/about-forestpark/.
9
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surrounding each site. A description of how we created neighborhood median income data is in
the appendices. The median income for the City of St Louis (all census tracts) is $34,800, with a
low neighborhood median income of $10,889 (Forest Park Southeast, Central) and a high median
income of $64,844 (St Louis Hills, Princeton Heights, South). For the neighborhoods
surrounding the 37 monarch butterfly habitat installations, the average median income was
$36,440. The lowest median income was in the south (Marine Villa, $15,486). Of the five sites
with neighborhood median incomes of less than $20,000, the remaining four were in the north
area. The highest median income neighborhoods were also in the south (Mallinckrodt Academy,
Southampton Neighborhood Association, and St Gabriel Community Garden, $56,716). Of the
six sites in neighborhoods with median incomes of more than $50,000, three were in the central
and three were in the south areas. None were north.
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Table I. Median Incomes of Neighborhoods Surrounding Sites
Site Name
Marine Villa Neighborhood Association
Ames School Community Garden
Fire Station #9
Hybrid Urban Bioscapes
Fairground Neighborhood Revitalization Organization
Fairground Park
SLU
Cote Brilliante Elementary School
Sherman Park
North Patrol Police Station District 6
Mission St. Louis
Fire Station #54
Bevo Gardens
Bellefontaine Prairie
Cavalry Cemetery
Bellefontaine Butterfly Garden
Gibson Community Garden
Fire Station #4
Nottingham High School
Sublette Park
St. Louis Zoo Expansion
Central Reform Congregation
Forest Park Jewel Box
Forest Park Deer Creek
Forest Park Kennedy Forest
Forest Park Steinberg
Sunflower Project
Friends of Clifton Park
Soulard Restoration Group
Thurman Gateway
Benton Park
Dogtown Pollinator Hill
River Des Peres Park
City Hall
Mallinckrodt Academy
Southampton Neighborhood Association
St. Gabriel Community Garden

Median Income
$15,486
$16,618
$16,618
$16,618
$19,600
$20,819
$21,013
$21,753
$22,782
$23,333
$25,441
$25,781
$29,320
$31,517
$31,517
$31,517
$32,103
$33,244
$41,647
$42,407
$44,309
$44,680
$44,680
$44,680
$44,680
$44,680
$44,680
$45,600
$46,025
$46,797
$48,148
$50,038
$54,704
$55,303
$56,716
$56,716
$56,716
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The chart below shows average neighborhood median incomes by area. The average
median income for north sites ($23,206) was significantly lower than that for central ($41,994)
or south sites ($43,809).
Chart A4. Average median income by area
Average median incomes by area
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We classified the median incomes in the neighborhoods surrounding the sites as low
($15,486 to $29,320), medium ($32,103 to $46,025), and high ($46,797 to $56,716). High
income neighborhoods had the fewest sites (9), and medium income neighborhoods had the most
sites (16). There were 12 sites in low median income neighborhoods.
Chart A5. Site distribution by low, medium, or high neighborhood median income
Site distribution by low, medium, high median income
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B. Characteristics of the Survey Participants
We asked 226 people to take the rapid fire survey interview, and 141 agreed, for a 62%
participation rate. Our sample was 57% male (n=80) and 43% female (n=61). 87% of survey
respondents were between the age of 18 and 65 (n=122) and 13% were older than 65 (n=19).
Five of our survey respondents were Asian, 48 were Black, three were Hispanic, and 85 were
White. We had no Native American participants.
Chart B1. Racial composition of survey respondents
Racial composition of survey respondents (n=141)
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More than half of those who agreed to participate in the rapid fire survey interview were
from installations in the central area of the city (78 participants or 55% of survey respondents).
Of the central site respondents, 41 (or 53%) were at the three large monarch butterfly habitat
installations in Forest Park: Forest Park Deer Creek, Forest Park Steinberg, and Forest Park
Kennedy.
In addition to larger number of survey participants at central sites, we also observed more
visitors at central sites. 312 of 493 visitors, or 63%, were in central sites. 196 of these visitors
(40% of the total number of visitors we observed) were at the three large Forest Park sites. In
terms of numbers of people using the sites, the central sites appear to be the most successful.
The least successful sites in terms of number of visitors are in the north.
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Chart B2. Frequency of survey response by area
Frequency of survey respondent by area
(n=141)
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Chart B3. Visitor levels by area
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While 24% of our sites were in high income neighborhoods, only 17% of our survey
participants were at sites in high income neighborhoods. Survey respondents in medium income
level neighborhoods were slightly over-represented relative to the proportion of medium income
sites. This is to be expected given that the median income level for neighborhoods around Forest
Park falls in the medium category ($44,680).
Chart B4. Survey respondents by median income of site neighborhoods:
Survey responders by median income of site
area (n=141)
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The largest group of survey participants were at large sites, mostly because the large
Forest Park sites (in particular Forest Park Deer Creek and Forest Park Steinberg) attracted so
many visitors. We had the fewest survey participants at small sites, and we observed lower
numbers of visitors at small sites.
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Chart B5. Survey participants by site size
Survey participants by site size (n=141)
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To get a better sense of whether most survey participants were visiting sites in their own
neighborhoods, we asked survey participants how far they traveled to the sites. A majority of
respondents traveled 10 blocks or less to get to the sites (n=78, 55%), but a large minority of
respondents traveled two miles or more to the sites (n=63, 44%). Thirty-eight percent of survey
respondents traveled less than five blocks to the site (n=52). One survey respondent did not give
a quantifiable answer to this question (he said that the distance he traveled “depends”).
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Chart B6. Distance traveled to site
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We compared distance traveled by survey participants at sites in low, medium, and high
income neighborhoods. In high income neighborhoods, more than twice as many of the survey
respondents traveled two miles or more to reach the sites. In medium and low income
neighborhoods, survey respondents were equally likely to have traveled less than five blocks or
more than two miles. Medium income neighborhoods had the highest number of survey
respondents who were likely to travel five to ten blocks to reach the sites.
In the chart below, high income neighborhoods are dark blue, medium income
neighborhoods are orange, and low income neighborhoods are turquoise. The values are the
percentage of the total data set. The figures add up to 99% as we could not include the answer
“depends.”
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Chart B7. Comparison of distance traveled by respondents at low, medium and high income neighborhood sites
Distance traveled by median income of site neighborhood
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We hypothesized that the large sites were more likely to draw visitors from two or more
miles away than small or medium sites. The majority of the respondents traveling more than two
miles were indeed going to large sites (33 out of 62). Medium size sites drew 31% of those
traveling more than two miles (n=19). Small sites were relatively unlikely to attract visitors from
more than two miles away: only seven percent of those traveling more than two miles were at
small sites (n=10).
Chart B8. What size of site were respondents who traveled more than two miles visiting?
2+ mile respondents by site size (n=62)
2+ miles to
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Survey participants’ responses about the distance they traveled to sites indicates that most
visitors either traveled short distances of less than five blocks to the sites, or they traveled long
distances (n=115, 82%). Only 18 percent of our survey respondents (n=26) reported that they
traveled between 5 and 10 blocks to the sites. Sixty-nine percent of those who traveled between
5 and 10 blocks were visiting large sites (n=18).
In the following chart, small sites are blue, medium sites are green, and large sites are
red.
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Chart B9. Distance traveled by site size (n=140)
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47 out of 52 survey respondents who traveled less than five blocks to a site walked
(90%). Three took the bus and two drove. 51 of the 62 respondents who traveled more than two
miles to the sites drove (82%). Eight took the bus (13%), two bicycled, and one walked.
C. Does the Public Visit the Monarch Butterfly Habitat Installations?
During site observations we looked for physical signs of human activity, and counted the
numbers of visitors at the interior and perimeters of the sites. We asked survey participants how
frequently they visited the sites. We investigated the characteristics of the most highly visited
sites: their size, area (north, central, south), and the median incomes of the neighborhoods in
which they were located.
The large majority of sites, 81% or 30 out of 37 sites, showed physical signs of human
activity. These included litter (25/37), informal trails (6/37), bird houses (6/37), abandoned
property (5/37), and memorials (2/37). No sites had condoms, drug paraphernalia, or gun
casings. The absence of these materials suggests that the installations do not serve as locations
for using drugs, guns, or condoms.
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Chart C1. Proportion of sites with signs of human activity
Signs of Human Activity at Sites (n=37)
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Chart C2. Detail of physical signs of human activity
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By far the most common sign of human activity was litter. Twenty-five out of 37 sites,
or 68%, had litter. The sites in the south area were most likely to have litter (9 of 11 south sites).
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This may be related to higher frequency of visits; survey respondents at south sites reported more
frequent visits than other survey participants (see Chart C11 below). The central sites were the
least likely to have litter, despite the fact that we observed the highest numbers of visitors at
central sites (see Chart B3). Eight of the 14 central sites had litter. Eight of the 12 north sites
had litter.
We wondered if fewer central sites had litter because 4 of the 14 central sites were in
Forest Park, which is cared for by the city’s parks department and a private non-profit group
(Forest Park Forever). However only two of the six sites without litter in the central area were in
Forest Park.
Chart C3. Proportion of sites with litter by area
Proportion of Sites with Litter by Area
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Looked at by size, seven of nine small sites had litter, seven of 11 medium sites had litter,
and 13 of 17 large sites had litter. A lower proportion of the medium size sites had litter than
small and large sites. The small sites had the highest proportion of installations with litter, even
though we observed the lowest number of visitors at small sites (we saw 55 visitors at the nine
small sites, 114 visitors at the eleven medium sites, and 324 visitors at the 17 large sites). The
small sites had the lowest proportion of trash cans by site size. Only one of nine small
installations had a trash can (11%). Three of the 12 medium sites (25%) and eight of the 17 large
sites (47%) had trash cans.
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Chart C4. Proportion of sites with litter by site size.
Proportion of Sites with Litter by Size
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Chart C5. Proportion of sites with trash cans by size
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In addition to tracking physical signs of human presence, we counted the numbers of
visitors inside or on the perimeter of the sites during site observations. The total number of
visitors at all sites was 493. Four of the sites (11%) had no visitors. Ten sites had between one
and five visitors. Eleven sites had six to ten visitors. Twelve sites had more than 11 visitors.
The single most visited site was Forest Park Deer Creek, where we counted 110 visitors.
We classified the sites as having zero, low (1-5), medium (6-10), and high numbers of
visitors (11+), and looked to see how many sites fell into each category. Four sites had no
visitors, ten sites had one to five visitors, 11 sites had six to ten visitors, and 12 sites had 11 or
more visitors.
Chart C6. Zero, low, medium and high numbers of visitors by site
Proportions of Visitors at Sites (n=493)
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The four sites (11%) with no visitors were Fire Station #54 (North), Fire Station #9
(North), the Bellefontaine Prairie (North), and the Bellefontaine Butterfly Garden (North). None
of these sites had litter or other signs of human presence, which suggests that they are
infrequently visited. These sites appear to have a low social impact.
Higher numbers of visitors were disproportionately skewed toward medium and large
sites. While medium and large sites made up 76% of the total sites, 92% of the highly visited
sites were medium and large. In particular high numbers of visitors concentrated at large sites:
67% of sites with high numbers of visitors were large sites, while large sites were 46% of the
total number of sites. Only one small site (Nottingham High School, South) had high numbers of
visitors, even though small sites were 24% of the total number of sites.
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Chart C7. Highly visited sites by size.
Highly Visited Sites by Size (n=12)
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The highly visited sites were disproportionately in neighborhoods with higher income
levels. The average median income across all 37 sites was $36,440, with a low median income
of $15,486 (Marine Villa, South) and a high median income of $56,716 (Mallinckrodt,
Southampton, St. Gabriel, South). The average median income of the highly visited sites was
$42,701, with a low median of $21,013 (SLU, Central) and a high median of $56,716 (St
Gabriel, South). It is suggestive to compare this data to the sites where we saw no visitors. All
of those sites were in lower income neighborhoods. The average median income for sites with
no visitors was $26,358 (low was $16,618, high was $31,517).
Chart C8. Median income of neighborhoods with highly visited sites
Median Income of Highly Visited Sites (n=12)
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Sites with high numbers of visitors were skewed toward central and south areas. None of
the highly visited sites were in the north.
During rapid fire survey interviews we asked participants (n=141) how frequently they
visited the sites. For all sites, 70 percent of respondents (n=99) came at least one time per week
or more. 41 percent of respondents at all sites (n=58) came daily.
Chart C9. Reported frequency of visit
Reported Frequency of Visits at All Sites (n=141)
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We wondered if frequency of visit varied by the area of the city in which the habitat
installations were located. We had 29 survey respondents at north sites. Respondents at north
sites shared the same pattern for visiting as reported for all sites. 72% of these individuals
visited the sites at least weekly. We had 82 survey respondents at central sites. 68% of
respondents at central sites reported visiting at least weekly. We had 30 survey participants at
south sites. In the south, a higher proportion of respondents reported visiting daily. The higher
level of reported visit frequency is reflected by the higher levels of litter at south sites (see Chart
C3). High frequency of visit and more signs of human activity suggest that the south sites have a
successful social impact.
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Chart C10. Visit frequency at north
sites

Visit Frequency at Central Sites
(n=82)

Visit Frequency at South Sites
(n=30)

Visit Frequency at North Sites
(n=29)
Yearly
17%
yearly
14%
daily
38%

monthly
17%
weekly
31%

Daily
36%

Monthly
15%

monthly
1%

yearly
20%

weekly
20%

daily
59%

Weekly
32%

Chart C12. Visit frequency at south
sites
Chart C11. Visit frequency at
central sites
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We compared frequency of visits at small, medium, and large sites. If we compare sites
by size, we see significant differences in reported frequency of visits. 20 of 33 survey
participants at medium sites (61%) reported daily visits, significantly greater than what we find
for all sites. 10 of 25 participants at small sites (40%) reported daily visits, and 27 of 79
participants at large sites (34%) reported daily visits.
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Charts C13. Visit frequency at small sites
Visit frequency at small sites

Chart C14. Visit frequency at medium
sites
Visit frequency at medium sites

Yearly
8%

Chart C15. Visit frequency at large sites
Visit frequency at large sites

Yearly
6%
Yearly
18%
Daily
40%

Monthly
24%

Monthly
13%
Weekly
21%

weekly
28%

Daily
34%

Monthly
12%

Daily
61%
Weekly
35%
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Chart C16 compares the reported frequency of daily visits at small, medium, and large
sites. Note that half of the small sites are north (5 of 10), five of the nine medium sites are south
(the highest proportion of medium sites), and the nine of the 17 large sites are central.
Chart C16. Comparison of daily visits by site size
Daily visits by size (n=58)
61%

42%

40%
34%

All sites

Small sites

Medium sites

Large sites

We analyzed visit frequency by race, excluding Asians (n=5) and Hispanics (n=3) since
we had very few survey participants who belonged these groups. Black survey respondents were
more likely to visit the sites daily than White survey respondents. White respondents were more
likely to visit weekly than Black respondents. The “other” category in the Black respondent
chart represents a survey respondent’s statement that he came to the site “when I get ready.” The
“other” category in the White survey respondent chart represents the survey respondents’
answers “first time visiting,” and “I’m from out of town.”
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Chart C17. Black visit frequency

Chart C18. White visit frequency

Black visit frequency (n=48)
24 daily
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White visit frequency (n=85)
1 other
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34%
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15%
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36%
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We analyzed visit frequency by gender. Males reported higher rates of weekly visits than
females, and the proportion of males who visited weekly or more often was higher (70%) than
females (60%).
Chart C19. Male visit frequency
Male visit frequency (n=90)
2%
6%
35 daily

10%

28 weekly

39%

9 monthly
6 yearly
2 other
31%

C20. Female visit frequency
Female visit frequency (n=60)
2%

23 daily

23%
38%

13 weekly
9 monthly
14 yearly
1 other

15%

22%

We analyzed visit frequency by age, focusing on daily and weekly visits. Our age
analysis is skewed by the much higher percentage of 18-65 year olds in our data set. 87% of our
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survey respondents (n=122) were between the ages of 18 and 65. The charts below show
reported frequency of daily and weekly visits by age. These findings are as highly provisional.
Chart C21. Daily and weekly visit frequency for 18-65 year olds
Daily and weekly visit frequency for 18-65 year
olds (n=122)

18-65: 34 weekly

29%
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Chart C22. Daily and weekly visit frequency for 65+ year olds
Daily and weekly visit frequency for 65+ (n=19)
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D. How Do the Sites Affect the Public’s Experience of Nature?
We investigated whether the monarch butterfly habitat installations enhanced urban
residents’ experience of nature by observing the plantings at the sites, offering survey
participants the opportunity to identify aesthetic beauty as a site benefit and investigating the
characteristics of sites that participants identified as beautiful. Survey participants could also
identify providing urban green space and preserving our natural heritage as site benefits. We
tracked how far people reported traveling to the sites and their methods of travel.
We looked at the condition of the plantings, categorizing the vegetation at the sites as
thriving, alive, or dying and/or barren. This report was not specifically geared to the “monarch
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mix” evaluated by the biologists, but was a gardener’s perspective on the health of the
vegetation. Of the 37 sites, 15 had thriving plantings, 7 had dying plantings or were barren, and
the remaining 15 were alive (neither thriving nor dying and/or barren).
Chart D1. Comparison of Thriving and Dying and/or Barren Sites
Thriving vs barren/dying sites (n=22)

Barren or Dying
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Thriving

41%
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The sites with thriving plantings were in better-off neighborhoods. The median income of
the neighborhoods with thriving sites was $38,898, with a low of $19,600 and a high of $56,716.
Nine of the 15 sites with thriving plantings (60%) had neighborhood median incomes of $44,680
or higher. From our total data set, the average income was $34,877, with a low of $15,486 and
high of $56,716.
Visitor levels were higher at the thriving planting sites. Of the total 493 visitors we
observed, 299 were at the thriving plantings sites (61%). The number of visitors we observed at
the dying and barren sites was 69, or 14% of the total visitors we observed. 125 visitors were at
sites with plantings that were alive (25%).
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Chart D2. Comparison of visitor levels by site’s condition of plantings
Comparison of visitors by site's plantings condition
(n=493)

299 visitors at thriving
sites

25%

69 visitors at alive sites
61%

14%

125 visitors at
barren/dying sites

We asked survey participants to identify benefits of the installations from a list of
options, and offered them the opportunity to mention additional benefits or make other
comments (see rapid fire survey form and example in appendices). Eighty-five percent of survey
respondents (120 out of 141) selected aesthetic beauty as a benefit of the sites. Twenty-one
respondents, or 15% of the total, did not select aesthetic beauty as a benefit of the sites.
Chart D3. Respondents’ views on whether aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the sites
Is aesthetic beauty a benefit of the site? (n=141)

No

15%

Yes

85%
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We had many more survey respondents at thriving sites (n=88) than at dying and barren
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sites (n=6).10 Of the 88 survey respondents at thriving sites, 77 (88%) thought that aesthetic
beauty was a benefit of the sites. Of the six respondents at the dying and/or barren sites, five
selected aesthetic beauty as a benefit of the sites.
We asked survey respondents whether wildflowers were flowers, weeds, or something
else (see survey form and example in appendices). Most of those who identified aesthetic beauty
as a benefit of the sites, 72 people or 60%, thought that wildflowers were flowers. Fourteen of
the aesthetic beauty responders thought that wildflowers were weeds (12%). The remaining
aesthetic beauty responders placed wildflowers in the “other” category (38%, n=34).
Chart D4. Aesthetic beauty responders’ views on whether wildflowers are flowers, weeds,
or other
Aesthetic beauty responders on wildflowers (n=120)
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Among those who saw aesthetic beauty as a benefit of the sites, identifying wildflowers
as weeds did not necessarily preclude appreciation of wildflowers for other reasons. Eleven of
the aesthetic beauty responders who thought wildflowers were weeds identified habitat for
wildlife as a benefit of the sites. Some members of this group provided comments that shed light
on their views:
“I see the importance of nature-based parks”
“[The site provides] food for wildlife”
“We really enjoy walking through [the site]”
“[The area is] relaxing, rejuvenating”
“[The site] needs more upkeep”
We investigated whether there was a relationship between the structure of the installation
(in particular the presence of borders, mulch, seating, or art) and survey participants’ perception
that the sites were beautiful by looking to see whether the survey responders who said the sites
were beautiful (85% of respondents, n=120) were at a habitat installation that had a border,
10

The lack of survey respondents at dying and/or barren sites means we cannot use quantitative methods
to compare views about the sites based on the conditions of the plantings.
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mulch, a bench or other seating, and/or art. We compared this to the sites that had survey
responders who did not think that aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the sites (15% of respondents,
N=21). Survey responders were more likely to think that aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the
site if the site had a border, bench, mulch, or art. Of the survey responders who said that
aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the sites, 94% were at sites that had either a bench, border,
mulch, or art. Only six percent of the aesthetic beauty responders were at sites that had none of
those things (no border, bench, mulch, or art).
There was one site with survey participants that had no survey respondents (zero) say that
aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the site. That site had no benches, border, mulch, or art. In
fact, this was the only site of the 37 with survey participants that had no border, bench, mulch or
art (none of the four items).
There were nine sites with aesthetic beauty responders that had no border. Of those noborder sites, only four of them also had no bench. Of those four sites with no border and no
bench, only one of them did not have art. There were two no-border - no mulch sites, neither or
which had art, but one of which had a bench. Table II provides more detail about the borders,
mulch, seating, and art at sites that had aesthetic beauty responders:
Table II. Physical characteristics of sites with aesthetic beauty responders: mulch, borders,
benches, and art
71 percent of aesthetic beauty responder sites had mulch
68 percent of aesthetic beauty responder sites had borders
54 percent of aesthetic beauty responder sites had benches
36 percent of aesthetic beauty responder sites had art
We examined the aesthetic beauty responders to determine whether race affected the
perception that aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the sites. It did not. The proportion of Black
survey responders who thought the sites were beautiful reflected their proportion in the total data
set: 33% of the aesthetic beauty responders were Black, and Blacks were 34% of the total set of
survey responders (n=48). The proportion of White survey responders who thought the sites
were beautiful reflected their proportion in the total data set: 61% of the aesthetic beauty
responders were White, and Whites were 63% of the total set of survey responders (n=86).
We investigated whether the size of the sites affected the perception that aesthetic beauty
was a benefit. It did not. Among aesthetic beauty responders, 58% were at large sites, 28% at
medium, and 15% at small. Among all survey responders, 56% were at large sites, 26% at
medium, and 18% at small.
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Chart D5. Comparison of aesthetic beauty and all survey respondents by site size
All survey respondents vs. aesthetic beauty respondents
by site size
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We looked at the median income level of the neighborhoods where survey respondents
thought that aesthetic beauty was a benefit of the sites. 51% of the aesthetic beauty responders
(n=61) were at sites in neighborhoods with a middle median income (between $32,103 and
$46,025). Thirty-one percent (n=37) of aesthetic beauty responders were at sites in
neighborhoods with low median incomes. The smallest number of aesthetic beauty responders
(21, or 18%) were at sites in neighborhoods with higher median incomes. This finding deserves
further research. Do the neighborhoods with higher median incomes have more gardens (public
and/or private)? Are the gardens in higher median income neighborhoods (public and private)
less likely to include milkweed, butterfly weed, coneflower, goldenrod, bee balm, and asters (all
part of the Milkweed for Monarchs recommended plant mix)? Do people who live in or visit
green spaces in higher income neighborhoods expect to see a manicured aesthetic?
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Chart D6. Numbers of aesthetic beauty respondents by income level of site neighborhood
Aesthetic beauty responders by income level of site
neighborhood
$46,797 to $56,716

21

$32,103 to $46,025

$15,486 to $29,320

61

37

Fifteen percent of our sample (n=21) did not perceive aesthetic beauty as a benefit of the
monarch habitat installations, even though the majority of this group (71%, n=15) thought that
wildflowers were flowers. The comments provided by the non-aesthetic beauty responders shed
light on why they did not consider aesthetic beauty to be a benefit of the sites:
“Doesn’t look good”
“It’s good to have it neat, taken care of – really you need to keep it neat.”
“It would be beautiful if they cleaned it up a little. They need to take out the
weeds.”
“I don’t like how it looks but it brings lots of benefits. Function is important too.”
“They need to keep it up.”
“They need to keep it up and make it look nice.”
“They need to clean it up and we could use a police officer here. Too many
drunks.”
“They need to put in some of the tropical stuff. The garden needs a lot of work.”
“I’m concerned about the environment, but I don’t think this specific garden is
accomplishing anything.
Survey participants could select urban green space as a benefit of the sites. 90 out of 141
participants (64%) listed urban green space as a benefit. We looked at the characteristics of
urban green space responders. Compared to the total data set (see Chart B3), urban green space
responders were more likely to be at sites in high median income neighborhoods (20% of urban
green space responders versus 17% of all participants) and medium income neighborhoods (53%
of urban green space responders versus 48% of all participants), and less likely to be at sites in
low income areas (27% of urban green space responders versus 35% of all participants).
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Chart D7. Urban green space responders by median income of site’s neighborhood
Urban green space responders by
median income of site (n=90)

UGS high
income
20%

UGS low
income
27%

UGS
medium
income
53%

The racial breakdown of urban green space responders mirrored the racial breakdown of
the entire data set (see Chart B1). The sex ratio also mirrored the total data set (see section B,
paragraph 1).
Chart D8. Urban green space responders by race
Race of UGS responders (n=90)

UGS
Asian
1%

UGS Black
35%
UGS
White
63%
UGS
Hispanic
1%
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Chart D9. Urban green space responders by sex
Sex of UGS responders (n=90)

52 male
58%

38
female
42%

The proportion of urban green space responders at small, medium, and large sites was very
similar to the proportion of all survey participants at small, medium, and large sites (see Chart
B5). Slightly more urban green space responders were at medium sites, and slightly fewer were
at large sites. The frequency of urban green space responders by area was slightly higher for
south sites, lower for central sites, and lower for north sites than the survey population as a
whole (see Chart B2).
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Chart D10. Frequency of urban green space responders by site
size
Urban green space responders by site size
(n=90)

15 UGS
small site
17%
47 UGS
large site
52%

28 UGS
medium site
31%

Chart D11. Frequency of urban green space responders by
area
Urban green space responders by area
(N,C,S)

28 south
31%

15 north
17%

47 central
52%
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Survey participants could identify preservation of our natural heritage as a benefit of the
sites. 54% of respondents (n=76) thought that the sites preserved our natural heritage. The racial
composition of the natural heritage responders was roughly the same as that of the entire survey
population (see Chart B1).
Chart D12. Racial composition of natural heritage responders
Racial composition of heritage responders (n=76)

Black
33%

White
66%

Hispanic
1%

An equal number of men and women were natural heritage responders, meaning that
women were over-represented in the group who selected natural heritage as a benefit of the sites.
Chart D13. Comparison of proportions of participants by sex for total population and
natural heritage responders
Sex of heritage responders vs. total data set
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The natural heritage responders came from 23 of the 37 sites. A higher proportion of the
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participants who chose natural heritage were from north and south sites, and a lower proportion
were at central sites, relative to the data set as a whole (see Chart B2).
Chart D14. Natural heritage responders by area
Heritage responders by area (n=76)

South
39%

North
26%

Central
35%

The natural heritage responders were slightly less likely to be at sites that were barren or
had dying plantings. While the barren and dying plantings sites were 19% of our total data set,
only 9% of sites that had natural heritage responders had barren or dying plantings.
Chart D15. Condition of plantings at sites with natural heritage responders
Conditions of plantings at sites with natural
heritage responders

Thrinving
39%
Alive
52%

Dying
9%

All survey respondents were invited to make additional comments about the sites. 79%
did so (112 out of 141 total surveys). 98 of these comments related to respondents’ experiences
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of nature. Within this group, 76 comments were largely positive (78%), and 22 comments were
largely negative (22%).
35 of the positive comments indicated that the respondents saw the sites as a place to
enjoy nature (46% of the group who made comments about experiences of nature). Eight
respondents specifically stated that the sites were good for monarchs/butterflies and they liked to
see monarchs/butterflies. Six respondents stated that the sites were good for bees. Other
respondents appreciated the native plants (3), thought the sites were nice for dogs (3), good for
children (3), a respite from the built environment (3), and enhanced biological diversity in the
neighborhood (2). Other comments were unique: “the site is more sustainable”; “the site
provides food for wildlife,” “the site promotes oxygen,” etc.
The comments of twenty-two participants suggested that the sites did not enhance, or did
not unambiguously enhance, participants’ experiences of nature. 11 of the 22 negative
comments were some variant of “the site needs to be cleaned up/prettified.” Five responders said
that the site did not bring benefits or “was not accomplishing anything.” Four stated that the
insects attracted to the site were unwanted. Two said that they had never noticed the site despite
living in the neighborhood and passing on a daily basis.
City of St Louis residents’ experiences of nature are affected by how far they have to
travel to get to the monarch butterfly habitat installations. 38 percent of survey respondents
(n=53) traveled less than five blocks to get to the sites (see Chart B5). We compared how Black
and White participants reported the distances that they traveled to the sites. White respondents
were more likely to travel 5-10 blocks to the sites than Black respondents. The Black
respondents had slightly more individuals who traveled less than five blocks and somewhat more
who traveled 2+ miles.
Chart D16. Comparison of travel distance by race
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Chart D17. Black travel distances to site

Chart D18. White travel distance to site
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There were significant differences in the travel methods used by Black and White survey
participants. Almost no Whites traveled to the sites by bus (1 person or 1% of the White
participants), while 21% of the Black participants traveled by bus (10 out of 48 Black
participants). Five percent of the White participants bicycled to the sites (n=4), while no Black
participants cycled to the sites. 48% of the White participants drove to the sites, compared to
37% of the Black participants.
Chart D19. Frequency of travel method by race
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Chart D20. Black survey respondents travel
method

Chart D21. White survey respondents travel
method
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E. How Eco-literate Were Site Visitors?
We investigated knowledge about monarch butterflies and general environmental
knowledge by asking participants to name the plants that monarch butterflies needed to survive,
and offering them the opportunity to identify a list of ecological services as site benefits. We
also tracked environmental signage at the installations, and in particular signs for the Milkweed
for Monarchs initiative. The Milkweed for Monarchs signs at a minimum indicated that monarch
butterflies require milkweed, and some provided more extensive discussion of monarch
butterflies and native plants (see examples in appendices).
Levels of knowledge about the plants that monarch butterflies need to survive were low.
24% of survey respondents knew that monarch butterflies needed milkweed to survive (n=34),
while 76% did not know or gave an incorrect answer (n=107).
We investigated the characteristics of survey participants who knew that monarch
butterflies needed milkweed to survive (n=34). The average median income of the
neighborhoods surrounding the sites where we interviewed these participants was higher than the
average median income of the total data set: $44,389.15 for the milkweed responders (low =
$21,013, high = $56,716), versus the $36,440 average median income for the whole data set.
Half of the milkweed responders (n=17) were at sites with Milkweed for Monarchs signs. Half
of the milkweed responders were at large sites (n=17), and 41% were at medium sites (n=14).
Chart E1. Milkweed responders by site size
Milkweed responders by site size (n=34)
small

medium

large

9%

50%
41%

The milkweed responders were slightly more likely to be daily and weekly visitors (61%,
n=21) than the data set as a whole (52%). The ratio of male to female milkweed responders was
consistent with the ratio of males to females in the total data set (4:3). The proportion of
milkweed responders who were 65+ was higher than the proportion of people who were 65+ in
the total data set: 26% of the milkweed responders were 65+, while 13% of the total data set
were 65+. Milkweed responders were disproportionately White. While Blacks made up 34% of
our total data set, they were only 12% of the milkweed responder group. No Asians or Hispanics
were in the milkweed responder group.
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Chart E2. Milkweed responders by race
Milkweed responders by race (n=34)
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Milkweed responders were much more likely to believe wildflowers were flowers (79%)
than the total data set (83 of 141, 59%).
Chart E3. Milkweed responders’ views of wildflowers
Milkweed responders evaluate wildflowers
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Milkweed responders came disproportionately from central sites.
milkweed responders at north sites.

There were no
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Chart E4. Milkweed responders by area of the city
Milkweed responders by area
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We read a list of potential benefits of the sites that included a number of ecological
services and asked survey participants to choose items from the list that they believed were
benefits of the sites (participants had the option to choose no items). 79% of participants
identified habitat for wildlife as a benefit of the sites. Fewer respondents were able to identify
other ecological services as benefits.
Chart E5. Levels of knowledge about ecological services at the sites
Reported Environmental Benefits of Sites (n=141)
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We examined the characteristics of the habitat responders. The racial breakdown of the
habitat responder group matched the racial breakdown of the total group of survey respondents.
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The age breakdown of the habitat responders also closely resembled the age breakdown of the
total data set (84% to 16%). The representation of males to females in this group closely
resembled the sex ratio of the full data set (3.8:3 versus 4:3). The median income of the
neighborhoods with sites that had habitat responders largely reflected that of all survey
responders: 33% of habitat responders were in low income neighborhoods, versus 35% of all
responders; 49% of habitat responders were in medium income neighborhoods, versus 48% of all
responders; and 19% of habitat responders were in high income neighborhoods versus 17% all
responders. The numbers of habitat responders at small, medium and large sites closely
resembled the numbers at small, medium and large sites for the data set as a whole.
Chart E6. Racial breakdown of habitat responders
Habitat responders by race (n=112)
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Chart E7. Comparison of habitat responders and all participants by site size
Habitat responders vs. all responders by site size
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Somewhat more habitat responders came from north sites than was true for the data set as
a whole. Somewhat fewer habitat responders were from central sites than was true for the data
set as a whole.
Chart E8. Comparison of habitat responders and all participants by area
Habitat responders vs. all responders by area
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We counted the number of sites with Milkweed for Monarchs signs and the number with
other signs promoting environmental education. Thirteen sites (35%) had Milkweed for
Monarchs signs, and twelve sites had environmental education signs. The presence of Milkweed
for Monarchs signs improved levels of knowledge about monarch butterflies’ need for
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milkweed. The presence of environmental education signs did not significantly improve the
proportion of survey responders who knew that monarch butterflies needed milkweed, but the
absence of environmental education signs correlated to a lower proportion of survey respondents
who knew that monarch butterflies needed milkweed to survive. Twelve of 37 sites had
environmental education signs. There were 77 responders at these 12 sites, and of this group, 19,
or 25%, knew that monarch butterflies needed milkweed to survive (versus 24% of the entire
survey population). 25 of 37 sites had no environmental education signs. 10 out of 54 survey
respondents, or 19% of participants, knew butterflies need milkweed to survive at these sites. 13
of 37 sites had Milkweed for Monarch signs. At these sites, 17 of 49 respondents, or 36%, knew
that monarch butterflies needed milkweed to survive.
Chart E9. Levels of knowledge that monarch butterflies need milkweed to survive by
presence or absence of environmental education signs at sites
Frequency of milkweed knowledge by presence/absence of
environmental education signs
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The Milkweed for Monarchs signs were overrepresented at sites in high median income
neighborhoods (n=4). Relative to their frequency in the data set as a whole, medium median
income neighborhoods with sites that had Milkweed for Monarchs signs (n=5) and low median
income neighborhoods with sites that had Milkweed for Monarchs signs (n=4) were
underrepresented.
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Chart E10. Milkweed for Monarchs signs by median income of neighborhoods
Sites with M4M signs vs all sites by median income
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The sites with Milkweed for Monarchs signs were overrepresented in the south (n=5), and
underrepresented in the north (n=3). They were proportionate in the central area (n=5).
Chart E11. Milkweed for Monarchs signs by area
Sites with M4M signs vs all sites by area
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Sites with Milkweed for Monarch signs were overrepresented among the small sites
(n=5), underrepresented in the large sites (n=4), and nearly proportionate in the medium sites
(n=4).

Chart E12. Comparison of sites with Milkweed for Monarch signs and all sites by size
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M4M sign sites vs all sites by size
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F. Do the Monarch Butterfly Habitat Installations Build Community?
While we will use our qualitative data to address this question, a portion of our
quantitative research does address whether or not the sites build community. We observed
eleven or more visitors at the following twelve sites:
Table III. Sites with eleven or more visitors
High Visitor Sites
Benton Park
Bevo Gardens
Dogtown Pollinator Hill
Forest Park Deer Creek
Forest Park Kennedy
Forest Park Steinberg
Gibson Community Garden
Nottingham High School
River Des Peres
SLU
St Gabriel Community Garden
Sunflower Project

No. of Visitors
17
12
12
110
32
54
15
30
14
39
41
18

Site size
large
large
medium
large
large
large
large
small
medium
large
medium
large

Median income
$48,148
$29,320
$50,038
$44,680
$44,680
$44,680
$32,103
$41,647
$54,704
$21,013
$56,716
$44,680

Area
S
S
C
C
C
C
C
S
S
C
S
C

These sites are skewed to higher income areas, medium and large sized installations, and
the central and south parts of the city. Half of these sites have seating (6 of 12). Only two of the
highly visited sites were barren or had dying plantings, and one of these had a flourishing garden
nearby (the St Gabriel Community Garden). The most patronized sites were the large
installations in Forest Park, in particular the prairie at Deer Creek.
Six survey participants made statements related to building community (n=6). They said:
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“The garden is good for the black community”
“[We need to] focus on community building”
“Great project with volunteers in the community”
“[The site] helps create community”
“[Benefits include] monarchs, exercise, community, raising awareness”
“[I] never gave it much thought but it does add to the community and neighborhood,
better than what was there before”
H. Takeaways and Recommendations Based on the Quantitative Assessment
Our quantitative research suggests the following:

















The monarch butterfly habitat installations do not diminish public safety. There was no
indication of gun or drug use or sexual activity in installations.
People are more likely to visit medium and large sites than small sites.
Sites at cemeteries and fire stations are not frequently visited.
More medium and large sites are in higher income neighborhoods.
North St Louis does not have any highly visited M4M sites.
The south sites are most successful in terms of social impact: higher numbers of visitors,
higher frequency of visits, more appreciation of urban green space.
Medium-sized sites are most likely to be visited daily.
Sites with thriving plantings have higher visitor numbers.
Neighborhoods with higher median incomes have better installations: better plantings,
higher levels of visitors, more frequent visitors. Neighborhoods with low median
incomes are more likely to have sites that are small and have low numbers of visitors.
Trash cans reduce litter. The small sites are the least likely to have trash cans and they
are the most likely to have litter, even though their visitor numbers are lowest by size.
Visitors are more likely to think the monarch butterfly habitats are beautiful if they
resemble gardens: if they have mulch, borders, benches, or art.
Visitors who do not think the monarch butterfly habitat installations are beautiful want
sites that have a more manicured look.
Urban green space is most valued in neighborhoods with a mid-level median income.
Levels of knowledge about monarch butterflies and native plants are very low.
Many more people know that the installations provide habitat for wildlife than recognize
their other ecological services such as ground water retention, soil retention, or carbon
sequestration.
Milkweed for Monarchs signs improve knowledge about monarch butterflies’ need for
milkweed.

At the conclusion of the quantitative social assessment, we recommend the following steps to
improve the monarch butterfly habitat installations’ social impact and role in raising levels of
ecoliteracy:


Educate city residents about the vital role that milkweed plays in the survival of monarch
butterflies.
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Put Milkweed for Monarchs signs at all gardens. The small signs work just as well as the
large signs for informing the public that monarch butterflies need milkweed.
Do more environmental education about the ecosystem services that the gardens perform.
Improve stewardship to minimize complaints about “overgrown” or “messy” gardens.
Make sure all sites have either a border, mulch, a bench, or art.
Install more medium and large sites, particularly in lower income neighborhoods.
Install trash cans at all of the sites.
Do more outreach in North St Louis, to encourage more residents to visit their local
monarch butterfly habitat sites.
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Appendix A. Protocol for Site Observations and Rapid Fire Survey Interviews
1. Each site from the list of 30 monarch gardens and 7 prairies will be visited once. The list was
provided by the City of St Louis. Addresses and GPS coordinates should be taken from that list.
If no site exists at that location, that fact should be noted. If GPS coordinates are incorrect, the
correct coordinates should be noted.
2. At each site, the researcher will conduct the rapid-fire interviews, take photographs as
specified in the observation sheet, and do an observation.
3. For small sites, the researcher will remain for 30 minutes. For medium sites, the researcher
will remain for 45 minutes. For large sites, the interviewer will remain for one hour.
4. If there is heavy rain that precludes note-taking, a severe electrical storm, or excessive heat
(about 99 degrees Fahrenheit), the research is aborted.
5. The researcher will observe the interior and edges of the site. In large sites, researchers will
walk as much of the site as possible. In cases where the site is densely vegetated, the researcher
will follow formal or informal trails (desire lines) to get to interior spots. Bushwhacking or
wading is not part of the social research. If the researcher locates trails that s/he feels are unsafe,
s/he should note this.
6. At each site, the researcher will spend a minimum of 15 minutes attempting to procure rapidfire survey interviews, and a minimum of 15 minutes doing social observation.
7. The researcher will track the number of dogs, as dog-walkers are using the site in a manner
distinct from other visitors.
8. All signs of human activity are recorded on the observation sheet. Most items are selfexplanatory. The following are definitions and explanations:
 memorial/shrine/sacred symbol: all materials of remembrance (ghost bikes, bouquets,
ribbons, plaques, memorial signs) and all religious items (crosses, stars, statues, Daoist
symbols, Santaria symbols, etc.)
 litter: the researcher will indicate in the field notes if the litter suggests substantial
dumping
 Graffiti includes all two and three dimensional art, signs, flyers, and stickers that were
not placed by the site organizers or the City of St Louis
9. The researcher will not ask individuals to complete the rapid fire interview if the person or
persons are:
 Sleeping
 Meditating
 Engaged in an organized activity (e.g., yoga, taichi, game/competition). Note that
the researcher can approach people who are resting or taking a break from such
activities.
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The researcher will introduce her- or himself and clarify that s/he is doing research
on St Louis’ monarch gardens and prairie installations for the city, via grant funding.
The researcher will explain that the funding is to research the social impact of
prairies and monarch gardens in St Louis.

10. The researcher will tally each time a person refuses to do the survey interview. Those tallies
will be kept for each research visit.
11. At the end of each research visit or day of research visits, the researcher will record any
additional observations, reflections, sentiments, or other information in an ethnographic
journal. Each journal entry will include the date and basic information about the sites
visited.
12. At the end of each research visit or day of research visits, the researcher will upload all
photographs to the Dropbox, and label them appropriately. The researcher will ensure that
each research site has a separate folder for photographs, and that the photographs are
numbered according to which role they fill in the observational protocol. It is the
responsibility of each researcher to make certain that photographs can be linked to surveys
and observation sheets.
13. Each researcher will scan and upload the observation sheets, photographs, and surveys into
the appropriate site folders on Dropbox.
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Appendix B. Site Observation Sheet
Observer Name:
Site Address:
GPS Coordinates:

Date:
Time:

Photo 4: signage OR
none
Photo 5:
edges/adjacencies

Photo 1: orienting shot
Photo 2: detail of human activity
OR none
Photo 3: art
Anybody present at
interior?

Anybody present at
edge?

Yes

Yes

No

Number
:

Single
Person?

No

Number
:

Group?
Single
person?
Group?

Pair?
With
Dog?
Pair?
With
Dog?

Weather (describe):
Facilities to promote sociability or use?

Yes

No

Signs

Name of
site

Education about
environment

Other signs (list):

Seating

Bench

Rock

Stump

Trash Cans

Yes

No

Dog poop bags

Yes

No

Fence

Border (logs, grass,
rocks, gravel)

Gate

Art

Other
(list):

Water
fountain

Mulch

Signs of Human
Activity:
Informal trails/desire lines/cut-throughs?

Litter
Graffiti
Bird Feeder

Needles/drug paraphernalia
Abandoned property
Flag
Bird bath

Yes

No

Gun
casings
Condoms
Memorial/shrine/sacred symbol
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Condition of plantings:
thriving
dry
overgrown
orderly

floppy
dying

barren
alive

under-planted

Field Notes
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Appendix C. Sample Site Observation Sheet
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Appendix D. Sample site photographs
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Appendix E. Rapid Fire Survey Interview Form
Interviewer Name:

Site Address:

Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Observed Age:

18-65

65+

Observed Sex:

Male

Female

Observed Race:
Hispanic
Hispanic)

Black

Asian/Pacific Islander

American Indian

White (Non-

How often do you visit the garden?
Daily

Weekly

Monthly

A few times a year

Other:

How far do you travel to get to the garden?
Less than 5 blocks
Bus/Metro
Are wildflowers

5-10 blocks
Weeds

More than 2 miles

Flowers

Walk

Bike

Drive

Other:

What plants do monarch butterflies need to survive?
What benefits do gardens like this bring?
Carbon Sequestration

Soil Retention

Ground Water Retention

Habitat for Insects and Other Wildlife

Preservation of our Natural Heritage

Aesthetic Beauty

Urban Green Space

Other:
FIELD NOTES:
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Appendix F. Sample Rapid Fire Survey Interview
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Appendix G. Site Neighborhood Median Income Methodology
We created the site neighborhood median income list using census tract data. In most
cases we used the census tract that contained the garden. When the garden was located near the
border of two or more census tracts, we included all the nearby census tract income data. This
was especially important where the income discrepancy between the tracts was large.
We used the Social Explorer, 1790-Present database to gather median incomes by census
tract (https://flux.umsl.edu/library/database_details2.php?ref=alpha&db=282). Social Explorer
shows census information, including median incomes, in map format. We chose the database’s
“median income” option and the option for most recent data (median income in 2014 inflation
adjusted dollars), inputting the address of each installation to locate its census tract. In some
instances Social Explorer could not locate the installation based on the address provided by the
City of St Louis Office of Sustainability. In those cases, we used Google Maps and our own
experience to make sure the database selected the correct geographic location.
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Appendix H. Examples of Milkweed for Monarchs signs
H1. Large M4M sign

H2. Small M4M sign
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Social Impact Study of Monarch Butterfly Habitat Installations in St Louis
Phase II: June-November 2016
Maris Gillette and Taylor Jeromos, UMSL
Research Overview
In the spring of 2015, the City of St Louis partnered with several nonprofit research and
conservation organizations to evaluate the biological success and social impact of 37 monarch
butterfly habitat installations in St Louis.11 These included 13 sites planted by community
organizations participating in the Neighbors Naturscaping project offered by the nonprofit
Brightside St Louis, ten sites created by private groups, including private cemeteries, a private
university, community organizations, and an independent civic organization (the St Louis Zoo),
and 14 sites planted by the city government at locations managed by Parks, Recreation, and
Forestry, the St Louis Public School District, the St Louis Fire Department, and the St Louis
Police Department. The sites were included in Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly
Project, a city government initiative that began in 2014.12 City officials intended Milkweed for
Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project “to foster the connection between people and urban
natural resources where they live, work, learn and play.”13 Other goals included increasing
habitat for monarch butterflies, providing urban residents better access to nature, enhancing
neighborhood aesthetics, and building community.
City employees in the Office of
Sustainability understood Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project as an important
tool to increase the eco-literacy rate of St Louis residents, a goal stated by the mayor of St Louis
in his 2013 Sustainability Action Agenda.14
Maris Gillette (University of Missouri-St Louis) was the principal investigator in charge
of social impact research. She and graduate assistant Nicholas Lemen completed a quantitative
social study between September 2015 and May 2016. During this phase we conducted rapid fire
survey interviews and structured site observations at all 37 sites to determine general patterns of
social use and levels of ecological knowledge related to the installations. The rapid fire survey
interviews included questions about frequency of visit, distance traveled to the site, and
environmental knowledge such as which plants monarch butterflies need to survive and the
ecological functions of the sites. The site observations included photographing the installations,
looking for signs of human activity, counting visitors in the interior and perimeter of the sites,
and tracking environmental education signs and social facilities such as seating and trash cans.
11

Funding came primarily from the Eastern Tallgrass Prairie & Big Rivers Landscape Conservation
Cooperative. Some of the partner groups also provided funding and in-kind donations, as was the case
with the Museum Studies program at the University of Missouri-St Louis.
12
“Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis website, 2011-2016,
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/monarchs/. Some of these sites predated the Milkweed for Monarchs
initiative while others were newly created when Milkweed for Monarchs began.
13
“Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis Office of Sustainability
overview document, https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/mayor/initiatives/sustainability/documents/upload/M4M-2015Overview.pdf, 2015.
14
The Sustainability Action Agenda stated the mayor’s goal to “double the current eco-literacy rate.”
See “Milkweed for Monarchs: The St Louis Butterfly Project,” City of St Louis website, 2011-2016,
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/monarchs/; see also Catherine Werner, email to Maris Gillette, 17 March
2016.
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The findings of this research were detailed in our June 2016 report entitled “Social Impact Study
of Monarch Butterfly Habitat Installations in St Louis September 2015-May 2016.”
For the second phase of the social impact research, Gillette and graduate assistant Taylor
Jeromos used qualitative methods to obtain a deeper understanding of five Milkweed for
Monarchs sites and their role in the neighborhoods in which they were located. This qualitative
research was designed to illuminate levels of community acceptance, appreciation, and benefits
derived from the sites. We used ethnographic methods to understand how members of local
communities felt and thought about the installations as well as how they used them, and how
residents of areas with monarch butterfly habitat installations were influenced by the presence of
Milkweed for Monarchs plantings. Gillette and Jeromos conducted most of the ethnographic
research between June and November 2016, with research at one site (the Thurman Gateway
Prairie) beginning in July 2015.15 The five installations that we studied were: the Thurman
Gateway Prairie, the Gibson Community Garden, the Steinberg Prairie, the Cote Brilliante
School Community Garden, and the Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School
Monarch Butterfly Garden. We made repeated visits to observe and engage site visitors in short
conversations; participated in activities such as planting, weeding, and watering, and conducted
extended interviews with people who stewarded the sites, lived near the sites, or were otherwise
concerned with the installations. We averaged 10-12 casual conversations per site, and extended
interviews with three to five people per site. While we initially planned to host focus groups for
collective discussion, we found it impossible to schedule such sessions. Only at the Thurman
Gateway Prairie were we able to organize an extended conversation that included more than one
participant (in this instance, three plus Gillette).
In addition to our qualitative research, we added to our quantitative data by conducting
additional visitor counts at all installations, excluding the North Patrol Police Station District 6,
where the monarch butterfly habitat was removed and the site replanted in the spring of 2016.
We carried out additional visitor counts on one week day and one weekend day at each of the
remaining 36 sites, tracking the number of visitors in the interior and perimeter of the sites for a
fifteen-minute period.
Qualitative Research Methods
We selected our five sites because they had thriving vegetation, although not necessarily
milkweed, and showed obvious signs of stewardship such as staking, weeding, and/or
community signage. We chose sites that included the three areas of St Louis represented in our
quantitative work (north, central, and south). Our ethnography entailed making repeated visits (a
minimum of five per installation), holding short conversations with people inside or on the
perimeter of the sites, observing visitor behavior, participating in maintenance, and carrying out
interviews ranging in length from 60 to 90 minutes. We also went on site tours and
neighborhood tours with area residents. We took part in least one site tour at all five locations,
and did two or more site tours at four installations.
During site tours, people who planted and maintained the gardens or prairies guided us
15

Gillette conducted ethnographic research at the Thurman Gateway Prairie in conjunction with
qualitative research for another project entitled “Missouri Place Stories.” Results of the Missouri Place
Stories project can be found in the article co-authored by Gillette and Andrew Hurley entitled “Place
Stories of St Louis: Using Historical Knowledge to Engage Communities in Sustainability Planning,”
History and Its Publics, ed. Robin Bachin (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, Forthcoming).
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through the installations and talked about the site’s history, their work there, how neighbors
responded to the sites, and how the sites fit into the larger community and landscape. During our
neighborhood tours, residents who lived near and/or worked in the sites guided us through
portions of their neighborhoods and talked about the area’s history, gardening and greening
initiatives, development, and neighborly relations. We did not carry out a neighborhood tour at
Steinberg Prairie, since the installation is located in the interior of a large city park and has no
obvious “neighborhood.” We did however participate in a guided tour of the eastern portion of
Forest Park, which is where Steinberg Prairie is located. During this tour we visited a number of
milkweed installations (in the MUNY parking lot, the Hatcheries Prairie, Deer Lake Savannah,
along the creek between Grand Drive and Franklin Bridge, and the Hidden Creek Savannah).
For each site we conducted extended interviews with three to five people. Our interviews
always included at least one person who planted and/or maintained the installation, and typically
two or three people who helped steward the site. Other interviewees included residents who
lived near the sites and Neighborhood Improvement Specialists.16 We conducted several of the
extended interviews in person at the sites. For some interviews we met participants at local
cafes, and some were done by telephone.
Our qualitative research also included attending some Neighborhood Association
meetings, cycling and/or walking through the neighborhoods, and searching local newspapers
and news websites for articles about the installations and relevant reporting on the
neighborhoods. While we were unable to gather volunteers for such focus groups, we gained
some sense of community members’ views and concerns at the Neighborhood Association
meetings. In some cases we had short collective conversations with residents after the meeting
concluded. Blog comments also gave us some sense of residents’ collective views of their
neighborhoods, greening initiatives, and in some cases the sites themselves.
The names associated with interviews or conversations in this report are pseudonyms,
except in cases where we spoke with representatives of organizations or city employees. Names
taken from news reports, blogs, or other media sources are recorded as they were published.
The Thurman Gateway Prairie
When we began research, the Thurman Gateway Prairie was located on four berms
leading up from Thurman Avenue to Interstate 44 in south-central St Louis. Two sides of the
prairie faced DeTonty Street in the Shaw neighborhood, and two sides faced Lafayette Avenue in
the Botanical Heights neighborhood. The Shaw residents who first imagined the Thurman
Gateway Prairie wanted it to be a “social gateway” that would transform an area that was
“sketchy,” “underdeveloped,” and an eyesore into an attractive location that would encourage
community gatherings and hearken back to the historic prairie that once covered the entire area. 17
16

A Neighborhood Improvement Specialist (formerly Neighborhood Stabilization Officer) works to
“empower constituents to sustain a quality environment within their neighborhood through assistance,
education, intervention, and organization” (St Louis City Government website, https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/public-safety/neighborhood-stabilization-office/). The Neighborhood
Information Specialist is a city government employee under the Department of Public Safety. See also
“Neighborhood Improvement Specialist,” 622-028 (02/2014), https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/public-safety/neighborhood-stabilizationoffice/documents/upload/Neighborhood-Improvement-Specialist-Duties-2014-2.pdf.
17
The descriptors “social gateway,” “sketchy,” and “underdeveloped,” and the characterization of the
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Before Interstate 44 was built, Shaw and Botanical Heights were a single urban area
stretching from the 267-acre Tower Grove Park in the south to the Missouri Pacific Railroad
tracks in the north. A few factories were located at the far north near the railroad, while the rest
of the area contained modest and middle-income housing occupied by white families. The
construction of Interstate 44 between 1960 and 1973 severed the neighborhood into two. The
area to the north of Interstate 44 became known as McRee Town. It was much smaller than the
segment to the south, and the highway reduced the area’s foot traffic. Its pharmacy, laundromat,
ice cream store and other businesses soon closed.18 White families vacated the neighborhood as
poorer African American families displaced from public housing projects arrived. McRee Town
became known for drugs, crime, and gang activity.
In the Shaw neighborhood to the south of Interstate 44, white families also left, but not to
the extent seen in McRee Town. Proximity to the internationally-renowned Missouri Botanical
Garden, a larger proportion of single-family housing, and more retail businesses kept a white
middle-income population in Shaw, which was joined by new low and middle income black
families. By the 1980s, the social disparity between McRee Town and Shaw caused Shaw
residents to petition the city to close off Thurman Avenue under the Interstate 44 viaduct. The
city agreed to block the street to vehicular traffic, closing one of the few transportation links
between the neighborhoods.
In the early 2000s, the Garden District Commission and McRee Town Development
Corporation ran a slum clearance program in McRee Town that replaced nearly 200 parcels of
vacant and condemned properties with market-rate, suburban-style, single-family homes.19 The
plan was led by the Missouri Botanical Garden, which, in the words of one reporter, wanted “to
transform McRee Town from an urban hellhole to an inner-city oasis for middle-class and uppermiddle-class professionals.” Developers rebranded McRee Town as Botanical Heights, crime
rates dropped, and new businesses moved in along Tower Grove Avenue two blocks east of the
Thurman Avenue viaduct. As Zach, who moved into McRee Town in the 1980s, commented,
the development “transformed [the area] from old houses and [a] bad neighborhood into [a]
beautiful neighborhood.”
In 2013, two Shaw residents, Monte Abbott and Jeanette McDermott, decided that the
time was right to transform the Thurman underpass. Abbott and McDermott led a nonprofit
organization named Sustainable in St Louis. They proposed to plant a quarter-acre of prairie at
the four corners of the viaduct, symbolically reuniting the two neighborhoods by recalling their
shared past as a prairie and watershed.20 The idea to recreate a prairie was Abbott’s. He began
project are from interviews with Jeanette McDermott and Monte Abbott, co-founders of Sustainable in St
Louis, the nonprofit organization that founded the prairie. At the time, both lived in the Shaw
neighborhood, though McDermott has since moved. All interviews cited here and below are in Gillette’s
possession. In the following text, quotations are taken from interviews unless otherwise cited. See also
Monte Abbott, “Thurman Underpass-Thurman Gateway Project,” Life in St. Louis (Blog), May 28, 2013,
http://lifeinshawstl.blogspot.com/2013_05_01_archive.html.
18
Shelley Smithson, “The Greening of McRee Town,” Riverfront Times 8 October 2003,
http://www.riverfronttimes.com/stlouis/the-greening-of-mcree-town/Content?oid=2464396. The
following quote is from Smithson’s article.
19
Hank Webber and Todd Swanstrom, “Rebound Neighborhoods in Older Industrial Cities: The Story of
St. Louis,” Center for Social Development Working Papers, Washington University, 2014, 30-40; Shelley
Smithson, “The Greening of McRee Town,” Riverfront Times 8 October 2003.
20
Monte Abbot, “Thurman Underpass-Thurman Gateway Project,” Life in St. Louis (Blog), May 28,
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visiting prairie restoration sites and trying to identify plants and examining seed catalogues for
used prairie restoration. He also consulted the Missouri Prairie Foundation. Abbott and
McDermott next approached the Missouri Department of Transportation, which was in charge of
the berms, for permission to plant. McDermott recalled that the Missouri Department of
Transportation was “thrilled to have someone else responsible for the land.”
Several individuals and groups supported the planting of Thurman Gateway Prairie. The
mayor of St Louis provided $10,000. The city’s Department of Forestry cut down the trees on
the berms. Brightside St Louis, the nonprofit whose mission is “to improve the quality of life in
our community by educating, engaging and inspiring St Louisans to make our region cleaner,
greener and more environmentally sustainable,” donated many plants. Community members
purchased other plants from the nursery Missouri Natives and the Kirkwood Farmer’s Market.
Abbott and McDermott invited residents of Shaw and Botanical Heights to join
volunteers from Sustainable in St Louis to clear the site, plant seeds and plants, and lay mulch in
the fall of 2013. Two hundred and eight volunteers responded.21 They planted about 80 species,
emphasizing perennials and decorative native plants over grasses in the hopes of making the site
more attractive. Abbott reported that the volunteers put down five pounds of seed and planted
numerous live plants. They used the soil that was on site, adding some slow-release fertilizer.
Volunteers did not turn the soil prior to planting, and they only dug for the live plants. Isabel
told us that during the original planting of the site, volunteers watered using the fire hydrant;
after that, the plants were dependent on rain. The same materials were planted on all four
corners of the prairie. However, as Nicholas told us later, each quadrant had its own
microclimate, with the south side getting more sun and the north being wetter, and that meant the
vegetation on the four berms took different trajectories. By the summer of 2015, the four areas
looked distinctly different.
In addition to planting the site, Sustainable in St Louis created educational materials,
wrote blog posts, and maintained a Facebook page to showcase the prairie. Abbott regularly
photographed the site and posted images on the Thurman Gateway Prairie Facebook page.
Sustainable in St Louis also made a sign for the prairie, which they placed on the southwest
quadrant, at the intersection of Thurman Avenue and DeTonty Street.
The Thurman Gateway Prairie’s location along Thurman Avenue meant that the site was
quite visible to Botanical Heights and Shaw residents who walked or cycled between the two
neighborhoods on Thurman Avenue. The prairie was less than two blocks from a popular wine
bar (Sasha’s), which also increased its visibility, as some guests and employees parked along
DeTonty Street near the prairie. When we visited in 2015 and 2016, we saw a number of
informal trails through the prairie in the two south quadrants. These trails showed that some
visitors walked into the site, rather than only walking on the sidewalk beside it. Abbott also
reported that he had hosted student and other groups at the site for educational purposes.
When we asked residents in Botanical Heights and Shaw about the Thurman Gateway
Prairie, responses were mixed. Some residents spoke positively about the site. Nicholas told us
that he appreciated how the area was bringing back some of the plants that had once grown on
there in ancient times. Isabel explained that she liked the fact that the prairie supported wildlife
2013, http://lifeinshawstl.blogspot.com/2013_05_01_archive.html.
21
Monte Abbot, “Mayor’s Sustainability Summit Speech,” Life in St. Louis (Blog), November 25, 2013,
http://lifeinshawstl.blogspot.com/2013/11/mayors-sustainability-summitt-speech.html ; Monte Abbott,
Interview with Maris Gillette, July 6, 2015.
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that were essential to the local ecology. “People are afraid of possums and bats,” she stated, “but
we need them to eat the ticks and mosquitos that are increasing in population with the warmer
weather. People’s fears of these animals go back generations. Bees are in this category too, but
if the bees don’t pollinate we have no flowers.” Isabel also told me that she believed some of her
neighbors had started planting prairie plants in their gardens because of the Thurman Gateway
Prairie. Carol, a resident of Shaw, told us that she loved to sit on her porch in the mornings and
look out over the site. She appreciated that the area had been “cleaned up,” and continued, “I sit
out here on the porch in the morning with my coffee and I watch the traffic. I love sitting out
here when it is raining. It is real quiet and it is peaceful.”
Others had less positive views. Nicholas told us that his neighbors in Shaw “really
disliked” the site and “would prefer it to be mowed.” Kelly, a Botanical Heights resident,
complained that the prairie was bushy and unattractive and said that she wanted it to be
replanted. She went on to complain that Thurman Avenue remained closed to vehicular traffic,
which she found inconvenient. Nancy, who also lived in Botanical Heights, wished that the
prairie could be turned into a “nice pedestrian park.” She liked the barriers which limited the
underpass to bicycle and foot traffic, but she complained that the area was “scary at night.” She
wanted the city to put in better lighting, something that would be hard to vandalize.
Through our conversations we learned that many residents of Botanical Heights
appreciated the community garden or urban farm at the corner of Thurman Avenue and Folsom
Avenue more than the Thurman Gateway Prairie. Kelly told us that the community garden
“makes the area look nice” and was a spot where people in the neighborhood came together.
Steve said that the community garden was “a wonderful place, a gathering place for people
throughout the neighborhood, both new and old residents, and a chance for people to work
together, raising crops, picking peaches and apples, and commiserating, and we do have parties
here about once a month.” He emphasized that people met and chatted there. Sam, who lived in
Shaw, also spoke highly of the Folsom Avenue urban farm. He explained that it was “a great
place to walk around or ride your bike by,” and told us that “a lot of the people there are very
sharing so they give away a lot of their vegetables, and they show people how they make the
garden up.”
In July 2016 we met with McDermott and Abbott of Sustainable in St Louis to ask about
maintenance of the prairie. Abbott told us that the numbers of volunteers who came out to help
remove invasive species and do upkeep had dwindled to five regulars, all from the Shaw
neighborhood. He believed that the prairie had failed to attract residents who loved gardening.
Those who wanted to garden went to the neighborhood’s three community gardens, where
people planted vegetables and ornamental non-native flowers. They did not help with the prairie.
McDermott said that she had turned her attention to a new site near Mt. Olive Lutheran Church,
where she and some students from St Margaret’s of Scotland School installed prairie plantings.
She was enthusiastic about the new site because the school planned to use the garden for science
education, and the students would work in it three or four times per year. McDermott told us that
she thought working with schools was “the best hope” for getting people involved with
environmental issues. “People in the neighborhood are mostly worried about safety and
nuisances,” she said. “They don’t think about issues beyond their convenience. It is a big
challenge to get people to think about broader issues [like the environment and sustainability].”
When we revisited the site in October 2016, the two north berms on the Botanical
Heights side had been mowed, and the prairie only remained along DeTonty Street. A resident
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said that the north portion had been mowed in mid-September. I asked Abbott what had
happened, and he explained that the Botanical Heights residents had ceased maintaining the
portions of the prairie along Lafayette Avenue. Abbott had contacted the Botanical Heights
Neighborhood Improvement Association about working the Lafayette Avenue portions, and
canvassed Botanical Heights residents to come out and help, but no one came. Since the only
volunteers were from Shaw, and there was plenty of work to do on the DeTonty Street side,
Sustainable in St Louis told the Missouri Department of Transportation to mow the Lafayette
areas.
The Gibson Community Garden
The Gibson Community Garden is located at the corner of Gibson Avenue and Tower
Grove Avenue in a neighborhood that today is called Forest Part Southeast. The history of this
neighborhood shares features in common with the Botanical Heights neighborhood immediately
to its south. Forest Park Southeast was originally part of the same large prairie as the Botanical
Heights and Shaw neighborhoods.22 As was the case with Botanical Heights before the
construction of Interstate 44, much of the Forest Park Southeast neighborhood had been owned
by the McRee family, the neighborhood had industries and businesses that serviced the Missouri
Pacific Railroad (which was at its southern border), and many of the local residents were
working class white families.23 The area was negatively affected not only by the construction of
Interstate 44 to its south, but also the expansion of Highway 40 on its northern border when this
highway became Interstate 64. When Forest Park Southeast was cut off from its neighbors by
the two interstates, the economy declined, and “the buildings that once housed tradesmen, civil
servants, factory workers and schoolteachers became the home of the city’s working poor and
indigents.”24 White families moved out of the area during the 1970s, and by 2000, eighty
percent of the neighborhood’s residents were African-American and the poverty rate was fortyeight percent.25 The area had a reputation for crime, gang activity, and drugs, particularly crack
cocaine.26
Edward, who moved into Forest Park Southeast in the early 1990s, agreed that the
neighborhood had many problems with crime, drugs, and unemployment. However he told us
that the area always had a solid core of residents who were working poor. Edward explained that
he moved into Forest Park Southeast because the housing was extremely cheap and he could
22

Sally F. Schwenk, Kerry Davis, and Anne Schwenk, National Register of Historic Places Registration
Form for Forest Park Southeast Historic District (2000), page 181.
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Jamie Bologna, Nava Kantor, Yunqing Liu and Samuel Taylor, “The Right to Stay Put: City Garden
Montessori School and Neighborhood Change,” (St Louis: George Warren Brown School of Social Work
and Sam Fox School of Design and Visual Arts, Washington University in St Louis, n.d.), page 7.
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Schwenk et al, page 189.
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Bologna et al, page 7; see also Kristin Hare, “Countdown: In Forest Park Southeast, population loss
doesn’t mean neighborhood is crumbling,” St Louis Beacon 7 August 2011,
https://www.stlbeacon.org/#!/content/15745/count_down_in_fores.
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Jamala Rogers, “The Dan Scott Saga,” St Louis American 12 March 2014,
http://www.stlamerican.com/news/columnists/jamala/the-dan-scott-saga/article_1c8ca24a-aa26-11e3a89c-0019bb2963f4.html; Kim Bell, “‘Neighborhood bully’ banned from St Louis home for months, gets
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afford to buy. Bill, who moved into Forest Park Southeast in 2000, said that when he first
moved in he saw people buying and selling drugs at the end of his street, which at that time was
blocked off. He remembered that drug dealers used to come up onto his porch and use his
electrical outlet to charge their cell phones.
Forest Park Southeast witnessed demographic changes between 2000 and 2010. The
neighborhood experienced population decline, but saw an influx of white residents and a
significant rise of the median income, which was twenty-six percent higher in 2010 than in
2000.27 Crime also dropped significantly during this period. Much of this change was catalyzed
by Washington University’s redevelopment in the neighborhood, which was assisted by $2.5
million in federal dollars. From the mid-2000s, the Washington University Medical Center
Redevelopment Corporation and Park Central Development Corporation invested in significant
private residential and commercial redevelopment. Some residents saw the redevelopment as a
“neighborhood take-over,” while others felt that the community had become safer and better.
The Gibson Community Garden was planted on land that was owned by the city’s Land
Reutilization Authority until December 2014. Founder Dan Scott told us that members of the
community created the Gibson Community Garden “without the blessing of the alderman or the
cooperation of the city.”28 According to Edward, the Gibson Community Garden began as a
memorial to JT, a 19 year-old African-American man who was shot in front of the lot. One
evening in 1997, JT and some men were hanging out at the corner of Gibson and Tower Grove
playing cards, and a man pulled up in a car and shot JT. JT was very well-liked in the
neighborhood, and so his neighbors decided to create a memorial garden for him at the corner
where he was shot. Initially this was a small flower bed on the edge of the lot at 4351 Gibson
Avenue. Edward showed us that JT’s initials were marked in the concrete of the sidewalk at this
corner. Bill informed us that people came out to remember JT every year, lighting candles and
creating a small shrine. Bill recalled that some neighbors had wanted to name the Gibson
Community Garden after JT, but other residents objected. The garden does not have an official
name. We called it the Gibson Community Garden because of its location.
Neighbors told us that the lot on which the Gibson Community Garden is planted used to
be a derelict house. The house was hit by a car, ripping a huge hole into the building’s side.
Locals wanted to save the building, but the city bulldozed it, leaving the lot strewn with rubble
and bricks. Bill said that no one in the neighborhood was consulted about the demolition. At the
time, Dan Scott, a landlord and resident in the neighborhood who enjoyed working with young
people, was the president of a neighborhood organization called the Forest Park Southeast
Council. Scott told us that he organized some youth to clean up the lot and worked with
neighbors to turn it into a memorial garden. Most of the people who created the garden were
African-American, but Alan Rowlson, a white neighbor who had moved into a house one
residence away from the lot, volunteered to help with the plants. Rowlson told us he thought that
the community took over the entire lot for the garden in about 2002. The process was somewhat
gradual; he and others “kept adding plants.”
Some time after the garden was planted, the local neighborhood stabilization officer told
the residents that they should “make the garden official.” Rowlson paid $5 to lease the lot, and
Hare, “Countdown: In Forest Park Southeast, population loss doesn’t mean neighborhood is
crumbling.”
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in subsequent years Scott held the site’s lease. Between 2003 and 2005, Rowlson applied for
support from Brightside St Louis, and the Gibson Community Garden received $1,000 worth of
plants, including viburnum, witch hazel, oak leaf hydrangeas, and a cherry tree. Rowlson stated
that Brightside St Louis’ emphasis at the time was that the garden be “a neighborhood garden”
rather than a native plant garden, though he said that they did plant many Missouri natives. In
addition, Rowlson transplanted vegetation from his home garden to the Gibson Community
Garden, and purchased other plants, such as a crepe myrtle, for the site. Other neighbors also
bought plants for the Gibson Community Garden, from time to time leaving donations of plants
at the site or on Rowlson’s porch. For example, a person who worked for Bowood Farms
brought plants that the nursery had not sold at the end of the season for the garden. In addition to
many ornamental plants, the Gibson Community Garden also included a small vegetable bed
planted by Scott. Scott’s idea was to plant vegetables for passers-by to harvest. The vegetable
bed included cherry tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, and squash.
In 2014, Rowlson planted milkweed seeds that he purchased from the Missouri Botanical
Garden in the Gibson Community Garden and in his home garden. He had heard about the
Milkweeds for Monarchs initiative and decided to add milkweed to support the monarch butterfly
population. Scott then listed the Gibson Community Garden on the city’s Milkweed for
Monarchs installation website.
Mrs. Finch owns the house next to the garden and neighbors credited her as essential to
its success. Mrs. Finch was 91 years old in 2016 and had been living in Forest Park Southeast
for 37 years. Her primary contribution was water. Since the garden’s origins to the time of our
research, the plants were watered entirely with water provided by Mrs. Finch. Rowlson often did
the watering.
Several area residents credited Scott and Rowlson with stewarding the Gibson
Community Garden. A few neighbors mentioned that Scott had recruited area youth to help
work on the site. Scott and “his kids” did much of the planting, raked and pruned, built stone
benches for the garden, laid pavers to form the garden’s pathways, and installed the site’s public
art. Bill described Scott as “a big organizer of people.” The St Louis Post Dispatch credited
Scott with playing a leadership role in the neighborhood, including through his work on the
Gibson Community Garden.29 Scott told us that the Gibson Community Garden was one piece
of a larger effort that he had been making to find positive activities for black youth who lived in
Forest Park Southeast. He and the youth had worked on two other community gardens in the
neighborhood and also created an informal community center with a boxing gym and library in a
property that Scott owned. Scott explained that he wanted the kids in the neighborhood to have
good childhoods, and hoped that he was helping them build skills so they could get jobs, as well
as giving them something to do. Many of the kids who worked with Scott had absent fathers or
parents who struggled with substance abuse.
Rowlson was also well-known in the neighborhood for his work in the Gibson
Community Garden. Neighbors often saw him there, and some referred to the site as “Alan’s
garden.” Rowlson told us he disliked this name because “it is a neighborhood garden.”
However, Rowlson said, he and Scott were the main people who maintained the site. Rowlson
described his work in the Gibson Community Garden as part of his broader gardening activities.
He rented a plot in the recently-established Chouteau Garden where he and other residents did
urban farming. Rowlson also watered all the potted plants along Manchester Avenue, a job that
29
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required him to haul the water in a cart to the containers. He volunteered one day per week at
the Missouri Botanical Garden. Rowlson told us that he “could use some help” with the Gibson
Community Garden, since he was now in his 60s.
Scott remembered that Forest Park Southeast was “very rough” when he and the youth
built the garden. During the garden tour that he gave us, Scott remarked happily that he and his
young helpers “have been having a time” there. He stressed that the garden was a communityled initiative, created with community labor and paid for by community members. The
volunteers had never received any help from the city or the alderman, nor had they been
recognized for creating a site that was widely and deeply appreciated in the neighborhood.
In creating the Gibson Community Garden, Scott and the youth volunteers wanted to
make a social space where people could gather and “not have to buy something.” They built
stone benches and put them in secluded spots, such as under a large hydrangea at the back of the
lot, making “ducked off spaces” or “nooks” where visitors could unwind and feel a bit removed
from the street. Scott arranged for a local artist to paint a painting on a large wooden board at
one edge of the garden. Over the Gibson Community Garden’s decade-plus existence, Scott and
his volunteers modified the site’s public art, redoing the painting and adding “sculpture.” For
example, Bill remembered that for a time the garden had an old clock and an old safe in it. He
said that they looked “really neat” and the neighbors used to joke that the sculptures showed how
folks in the neighborhood were “out of money and out of time.” The clock and safe were later
stolen. Scott and his youth volunteers then installed three other reclaimed or salvaged pieces: an
oil pump from Porter Oil Refining Company, an industrial sink (that Rowlson planted with
flowers), and a manifold of an old furnace. Scott said that that he was “a big fan of salvaged
materials” and used salvaged bricks and stones in the garden too.
According to Ron Coleman, the Neighborhood Information Specialist for Forest Park
Southeast, the Forest Park Southeast neighborhood had five or six community gardens in the
summer of 2016. In addition to the Gibson Community Garden and the Chouteau Garden, there
was a butterfly garden at Chouteau and Park, and a transgender community garden at Hunt and
Vandeventer. The transgender garden included a small flower bed with plants that supported
monarch butterflies. Coleman told us that some of the community gardens were “guerilla
gardens,” by which he meant that their founders had not secured leases from the Land
Reutilization Authority or sought approval from the ward alderman before creating the sites.
The Gibson Community Garden was especially visible and known in this neighborhood
because of its prominent location along Tower Grove Avenue, a main north-south thoroughfare
in this part of St Louis. Directly adjacent to the Gibson Community Garden was a bus stop,
which increases the numbers of visitors. The garden volunteers built a stone bench and placed it
by the bus stop for riders to use. We frequently saw locals sitting on this bench. During other
visits we saw Mrs. Finch’s grandchildren playing in the garden.
Area residents spoke appreciatively of the Gibson Community Garden, which has flowers
blooming for much of the year. Locals liked the diverse array of plantings, which included rose
bushes, a cherry tree, and zinnias as well as natives. One resident told us that he frequently saw
butterflies in the garden (although not necessarily monarch butterflies). Rowlson told us that
residents frequently praised the garden when he was working there, and often people driving
down the street stopped to compliment the site. Once a bus driver stopped to tell Rowlson how
much she enjoyed the garden.
Developers and real estate agents in Forest Park Southeast used the Gibson Community
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Garden to promote the neighborhood. For example, H3 Studio worked with the Park Central
Development Corporation to produce “A Vision for the Forest Park Southeast Neighborhood”
(published 12 February 2015). On page 33 of this document is a photograph of the Gibson
Community Garden, identified as one of the community’s assets. Bill told us that he had seen
advertisements for houses for sale in the neighborhood that included photographs of the Gibson
Community Garden. Edward said that he believed that the garden played an important role in
attracting new residents into the neighborhood.
While the new arrivals may have liked how the garden looked, they were not interested in
helping with it, Edward told us. Lydia, who was one of these newer residents, explained that the
Gibson Community Garden was primarily ornamental, and several of the new residents wanted a
community garden where they could do urban farming. In 2011 a group of newer residents
founded the Chouteau Garden on a vacant lot less than one block away from the Gibson
Community Garden.30 A number of people told us that relations between the group who planted
and maintained the urban farming site on Chouteau and the residents who worked in the Gibson
Community Garden were tense. Lydia, who rented a bed at the Chouteau Garden, said that there
was “bad blood” between the founders of the Chouteau Garden and the founders of the Gibson
Community Garden. Rowlson, who worked in both gardens, explained that some of the people
who founded the Chouteau site believed that Scott and the youth he worked with had ripped up
the vegetables in their beds when the Chouteau Garden first began. Other residents repeated this
story to us. Edward noted that the Chouteau gardeners were “all white”; he called the Gibson
Community Garden the “black garden” and the Chouteau garden the “white garden.” Bill, who
rented a bed at the Chouteau Garden, also said that the Chouteau Garden members were “not
very diverse.” He thought that the Chouteau Garden leadership “should do more to attract the
long-term neighbors to the site.”
According to the minutes of the Forest Park Southeast Development Committee, on 16
December 2014 Alan Daake of Grove Investments asked to purchase the Gibson Community
Garden lot.31 Grove Investments proposed to construct a mixed-use building on the site with
ground-floor commercial space and apartments on the second and third floors. The Forest Park
Southeast Development Committee approved Grove Investment’s plan in a closed session.
During our field research, some local residents told us that they had seen the plans for the new
development and thought it looked “attractive.” One neighbor said that he felt the value of his
property would increase with the new construction. On the whole, the neighbors we spoke with
were supportive of the revitalization of Forest Park Southeast, although some residents were
concerned that development in the neighborhood would reduce the amount of low income
housing.32
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Since learning that the lot had been sold, Scott and Rowlson had reduced the time that
they spent stewarding the Gibson Community Garden (although we saw both residents doing
garden maintenance during the summer of 2016). Rowlson confessed that his interest in
gardening at the Gibson Community Garden had diminished since he had heard that the garden
would be bulldozed. During casual conversations at the site, we heard complaints from people
who wished that the garden’s volunteers would prune and weed more. They appeared unaware
that the site’s volunteers had cut back their maintenance since the Land Reutilization Authority
sold the plot to Grove Investments.
Residents of Forest Park Southeast did not perceive the Gibson Community Garden as
monarch butterfly habitat. Rowlson told us that the milkweed he planted on the site had not done
well. However, we did meet area residents who told us about their enthusiasm for prairie
plantings and milkweed. For example, Ulrich said that he had planted a monarch butterfly
garden in his backyard. Bob, another neighbor, said that he would like to see more milkweed
and prairie plants in Forest Park Southeast, for example in Chouteau Park next to Interstate 64.
Bob also had a private garden planted with native Missouri plants. He rented a bed at the
Chouteau Garden for vegetable farming. He did not volunteer at the Gibson Community Garden.
The Steinberg Prairie
Steinberg Prairie is an expanse of grasses and forbs approximately nine acres in size
located on the east side of Forest Park, St Louis’ largest urban park. 33 Formerly home to a turf
lawn and parking lot, the area has been rehabilitated as a prairie since 2000. The south edge of
Steinberg Prairie is adjacent to the Steinberg Skating Rink, and much of the prairie vegetation is
near a lagoon. A walking path and paved cycling path run through the prairie on the west side,
and a walking path and boardwalk over the lagoon are on the east. Exact figures for the number
of visitors to Steinberg Prairie each year are not known, but our fifteen-minute visitor counts on
three separate occasions (two weekend afternoons and one weekday afternoon) show an average
31 visitors during any given fifteen-minute afternoon period. This indicates a minimum of
11,315 visitors to Steinberg Prairie annually, with actual figures likely to be higher. Forest Park
itself hosts between ten and 12 million visitors annually.34
The decision to create Steinberg Prairie originates in the Forest Park Master Plan of 1995.
In that document the city committed to preserving and maintaining “natural resources,
environment and wildlife habitat to ensure a sustainable, ecologically sound natural system” in
Forest Park.35 This included establishing wetlands and/or meadows near the Steinberg Skating
southeast/article_2e7d7033-bd5d-59e8-9b2e-c015d84188f8.html. Perhaps some of the concern about the
disappearance of low income housing had decreased since Rise Development announced its plans to
develop 50 units of low income housing. Staff from Rise and the architects in charge of the new
construction attended the Forest Park Southeast Neighborhood Association Meeting on 21 June 2016 and
gave a lengthy presentation on their plans.
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Rink to help control water levels and erosion, and increasing nature-related educational
programming at the site. According to Forest Park Forever, a nonprofit conservancy that works
with the City of St Louis to maintain Forest Park, the “ultimate goal is to create a nature corridor,
or “Forest Park Nature Reserve,” to maximize the Park’s ecology and positive environmental
impact, natural balance, educational opportunities, wildlife habitats and aesthetics.”36 The
Steinberg Prairie is one of several nature reserve areas in Forest Park that Forest Park Forever
hopes to expand into a single corridor encircling much of the park. Currently the park contains
170 acres of nature reserve.
Josh Wibbenmeyer has been the nature reserve steward in charge of Steinberg Prairie
since 2012. Wibbenmeyer manages Steinberg Prairie and a number of other natural areas to
keep them “somewhat tame but also wild,” as he put it. For example, Wibbenmeyer cuts
saplings, mows, burns, and does trail maintenance, often with the assistance of volunteers from
Forest Park Forever. He watches to see if intervention is needed; for example, in the spring of
2016 Wibbenmeyer decided to mow the Steinberg Prairie because the site had too much sweet
clover and too little biodiversity. He monitors birds and vegetation to track changes over time.
In addition Wibbenmeyer leads educational tours and school groups through the prairie.
A large team of paid and unpaid labor contribute to maintaining the Steinberg Prairie.
Wibbenmeyer is employed full-time by Forest Park Forever to steward the site. A crew of
fourteen volunteers come every Tuesday and Wednesday morning for three hours per day to
work on the nature reserve areas. Twice per month, Forest Park Forever has volunteer groups
who come to do service days in the park, resulting in well over 1000 hours of labor per year. In
addition, City of St Louis employees mow along the trails and edges of the prairie, and remove
trees and limbs that are hazards from the site.
A landscape designer originally designed Steinberg Prairie, planting the site heavily with
Maximilian sunflowers. According to Wibbenmeyer, the site presently has some desirable
plants, including wild bergamot, swamp milkweed, New England aster, purple prairie clover, and
grey-headed coneflower. Steinberg Prairie has significantly less milkweed than many other
nature reserve sites in the eastern portion of the park. Wibbenmeyer considers it less successful
than other nature reserves that he manages: Steinberg Prairie has lower levels of biodiversity and
many invasive plants, particularly sweet clover, trefoil, and cool grasses. As he put it, “a lot is
going wrong.” Some of the difficulties with the site stem from the fact that the area was
originally a river bottom and forest, not a prairie. The soil is not well-suited to prairie plants. In
addition, portions of the area were a lawn of fescue grass and eradicating the fescue has been
difficult. Finally, as with other portions of Forest Park, Steinberg Prairie has invasions of bush
honeysuckle and winter creeper.
Steinberg Prairie has been burned once and plans are in place to do a second burn during
the late fall of 2016, followed by overseeding to introduce new native species to the area.
Wibbenmeyer tries to control the nature reserve areas with mowing, burns, and hand removal of
undesirable vegetation. Forest Park Forever staff have also used herbicide at Steinberg Prairie
and in other nature reserve sites. Most of the park’s “natural” areas began with applications of
herbicide to remove existing vegetation (e.g., fescue lawns).
The paths on the west side of Steinberg Prairie are very popular with recreational
walkers, joggers, cyclists, and roller-skaters. About half of the people that we chatted with
Forest Park Forever, “Nature Reserve Prairie, Savannah & Wetlands,” Forest Park Forever website
(n.d.), https://www.forestparkforever.org/park-attractions/. Forest Park Forever was founded in 1987.
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reported that they came daily. Most visitors to the site enjoyed the prairie’s aesthetics. Many
chose to walk, jog, or bicycle in this area specifically to see the flowers and lagoon. When we
asked visitors what they thought of the prairie, we received comments like “It’s terrific. We love
the prairie, the natural beauty, we are so glad you are putting them back in the park,” and “this is
one of my favorite parts of the park. I love that it is natural Missouri [plants]. It makes you feel
like you are in the country. It smells good.” A few visitors wondered why the park allowed the
vegetation to grow so high rather than mowing; some of these expressed concern that the tall
plants might hide people with evil intent.
Nancy was a middle-aged resident of the Central West End, an upper-middle class
neighborhood to the north and east of Forest Park. She told us that she walked her dog along
Steinberg Prairie one or two times per week, had volunteered for invasive species removal, and
“occasionally” donated money to environmental organizations, although not specifically Forest
Park Forever, and less frequently than other causes (notably poverty relief and women’s
reproductive rights). Nancy said that from time to time when she is out with her dog, she rips
out invasive species, usually honeysuckle or winter creeper. She stated, “I like seeing the tall
grasses and forbs, and at various times of year the prairies are in bloom, with yellow sunflowers,
purple clover, and other plants.” Nancy said that she enjoyed the sense of “wildness” in
Steinberg Prairie, as opposed to a manicured garden, although she liked those spaces too. Nancy
had visited all of the prairie plantings in Forest Park, but most frequently visited Steinberg
Prairie as it was within walking distance from her home. Her favorite area with prairie plantings
in Forest Park was the pond near the Jewel Box, in part because she has seen herons there, and
because she thinks the pond is pretty all year round.
Nancy reported that she lived in a condominium and had a small container garden on her
balcony. She planted butterflyweed in containers last summer, but they never bloomed because
the balcony did not get enough hours of sunlight. Nancy told us that she regularly planted
hyssop and balsamic impatiens in containers to attract butterflies, bees, and hummingbirds. She
had never seen a monarch butterfly at her balcony garden but eastern swallowtail butterflies were
frequent visitors.
Nancy was strongly supportive of prairie restoration in Missouri and across the Midwest.
“I am upset that so many farmers use pesticides that kill milkweed,” she told us, “and I’m upset
that Monsanto produces pesticides that kill monarch butterfly habitat and harm bees.” She has
relatives who are farmers and finds it depressing to visit the countryside and see a “monoculture”
of beans and corn, with very little wildlife and low levels of biodiversity. She was happy that the
Missouri Department of Conservation had planted some prairies along state highways and
wanted to see more of this, including along highways in St Louis.
Like Nancy, Oliver also lived in the Central West End. He reported that “when the
weather was good” he visited Forest Park to walk his dog or ride his bicycle, about two or three
times per month. Oliver rode his bicycle on all the paved surfaces in Forest Park, including past
Steinberg Prairie. He regarded Steinberg Prairie as one of two sites in Forest Park where the
prairie plantings were “obvious.” He noted that “you have to go look for” the other areas with
prairie plants. When Oliver walked his dog he tended to walk on the hills by the World’s Fair
Pavilion rather than by Steinberg Prairie because he was allergic to poison ivy and had seen
poison ivy plants there. He informed us that when his wife accompanied him on walks, she
pointed out the places where milkweed was growing.
Oliver told us that he liked prairie plantings, saying “I like how they look, they are
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pretty.” He continued, “I really like the area where the milkweed grows. It is probably one of
my most favorite areas in Forest Park. Knowing that there is a connection between milkweed
and monarch butterflies makes you appreciate it on a different level, not just visual. I wish that
Forest Park would focus more on milkweed and expand it.” Oliver said that he had often seen
butterflies in Forest Park. Yet while he saw a connection between milkweed and monarch
butterflies, he also had questions about the utility of the prairie installations. “There is a broader
question of what they [prairies] mean to the ecosystem in that area, and I haven’t studied that,”
he said. “I’m not sure if they serve species like monarch butterflies, or are they just there
because we have some nostalgic notion of the prairies that have been long gone?”
While the Steinberg Prairie had many visitors, and some milkweed, it was not the most
highly visited area in the eastern portion of Forest Park, nor did it have the most abundant
milkweed. The area known as the Hatcheries Prairie easily had two or three times as many
visitors as the Steinberg Prairie, perhaps because it was more centrally located and closer to
Grand Drive. The most abundant and vigorous milkweed that we saw in Forest Park was the
swamp milkweed growing on the green spaces in the MUNY parking lot. The creek area
between Franklin Bridge and Grand Drive also had plentiful swamp milkweed and a smaller
amount of whorled milkweed.
The Cote Brilliante School Community Garden
The north St Louis neighborhood where the Cote Brilliante Community Garden is located
was part of the Grande Prairie common fields during the French colonial period, and developed
as a working class neighborhood in the first decades of the 20th century.37 Initially German and
Italian-American families dominated the area, which became known as the Greater Ville, but
between 1930 and 1940 the racial composition of the neighborhood changed to roughly half
white and half black. After WWII, white families continued to leave, and the neighborhood’s
total population decreased. By 1970 the Greater Ville was ninety-nine percent AfricanAmerican. The area’s population decline continued; according to Alderman Sam Moore, the
closing of the Homer G. Phillips Hospital in the late 1970s was a key point in the area’s
downturn.38 Between 1970 and 2000, the neighborhood lost seventy-five percent of its
population.39
By the end of the 20th century, the area had high levels of unemployment, a high crime
rate, and high numbers of vacant lots and derelict buildings. 40 The population continued to drop
during the opening years of the new millennium: between 1990 and 2010, the US Census shows
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that the population of the Greater Ville shrank from 12,483 to 6,189. In January 2015, the
alderman reported that the neighborhood had five empty schools, 1,700 vacant lots, and 1,242
vacant buildings.41
The Cote Brilliante Community Garden is located in the Cote Brilliante School
Community Park on Cottage Avenue across from the Cote Brilliante Elementary School. The
park includes a children’s play area, garden beds with ornamental plants (including Missouri
natives), a vegetable garden, a shade pavilion, and grassy lawn. According to Kathleen Carson,
Educational Manager at Gateway Greening, the garden was originally founded in 1996 as part of
an after-school program. Some time between 1996 and 2014, the after-school program ceased
and the garden became unused. Photographs from 2003 show no sign of a garden in the park.42
Gateway Greening became involved with the park in 2013 or 2014, when Carson and a Youth
Educator named Punita Patel began trying to connect the elementary school to this outdoor
space. Patel applied for and received a “Neighbors Naturescaping” grant from Brightside St
Louis in the fall of 2014 to revitalize the garden and install native plants.43
Carson and Patel decided that they would work with the school children to plant
milkweed and other plants that “thrive on neglect,” as Carson put it, because Gateway Greening
would not be able to do extensive maintenance in the park. Patel approached the nonprofit
organization The Fit and Food Connection to plant a vegetable garden. Carson explained that a
vegetable garden would “make it a more dynamic kind of place.” Planting began in mid-October,
with a second-grade class from the school joining in. Most of the milkweed and native plants
came from Brightside St Louis, while some were “left over from the Mallinckrodt garden,” Patel
said. According to Patel, the students were “incredibly excited” to work in the garden.
Carson and Patel noted several challenges related to working with the second grade class.
First, six teachers came and went during the period when Gateway Greening collaborated with
the Cote Brilliante Elementary School. This discontinuity caused problems with discipline and
scheduling. Second, the children were not learning science in the classroom. Teachers had been
told to focus on math and reading. Carson and Patel brought educational materials with them for
the students, assuming these to be supplemental to the school’s science classes, only to learn that
their lessons were the only science that the students would have. Carson emphasized how
distressing it was to find that the students were not learning basic science knowledge that would
also have helped them develop reading and math skills. Even so, the Gateway Greening staff
found the experience to be positive. As Patel put it, “When you put in a garden with a school as
the champion, the effect multiplies and knowledge of gardening spreads. The effort that we put
in was totally worth it to see the kids learn and get excited about planting.”
The Fit and Food Connection took over management of the vegetable garden because
“the community did not have anyone with interest in organizing it,” as co-director Gabrielle Cole
put it. Patel, who also helped plant the vegetable garden, told us that the nearby residents were
not interested in planting vegetables, but they did enjoy watching the vegetables grow and ripen.
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The Fit and Food Connection managed about half of the beds in the vegetable garden, and local
residents maintained the other half – or let their beds go to weed, as one older resident named
Frank told us he had done. The Fit and Food Connection organized planting and weeding days
in the vegetable garden, offered nutrition classes, and delivered food to neighborhood residents
on a weekly basis. Cole said that “getting the garden off the ground” had been somewhat
difficult, in part because the neighborhood was a close-knit community and somewhat suspicious
of outsiders. Over time the nonproft hopes to get more residents involved with gardening and
build a stronger relationship between locals and The Fit and Food Connection.
After Gateway Greening initiated the rehabilitation of the Cote Brilliante School
Community Park, a number of other organizations volunteered assistance. During the summer of
2014, interns at Osborn Barr, a marketing agency in St Louis and Kansas City, volunteered a
work day, which they spent weeding, laying mulch, and harvesting potatoes, garlic, and onions. 44
The Baden-Powell Service Association Scouts (local chapter) planted trees in October 2014.45
The Neighborhood Houses Afterschool Program lent staff to assist with getting children into the
garden. In May 2015, the Sweet Potato Project, a program offered by the North Area Community
Development Corporation, planted sweet potatoes in the Cote Brilliante vegetable garden.46 The
Sweet Potato Project recruited at-risk youth to plant sweet potatoes as a paid job in which they
learned horticulture and other skills. Sweet potatoes harvested from the project were purchased
by St Louis University and made into cookies for schools in the metropolitan area.
Neighbors reported that more families and residents began using the park after Gateway
Greening cleaned up and planted. Previously the park was known as an area where youth hung
out to drink. After the beautification efforts, fewer people drank in the park and more children
played there, particularly on the weekends. Initially some neighbors were afraid of the bees that
the plants attracted, but these worries diminished with time. A couple of residents told us that
they harvested produce from the vegetable garden. George, who lived near the park, said that he
enjoyed watching the plants grow. Rick, a young man who drove to the park with his three yearold daughter from another part of north St Louis, talked with us at length about how great it was
to have school children involved with gardening projects and how important it was in that
neighborhood for young people to have organized activities to participate in.
On June 13, 2016, a man was shot in the Cote Brilliante School Community Park and
died of multiple gunshot wounds.47 Neighbors who lived by the park told us during the fall of
2016 that fewer visitors came since “the incident.” Frank, a long-term resident of the area, said
that the murder had “kind of scared people away” from the garden, particularly young people.
He went on to say that many of the families and people who enjoyed “hanging out” in the park
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were shaken by the violent death.
Opportunities for Cote Brilliante Elementary School children to plant or maintain the
garden decreased between 2014 and 2016, and were likely to decline further. Sakinah Rauf, site
manager at Neighborhood Houses Afterschool Program, told us that the program ceased working
in the garden after Gateway Greening finished spending significant amounts of time there. Rauf
noted that the neighborhood was “kind of rough,” plus she herself “didn’t have a green thumb”
so could not steward the garden with the children. On November 22, 2016, the St Louis Post
Dispatch reported that St Louis Public Schools superintendent Kevin Adams recommended
closing the Cote Brilliante Elementary School because of low enrollment.48 Closure of school
would reduce opportunities for school children to use the site, and deal a devastating blow to the
families who remained in the struggling neighborhood.
Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School Monarch Butterfly Garden
The Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School Monarch Butterfly
Garden is located on the Nottingham CAJT school grounds in the St Louis Hills neighborhood.49
This area in the southwest portion of the city was largely forested and open land until Cyrus
Willimore began developing it as a subdivision in the 1930s. 50 Most of the neighborhood’s
residences were constructed between 1930 and 1950. Willimore designed the neighborhood to
have a core of residential properties, with commercial areas located along the subdivision’s
borders.51 St Louis Hills also included a large park (Francis Park) donated to the city by a
former governor of Missouri in 1917. Willimore intended the neighborhood to be known for its
vegetation from its beginning, planting rose bushes, shrubs, and trees among the houses he
built.52 Willimore also donated the neighborhood’s second major park (Willimore Park) in 1947.
St Louis Hills has been predominantly white for its entire history. According to the US
census, the population was more than ninety-nine percent white from 1950 to 1990. From 1990
to 2010, the area became slightly more diverse, although whites continued to make up ninety
percent of those living in St Louis Hills. Unlike many parts of St Louis, St Louis Hills never
experienced significant depopulation, and the neighborhood has a low vacancy rate. More than
ninety-two percent of buildings in the neighborhood were occupied in 2010.53
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The Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School provides vocational
training and functional academic instruction to students with moderate to severe developmental
disabilities between the ages of 14 and 21.54 It is part of the St Louis public school system. The
school was founded in 1996 and originally shared facilities with Southwest High School.
According to Bethel Hale, who has taught the school’s Grounds Maintenance and Horticulture
program since 1998, sharing a building with the Southwest High School students was frightening
for many of Nottingham CAJT’s students. Their parents advocated strongly for the institution to
have its own facilities, and in 2003 Nottingham CAJT moved into a former elementary school
building on Donovan Avenue across from Francis Park.55
Aware that some residents of St Louis Hills were not happy with Nottingham CAJT’s
move into their neighborhood, the school staff prioritized building positive relationships with
neighbors and “fitting in with the neighborhood,” as Hale put it. A look at the demographics of
who attends Nottingham CAJT and who lives in St Louis Hills shows that the Nottingham CAJT
students stood out not only because of their developmental challenges but also because they were
mostly African-American. Immediately after the move, Hale and her students worked to
improve the campus grounds, ripping out bushes that were dying, planting new evergreens and
hydrangea, and creating several gardens to add color and “blend in” with the flowers and
ornamental plants in Francis Park and private gardens in the area, as Hale put it. These efforts
simultaneously gave the students good experience in horticulture and garden work. By the
summer of 2016, the school’s gardens included a garden of annuals (zinnia in 2016), an herb
garden, a native plant garden, and the monarch butterfly garden. Hale described these gardens as
an important way that the school “became a beautiful part of the neighborhood.”
The testimony of area residents, the St Louis Hills neighborhood stabilization officer, the
ward alderman, and others suggest that Nottingham Community Access Job Training High
School has become very appreciated in the neighborhood. In 2011, the school was commended
by the Board of Alderman for its achievements, including the staff and students’ work “to
improve their school and their school’s neighborhood.” In 2012, Nottingham was designated a
“national school of promising practice” in part because of Hale and her students’ work to clean
trash in the park and plant bulbs at a neighborhood church.56 In 2015-2016, Nottingham
received a first place award in the Green Schools Quest for the Grounds Maintenance and
Horticulture students’ recycling and planting initiatives.57
The Grounds Maintenance and Horticulture program depends on grant support and
private donations for plants. Nottingham CAJT has received significant support from area
residents and Brightside St Louis. For example, some residents with children who attended St.
Gabriel’s School, which is located less than half a mile from Nottingham CAJT, raised funds for
the arbor vitae that Hale and her students planted around the school campus. Members of the
Friends of Francis Park, a nonprofit group that raises money to improve Francis Park, have
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donated plants to Nottingham CAJT and volunteered labor. Brightside St Louis has awarded
multiple grants to Nottingham CAJT’s horticulture program, including a 2014 Neighbors
Naturscaping grant that allowed Hale and the students to create a small monarch butterfly garden
on the northeast side of the school building. This grant provided plants and the assistance of a
master gardener, who designed the garden for the program.
Hale decided to create a monarch butterfly garden to facilitate Nottingham students’
learning about butterflies. Many of the students do not read and most are visual and experiential
learners. The presence of caterpillars, chrysalises, and butterflies would allow the staff to teach
about this aspect of biology.
During the four-week summer school program of 2016, Hale had ten students taking
Grounds Maintenance & Horticulture. The class was ninety percent black, and students ranged in
age from 15 to 17. We joined the horticulture class twice, helping them with garden maintenance
and chatting with the students about the monarch butterfly garden and their lives more generally.
The primary task that the students did in the monarch butterfly garden was watering, although
the students did planting elsewhere. The students also spent time breaking down milk cartons,
recycling, and cleaning the cafeteria. Students in the Grounds Maintenance and Horticulture
program also do a lot with recycling, which Hale pointed out is a good winter activity.
Nottingham CAJT student Kevin was very enthusiastic about the butterfly garden. Kevin
told us that he and the other students wanted to “get butterflies to come to the school.” He
explained that they needed to improve the soil where the milkweed was planted, so the plants
could get protein and energy. Kevin told us that he gardened at home, growing watermelon,
onions, tomatoes, and cucumber, and that he “loved gardening.” Nora was less keen on
gardening. She talked about the work of watering that she and the other students did in the
garden, noting that “some plants die, some don’t.” Nora said that she had a garden at home
where she grew flowers and potatoes. She explained that she liked cooking and working with
“old people,” which she was already doing. Stevan was less verbal than Kevin or Nora, but
wanted to share with us that he enjoyed “doing his job” at school, which included watering the
garden to make “beautiful trees, beautiful flowers, beautiful grasses.” Stevan also said that he
enjoyed drawing. Other students chatted with us about their favorite animals, sports, television,
and music.
St Louis Hills residents who spoke with us knew about Nottingham Community Access
Job Training High School’s Ground Maintenance and Horticulture program, but were unaware
that the students had planted a monarch butterfly garden. However, they were in favor of
planting milkweed and native plants and were concerned about the decline in bee populations.
For example, Sarah was a retired widow who was a long-term resident of St Louis Hills. She
was a member of the Friends of Francis Park and a board member of the St Louis Hills
Neighborhood Association. Sarah had collaborated with Nottingham’s Grounds Maintenance
and Horticulture program in the past, donating plants that the Friends of Francis Park were
unable to use. She explained that the Friends of Francis Park had planted a milkweed garden in
Francis Park and were expanding the amount of milkweed to other areas. Sarah was enthusiastic
about planting native Missouri plants and attracting monarch butterflies, and she thought that
most of her neighbors had responded positively to the milkweed. She mentioned one of Friend
of Francis Park who disliked the plant’s aesthetics, but said that the other Friends liked how
milkweed looked and intended to increase plantings.
Deborah, a resident in her early 30s, felt that Nottingham CAJT’s horticulture program fit
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well into the broader neighborhood. She said that her neighbors were concerned with
beautification and taking care of the neighborhood, and liked doing projects together. Deborah
noted that there were several monarch butterfly habitat installations in St Louis Hills, in Francis
Park and at the Bush Middle School, but also on private plots. She had heard some complaints
about “gangly” plants, but felt that her neighbors tried to alleviate such complaints by how they
tended their gardens. Deborah believed that an important reason why many St Louis Hills
residents supported monarch butterfly gardens was their concern about declining bee
populations. In general, locals liked flowering plants, and so appreciated milkweed as well as
other Missouri natives.
Ethnography Takeaways
Our ethnographic research added depth and texture to what we learned from our
quantitative research, and illuminated the larger social and economic forces that affect the
monarch butterfly habitat installations and their communities. As our sociological survey
indicated, many people who live near these community gardens appreciate them. Milkweed
itself was not as significant to most residents’ enjoyment as blooming and/or ornamental plants
more generally. Indeed, community vegetable gardens appeared to have greater appeal, and
generate more enthusiasm, than did monarch butterfly habitat.
Many more people liked to look at and visit the gardens than work in them. Finding
adequate volunteers to help with day-to-day stewardship was problematic at most places. All the
community-based sites (excluding Steinberg Prairie) had people who were enthusiastic about the
initial planting, but ongoing maintenance tended to end up the responsibility of only a few.
Steinberg Prairie was the only one of our five ethnographic sites where volunteers or staff did not
mention labor shortages; it was also the only site with permanent paid stewards. After Steinberg
Prairie, the Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School had the most regular and
adequate labor because the monarch butterfly garden was developed for the school’s Grounds
Maintenance and Horticulture program. An important point related to labor is that all
community gardens are not created equal. Neighborhood residents who are interested in urban
farming do not necessarily want to help maintain prairie plantings or ornamental flower gardens.
We met people who had knowledge about the environment at most of the sites, but our
findings suggest that their knowledge predated or was gained outside of the installations. People
who were concerned about bees or butterflies, or who thought that native plants were better than
non-natives, brought these views to the gardens, rather than developing them from being in or
working at the sites. The transmission of environmental knowledge at the installations depended
on specific programming, as when Carson and Patel of Gateway Greening provided educational
materials for the second-grade students at Cote Brilliante, or the Forest Park nature reserve
specialists gave educational tours at the park’s prairies.
A few of the residents we interviewed believed that their neighborhood’s monarch
butterfly habitat installation was influencing other residents to plant milkweed and/or other
Missouri native plants in their private gardens. The accuracy of this perception merits further
study.
Our ethnography spotlighted an important pattern at which our sociological study hinted:
the monarch butterfly gardens located in areas with relatively stable populations, few vacant lots,
and few derelict buildings had better outcomes than those in neighborhoods undergoing major
demographic shifts and/or development. Of the five installations we studied, the Steinberg
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Prairie and the Nottingham Community Access Job Training High School Monarch Butterfly
Garden were very likely to have sustainable futures. Located in higher income neighborhoods
with stable populations, high levels of occupancy, and “finished” infrastructures, these gardens
were not vulnerable to new development or school closure. By contrast, the Gibson Community
Garden and the Cote Brilliante Community Garden had futures that were uncertain to
nonexistent. The Gibson Community Garden came to life as a community-led “guerilla”
memorial on a vacant Land Reutilization Authority lot in a neglected and impoverished
neighborhood. With the area’s gentrification, this “vacant” lot became valuable property for
development. In the Greater Ville neighborhood, outside organizations and volunteer groups
were essential to revitalizing the Cote Brilliante Community Garden, hoping to help the
remaining residents of a devastated community improve their quality of life. Yet the tiny flame
of possibility kindled by the garden appeared destined to be extinguished with the closure of the
Cote Brilliante Elementary School.
To some extent, the two neighborhoods straddling the Thurman Avenue viaduct
exemplify the role played by broader socioeconomic forces in the sustainability of a
community’s monarch butterfly garden. The Shaw neighborhood to the south of Interstate 44 is
more stable, more affluent, and less “in transition” than the Botanical Heights neighborhood to
the north. The Thurman Gateway Prairie continues to grow on the Shaw side of the viaduct.
The Botanical Heights neighborhood, formerly McRee Town, is very much “in transition,” with
significantly higher rates of vacancy, more derelict buildings, and more dramatic demographic
shifts than its near neighbor. The Thurman Gateway Prairie on the Botanical Heights side of the
viaduct is gone.
Studying these gardens, we were dismayed to see precious resources of money, time,
labor, plants, and gardening supplies invested in installations whose existence spanned one to
two years. Our city’s resources for greening, beautification, and environmental restoration are
most productively invested in sites whose lifespans can be expected to last for many decades or
even longer. The Office of Sustainability could play a leadership role in coordinating with other
government departments and city officials (aldermen, the public schools superintendent) to
garner a shared commitment to specific community gardens, particularly those in struggling or
“transitional” neighborhoods. We know that the citizens of St Louis appreciate these sites,
regardless of what kind of neighborhood they live in. More should be done to guarantee the
long-term viability of community gardens in less stable neighborhoods, so their residents have
access to the aesthetic, recreational, and educational opportunities that such sites afford.
In addition to the broader social forces that ultimately determine the viability and
longevity of community gardens, our ethnographic research suggests that such sites work best
when they mean something more than “nature” to communities. The Gibson Community Garden
is an excellent example in this regard. This site has thrived because Forest Park Southeast has
residents who want attractive vegetation in their neighborhood, who see the importance of
providing habitat for pollinators, and who hope to attract monarch butterflies. But the Gibson
Community Garden also serves many other functions for the members of this community. It is a
memorial to a young man whose untimely death is still mourned twenty years after his passing.
It is an opportunity for underprivileged youth to work productively together, learn job skills, and
have fun with a mentor. It is a pleasant place where anyone, regardless of his or her income
level, can take a seat and enjoy a moment of relaxation. The Gibson Community Garden has
thrived for thirteen years because it fills the needs of its neighbors in many, many ways.
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